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The work described in this report was performed by the engineering and 
operations personnel of the Tracking and Data Acquisition organization of the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. From the beginning of the space program through 
1968, the network has had as its primary mission the support of unmanned lunar 
and planetary missions. A secondary mission has been to support, through the 
Manned Space Flight Network, manned lunar exploration: primarily Apollo. 
Since 1969, the primary mission has been defined as that of unmanned deep space 
missions to planetary and interplanetary space. 
Volume I is concerned primarily with the design, engineering, and implementa- 
tion phases of support to the Manned Space Flight Network and flight support 
from the initial qualifying flights up to the successful manned lunar orbiting 
flight of Apollo 8. Succeeding volumes will record support of Apollo missions 
starting with Apollo 9. 
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This document summarizes the development, engineering, and implementation 
activities of the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) at the Jet Propulsion Labora- 
tory in support of NASA's Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN), managed by 
the Goddard Space Flight Center, for Project Apollo from 1960 through 1968. 
In the field of ApoZZo telecommunications, the state of the art of the unified 
S-band system is traced through the development at JPL of the receivedexciter 
and ranging subsystems implemented in both the DSN and MSFN. 
A detailed account is presented of the operational support the DSN provided 
to the MSFN from ApoZZo 4 to the historical moon orbiting flight of Apollo 8 
during Christmas of 1968. 
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This report provides an account of the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL) activities in the development of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
unified S-band (USB) RF system for 'the ApoZZo program. 
The report covers the design, development, and imple- 
mentation effort that was provided by JPL in support of 
the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) and Project 
Apollo. 
When President John F. Kennedy established manned 
lunar landing as a national goal in May 1961, JPL was 
already involved in unmanned lunar exploration projects. 
The first of these projects was Ranger, which demon- 
strated the accuracy and feasibility of precise radio 
guidance to the moon, and the value of continuous tele- 
communications between a distant spacecraft and a 
network of earth-based communications stations. 
It was the Ranger VI1 spacecraft that provided sci- 
entists with their first close view of the lunar surface 
and clues to its character. The spacecraft was guided to 
its selected area and its multiple television cameras were 
activated 15 min prior to impact. The television signals 
were transmitted to earth where the final display showed 
the impact area in detail never before seen so clearly 
by man. 
The Ranger Project was followed by the Langley 
Research Center Lunar Orbiter and the JPL Surveyor 
projects. All three contributed valuable knowledge about 
the moon and its environment, which was needed in 
making many of the decisions for ApolZo. 
The JPL network of earth-based communications sta- 
tions began in 1958 with the establishment of the first 
85-ft antenna Deep Space Station at Goldstone in the 
Mojave Desert approximately 40 mi from Barstow, Calif. 
(Fig. 1). The Deep Space Network (DSN) was formally 
established when two additional 85-ft antenna Deep 
Space Stations became operational at Woomera, Aus- 
tralia (Fig. 2) in December 1960, and at Johannesburg, 
South Africa (Fig. 3) in June 1961. In addition to the 
85-ft antenna, Johannesburg aIso had a mobiIe tracking 
station with a 10-ft-diam antenna and several trailers 
(Fig. 4) with equipment to effect initial acquisition of 
the spacecraft, making it possible to lock in the less- 
maneuverable 85-ft antenna more quickly after the space- 
craft was above the horizon. By July 1964, a Ground 
Communication Facility (GCF) and a Space Flight 
Operations Facility (SFOF), located at JPL, completed 
Fig. 1. The original DSN station (Pioneer site) 
the requirements to provide an integrated capability 
designed to track lunar or planetary probes in deep space. 
Present (1970) DSN stations and their locations are as 
follows : 
Designation Location 
Pioneer 
Echo 
Mars 
Woomera 
Tidbinbilla 
Johannesburg 
Robledo 
Cebreros 
Cape Kennedy 
Goldstone, Calif. 
Goldstone, Calif. 
Goldstone, Calif. 
Island Lagoon, Australia 
Canberra, Australia 
Johannesburg, S. Africa 
Madrid, Spain 
Madrid, Spain 
Cape Kennedy, Fla. 
The sites for these Deep Space Stations were chosen 
so that three prime stations would be separated by ap- 
proximately 120 deg in longitude and would be located 
between 40"N and 30"s lat. This assured contact with 
spacecraft vehicles in deep space by at least one station 
at all times-this despite the rotation of the earth. All 
of the stations are equipped with steerable-dish antennas 
85 f t  in diameter except Mars, which has a 210-ft-diam 
antenna that is designed to receive radio signals from 
millions of miles in space. Because of the extreme sensi- 
tivity of the equipment, the stations are located in natural 
depressions or valleys to decrease interference from local 
radio stations and other electromagnetic sources. 
The ApoZZo program developed the need for: (1) ex- 
pansion in the geographical coverage provided by 
Mercury/Gemini network, (2) larger antennas to main- 
tain radio communications in the vicinity of the moon, 
and (3) simultaneous transmission of voice, engineering 
science, video, and telemetry data. The MSFN network 
of 85- and 30-ft antennas was established to meet the 
geographic requirements. The most significant electronics 
system addition to the network was the USB system. 
This single system replaced the multiple antennas and 
RF links previously used for the Mercury and Gemini 
spacecraft. The USB allowed simultaneous modulation 
of voice and telemetry data on the same RF carrier used 
Fig. 2. Deep Space Network station at Woomera, Australia 
for the tracking function and provided the performance 
improvement needed for lunar-distance communications. 
In October 1962, the Associate Director of the Manned 
Spacecraft Center (MSC), in a memorandum to the 
Director of Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition 
(OTDA), requested the use of JPL facilities in support 
of Project ApoZZo. In its request, MSC stated: 
The ApoZZo mission schedule calls for flights well beyond 
the capability of the current Manned Space Flight Net- 
work. It is anticipated that there will be requirements for 
metric tracking data (position and velocity vector), voice, 
telemetry, and possibly an up-data link, all at lunar dis- 
tances. 
The MSC desires to make use of the facilities of Jet 
Propulsion Laboratories, both current and planned, to as- 
sist in meeting these requirements.. . . 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration/ 
OTDA assigned to the Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC) MSFN the task of the primary ApoZlo support 
role in a letter to the Director of JPL, requesting ". . . JPL 
assistance in the planning and implementation of ground 
instrumentation for the lunar missions of the ApoZZo pro- 
gram. Due to the JPL experience. . . in connection with 
the Ranger and Mariner programs, . . . JPL possesses a 
particularly valuable competence in the area of ground 
instrumentation for lunar missions, whether manned or 
unmanned ." 
The added network complexity required for participa- 
tion in the Apollo program is reflected in expansion and 
modification in the following four areas: 
(1) Implementation of additional stations, including 
those on ships and aircraft, needed to provide the 
required near-space coverage, all capable of em- 
ploying the USB system. 
(2) Incorporation of additional data-handling capa- 
bility for more effective mission control. 
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Fig. 3. Deep Space Station at Johannesburg, South Africa 
(3) Expansion of network communications capabilities, 
including the use of commercial satellites, for more 
reliable communications. 
(4) Incorporation of the USB system and the imple- 
mentation of 85-ft-diam antennas at three sites 
and 30-ft-diam antennas at 11 sites to extend net- 
work capability to provide its services out to lunar 
distances. 
(5 )  Incorporation of the JPL/DSN to provide capacity 
for communications over the great distances of 
lunar fight. 
18. Role of JBL i 
ackground Information 
The role of JPL in Project Apollo began in December 
1960. The Director of JPL was invited by NASA to 
attend the first meeting of a newly formed NASA liaison 
group, known as the Apollo Technical Liaison Group, 
Instrumentation and Communication. The members of 
this new group represented the Space Task Group (STG), 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Lewis Research Center, 
Langley Research Center, and the Flight Research 
Center. Dr. Eberhardt Rechtin, then the Deep Space 
Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) program director, at- 
tended the meeting representing the Director of JPL. 
For the Apollo program, the network was required to 
maintain contact with as many as three vehicles at one 
time. Network participation was required for earth- 
orbital and for lunar missions beginning with the check- 
out of all ApoZZo vehicles in earth orbit before injection 
into a translunar trajectory. 
The first meeting of this group was held at the STG, 
Langley Field, Va., on January 6, 1961. Mr. Ralph 
Sawyer, of the STG, opened the meeting by giving the 
purpose of the Technical Liaison Group which he out- 
lined as effecting systematic liaison in various technical 
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Fig. 4. Mobile tracking station at  Johannesburg, South Africa 
areas between the several NASA organizations involved (4) 
(5 )  
in work related to the Apollo Project. The objectives and 
scope of this group were to: 
Provide an up-to-date summary of activities then 
under way that were pertinent to Project Apollo, 
in the specific technical areas at the various NASA 
centers. 
Provide regularly a summary of results of research 
and study investigations pertinent to Project Apollo 
to ensure their use in the implementation of the 
project. 
(6) 
(7) 
Provide a means of reporting Apollo contractors’ (8) 
activities to group members. 
Provide a mechanism for bringing expert technical 
consideration to technical problems as they arose. 
Point out areas where research activity was needed 
in support of the project for consideration by the 
NASA centers. 
Assist in monitoring contractor studies through 
participation of individual panel members for 
consideration of particular problems, and as geo- 
graphically convenient. 
Develop requirements for flight tests resulting 
from consideration of research and study activity. 
Provide regular overall assessments of progress in 
the given technical areas as related to the project. 
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In addition, Mr. Sawyer reviewed the Apollo guide- 
lines related to command and communications. Each 
member of the group was given a copy of the Space 
Task Group Apollo Systems Study work statement, which 
contained the guidelines set forth for command and com- 
munications. A proposed set of working guidelines was 
drawn up, emphasizing that the primary objective of 
the group, during the study phase, was to determine the 
optimum system or the criteria which would result in 
the most optimum system. 
1 .  General considerations. General considerations in 
regard to the spacecraft instrumentation and communi- 
cation during the study phase included the following: 
(1) Maximum use of ground sites that were presently 
available or planned, and recommendations for 
additional ground stations or modification to ex- 
isting stations for maximum use. 
(2) Use of the same equipment for various phases of 
flight and for multiple purposes wherever possible. 
(3)  Maximum use of the crew. 
(4) Use of modular construction for replacement by 
the crew. 
(5)  Progressive failure concept, brought about by mul- 
tiple use of equipment; for example, providing for 
telemetry transmission on another system (possibly 
a tracking beacon), which would allow at least 
degraded information to be transmitted. 
(6) Power management by providing for manually 
manipulating the power output and/or narrowing 
the information bandwidth. 
2. Tracking considerations. Tracking considerations 
in regard to the spacecraft included the following: 
(1) Determination of the required accuracy and rate 
of metric tracking data for the several mission 
phases. 
(2) Adequacy of existing installations and their deploy- 
ment to provide such data; required additions to 
equipment at those sites as well as new sites, in- 
cluding ships and recommended positional systems 
for those ships. 
(3)  Determination of tracking beacon requirements 
with an allowance for the use of the same beacons 
during the various phases of flight. 
(4) Determination of the effect of ionization on track- 
ing during the Apollo reentry flight. 
3. Near-earth communications. Near-earth communi- 
cations (voice, telemetry, etc.) considerations in regard 
to the spacecraft included the following: 
(1) Determination of ground station locations to meet 
the requirements of launch, abort, earth orbit, re- 
entry, and landing phases of fight. 
(2) Determination of onboard requirements and com- 
munication systems suitable for the Apollo mission 
with an effort to utilize the same equipment as 
used for deep space. 
(3)  Analysis of the communication requirements dur- 
ing reentry; if communications are necessary dur- 
ing this time, an investigation of the best ways of 
meeting minimum requirements in the presence of 
ionization. 
(4) Determination of antenna requirements. 
4. Deep space communications. Deep space communi- 
cations (voice, telemetry, etc.) considerations included 
the following: 
(1) Determination of detailed information to be trans- 
mitted and information rates required for telemetry. 
(2) Thorough investigation of the suitability of existing 
and expected ground facilities, especially the DSN, 
with consideration of the need for modifications 
or additions to various sites and the need for addi- 
tional sites. (Past studies were to be used to the 
fullest extent possible.) 
(3)  Investigation of modulation techniques appropriate 
to the signal and noise relationships of the space 
environment with emphasis on power require- 
ments, reliability, and weight. 
(4) Investigation of the need for television transmission 
and its feasibility; determination of the hardware 
required, such as frame rate, power, and band- 
width. 
(5)  Determination of requirements and characteristics 
for the Apollo communications systems. 
(6) Investigation of all antenna requirements. 
The overall Apollo program was reviewed, including 
broad objectives, various elements of the study phase, 
the Saturn development flight test, schedules, tentative 
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for Saturn C-1, and other flight tests. Figures and memo- 
randa containing this information were provided to group 
members. 
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory agreed to the proposed 
maximum use of existing and planned ground sites. It was 
pointed out that the DSN locations had been selected 
so that additional equipment could be moved into the 
area without appreciable interference with existing equip- 
ments. If NASA was considering additional stations, the 
DSN locations could be kept in mind because logistic 
support and communications would be readily available. 
Also, in regard to possible overseas sites, intergovern- 
ment agreements had already been made and were 
thought to be broad enough to cover the Apollo program. 
The position of the DSN in the ApoZZo program was not 
yet determined. Although the use of JPL facilities for 
tracking and communications during the Apollo fight to 
and from the moon appeared quite reasonable on tech- 
nical grounds, it was also apparent that neither the 
STG nor JPL intended their actions in the technical 
liaison groups to be interpreted as commitments. In addi- 
tion, JPL had neither instructions nor funding from 
NASA headquarters for participation in a manned lunar 
flight program. This was pointed out solely so that there 
would be no misunderstanding that the technical inter- 
ests shown by JPL implied the availability of time and 
equipment of the DSN to the Apollo program. The DSN 
was saturated with commitments to the Ranger, Surveyor, 
and Mariner programs. Although JPL intended to obtain 
additional antennas to relieve the saturation problem, 
neither the use of these antennas nor the manpower 
necessary to run them could be guaranteed at that time. 
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory was principally inter- 
ested in the deep space communication aspects of the 
ApoZZo instrumentation and communication problem. Us- 
ing directional antennas aboard the spacecraft and the 
existing DSN, it was thought practical to consider real- 
time television for most of the flights. In the Surveyor 
application, an antenna approximately 4 ft in diameter, a 
transmitter of 5 W, and ground stations of 100°K system 
temperature were capable of high quality picture trans- 
mission at a rate of l/s from the moon. Transmission 
bandwidth was about 220 kHz. The power consumption 
for the receiver and transmitter was 100 W. Frequency 
modulation transmission had the advantages of simplicity 
and reliability. Digital communications appeared useful 
Because of JPL experience with large 85-ft antennas, 
high-speed data transmission, and successful deep space 
spacecraft such as Pioneer, Ranger, and Mariner, the 
members of the ApoZZo Instrumentation and Communi- 
cations Group unanimously recommended that JPL par- 
ticipate in all future activities of the ApoZZo Technical 
Liaison Group, Instrumentation and Communication. 
Late in May 1961, Dr. R. R. Gilruth stated in a letter 
to the Director of JPL that a bidders' conference would 
be held on August 1, 1961. Since the JPL/DSN would be 
used in tracking and communicating with the ApoZZo 
spacecraft, it was necessary to supply the prospective 
bidders with complete information concerning the fol- 
lowing: 
(1) System description and capabilities. 
(2) Development scheduling. 
(3) Site locations. 
(4) Network computation facilities. 
(5)  Intersite communication capability. 
It was requested that this information be provided in 
the form of a report to be submitted before July 15,1961, 
so that it could be included as part of the bid package. 
The task of coordinating the preparation of the report 
fell to Mr. Paul S. Goodwin, the DSN ApoZZo manager. 
With the cooperation of various JPL engineering per- 
sonnel, the report was completed on July 3, and printed 
copies were mailed to STG on July 14, 1961. 
In 1961, the DSN had two 85-ft antenna stations, 
Pioneer and Echo, located at Goldstone, Calif. Construc- 
tion of the Pioneer station had been started while JPL 
was under contract to Army Ordnance, in 1958. Shortly 
after its establishment, NASA negotiated a lease with 
the Army for the 68-mi2 area of the Camp Irwin mili- 
tary reservation on which the station was being built. 
The Pioneer station was completed in time to track the 
Pioneer IIZ spacecraft in December 1958. In'1960, the 
Echo station was built approximately 6.5 mi southeast 
of the Pioneer station. 
for narrowband telemetry but of no great advantage to 
the voice and television links, which have high signal- 
to-noise ratios. 
At that time both of these stations were operating in 
the L-band frequency range (890-960 MHz) and were 
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capable of maintaining radio contact with spacecraft up 
to a distance of 400,000 mi from earth. 
It was during this time that the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission requested that NASA vacate the L-band 
frequency range by January 1963 (later changed to April 
1964), because it would be needed for a commercially 
operable communication system that was being developed 
by the American Telephone & Telegraph Company. In 
place of the L-band, NASA was allocated the S-band 
frequency range of 2110-2120 MHz for earth-to-spacecraft 
and 2270-2360 MHz for spacecraft-to-earth communica- 
tion. Engineers at JPL had started a design study for an 
S-band radio system in early 1961. The performance 
characteristics of the new S-band radio system would 
have to be comparable to those of the L-band radio 
system. In May 1964, the first S-band radio system was 
operational at the Pioneer station. By July 1964, the 
L-band radio system at Johannesburg, South Africa had 
been converted to operate in both the L- and S-bands. 
6. History of S-Band 
Changing from an operational L-band radio system to 
a completely new S-band radio system within such a 
short time required a prompt but thorough analysis of 
existing equipment. 
light transponder. Design work was initiated on 
an S-band transponder on the basis of the successful 
L-band flight transponder. The JPL Telecommunications 
Division, with the assistance of the Military Electronics 
Division of Motorola, Inc., was able to design an S-band 
transponder using eight of twelve L-band transponder 
modules. Block diagrams of the L-band and S-band 
transponders are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. 
Of major concern was the need for a more powerful 
power amplifier. Whereas the L-band transponder could 
transmit a 0.25-W output, the new S-band transponder 
required from 3- to 25-W output. At that time, there were 
several power amplifier possibilities: (1) klystrons (re- 
jected because their magnetic fields were incompatible 
with scientific requirements), (2) amplitrons (potentially 
the most efficient but rejected because of nonlinear 
amplification characteristic), (3) traveling wave tubes, 
and (4) the relatively new tube-cavity amplifier. In the 
end, both the traveling wave tube and tube-cavity ampli- 
fier were incorporated into the transponder design. 
Once the power amplifier problem was resolved, the 
S-band transponder was in relatively good shape. All 
components had been tested successfully, both in the 
laboratory and in helicopter flight tests. Acquisition 
experiments were performed in the laboratory at signal 
levels corresponding to nominal Mars communication 
distance. In the helicopter tests, the acquisition proce- 
dure averaged about 2 min, and the preflight calibrations 
indicated good consistency, with a deviation of approxi- 
To provide the DSN with a 2000/2300 MHz transmit’ 
receive capability and at the same time maintain the 
890-960 MHz capability, an L- to S-band conversion mately rms. 
plan had to be worked out that would be satisfactory 
from both the Deep Space Station and spacecraft point 
of view. Therefore, the following ground rules were 
developed: 
(1) The spacecraft-to-earth frequency had to lie in the 
2290-2300 MHz band. 
(2) The nongovernment frequency band of 1800-2200 
MHz had to be avoided if possible. 
(3) The conversion plan was to favor a simplified 
transponder redesign without over-complicating 
the ground R F  system. 
(4) The transmitted and received frequencies were to 
be separated by at least 6% but not more than 
10%. 
(5) A 10-MHz bandwidth for ranging and telemetry 
was required. 
2. Receiverlexciter. In May 1961, JPL awarded a 
contract to Hallamore Electronics to design, fabricate, 
test, and install a prototype S-band receivedexciter. The 
prime objective of the prototype was to accomplish an 
RF system frequency translation from L- to S-band that 
would eventually be incorporated into each Deep Space 
Station. The performance characteristics of the new 
S-band radio system had to be equal to those of the 
L-band radio system. The Hallamore prototype was to 
be delivered to JPL in May 1962. However, because of 
numerous technical and design problems, Hallamore 
was unable to complete the task within the specified time. 
The JPL Source Evaluation Board held a meeting to 
select another contractor who could start with the avail- 
able components and develop the necessary circuits and 
assemblies, and produce units in quantity. The Military 
Electronics Division of Motorola, Inc., was selected be- 
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cause of its experience and background in assisting JPL 
in the development of the flight transponder. With NASA 
approval, JPL awarded the contract to Motorola, which 
had proposed to package the receiver/exciter in much 
the same manner as it was packaging the flight tran- 
sponder. Motorola was to have at least one working 
example of each critical circuit available with its test 
data by November 1962, for a design review by JPL 
engineering. 
3. Combined e#ort. At the design review meeting, it 
was obvious that the receivedexciter development was 
seriously behind schedule. Motorola had not been able 
to develop the necessary circuits within the time allowed 
because JPL/Hallamore had not been able to turn over 
any completed components, assemblies, or data. As a 
result, JPL decided to consolidate the development efforts 
for both the flight transponder and receiver/exciter. In 
December 1962, a new section known as the RF Systems 
Development Section was formed in the Telecommuni- 
cations Division under the leadership of Mr. Lee W. 
Randolph, former head of the Spacecraft Radio Devel- 
opment Group, and composed of personnel from DSIF 
Engineering and the Spacecraft Telemetry and Com- 
mand Section. After much study and research, this new 
section decided that it would be wise to use common 
assemblies wherever possible in the flight transponder, 
ground support equipment, and the portable spacecraft 
test equipment. It was also decided at that time that 
Motorola should immediately fabricate an appropriate 
set of components so that JPL engineers could assemble 
the critical parts of the prototype receiver/exciter ground 
equipment. 
A new ground communication equipment block dia- 
gram, prepared by Mr. Randolph and his group, utilized 
three-quarters of the assemblies, including all critical 
assemblies, from the flight transponder. As a result of 
the new block diagram, only minor changes were re- 
quired in the equipment specifications and in the Motorola 
contract. 
In addition to accelerating the probable S-band oper- 
ation, the consolidation resulted in several other ad- 
vantages, including the following: 
A common production line for all equipment was 
established. 
Life-test data on more equipment of the same type 
would be advantageous to other JPL flight projects. 
Compatibility of equipment was assured. 
Immediate procurement was possible for critical 
components. 
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Fig. 6. Unified S-band transponder 
Under the direct guidance of JPL engineering, Motorola 
began delivery of the ground-based receiver/exciter as- 
semblies from its transponder development project to 
JPL in 1963. 
Meanwhile, JPL had awarded a time and material 
contract to the Resdel Engineering Corp. to provide the 
facilities and personnel required to assemble the first 
three receiver/exciter subsystems from the assemblies 
supplied by Motorola. In addition, Resdel was to prepare 
the necessary engineering drawings, specifications, and 
test data required for the production of the subsystem. 
Thus, the first three S-band receiver/exciter subsystems 
for the JPL Deep Space Network were manufactured by 
JPL and Resdel. 
With complete engineering documentation available, 
a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract was awarded to Motorola 
in January 1964, for the manufacture of seven S-band 
receiver/exciter subsystems for the DSN. 
4. The JPL ranging system. The JPL ranging system 
that was being developed in 1962 was an extension of 
the two-way doppler technique, but also made use of the 
cross-correlation properties of certain binary waveforms 
to measure the range to interplanetary spacecraft un- 
ambiguously. As shown in Fig. 7, the ground transmitter 
signal was phase-modulated by a long pseudo-random 
binary waveform. At the spacecraft, it was transponded 
back to the ground station, where the signal was cross- 
correlated in a tracking receiver against a local model 
of the original signal. When maximum correlation was 
achieved, the phase difference between the transmitter 
code and the receiver code was a measure of the range 
to the spacecraft. By means of automatic phase control 
of the clock that drove the receiver code generator, the 
range measurement was continuously updated. 
0 
The ranging modulation was a periodic binary wave- 
form in which the autocorrelation function was nearly 
zero for phase shifts different by one or more digit 
periods. Figure 8 illustrates a typical short-length code 
and its autocorrelation function. 
Fig. 7. Basic ranging system 
In these systems, the digit period was approximately 
1 ,us. Because relative displacement of the transmitted 
and received codes could be measured to within a one- 
half-digit period, a range measure to a resolution of 75 m 
could be made. In the system that was developed, both 
the clock signal and the transmitted RF carrier were 
coherently derived. By comparing the relative phase 
shift between both the transmitted and received codes 
and the transmitted and received RF carriers, an im- 
provement in resolution by a factor of approximately 
72 m was achieved. The resolution was constant and 
independent of the range to the spacecraft. The overall 
accuracy capability of this system was better than 15 m. 
Because this measurement technique was actually a 
measurement of propagation delay, the ultimate system 
accuracy was dependent on knowledge of the velocity 
of light through the transmission medium. 
Two different ways of using this ranging technique 
were developed. In the first, the ranging signal was 
passively reflected from the celestial object that was 
being tracked. This technique had been successfully 
used for tracking the Courier satelIite, the Project Echo 
satellite, and the planet Venus. 
The second method used a simple modification to the 
basic transponder whereby the ranging modulation was 
coherently demodulated in a wideband auxiliary IF 
channel, filtered, amplified, and used to modulate the 
spacecraft-to-earth carrier (Fig. 9). This “turnaround 
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of turnaround ranging transponder 
system was developed speciffcally for ranging to lunar 
distances using 5-10 W of S-band spacecraft power. 
To meet NASA requirements, JPL awarded a contract 
to Motorola’s Military Electronics Division to produce 
seven additional receiver/exciter subsystems, designated 
as block I subsystems. Of these, four were tuned to the 
2290-2300 MHz frequency range used by the DSN and 
were incorporated into the Goldstone duplicate standard. 
The remaining three, tuned to the Apollo allocated fre- 
quency range of 2270-2290 MHz, were delivered to 
ac~ground  l n f o r ~ a t i o ~  the MSFN. 
The decision by NASA headquarters in November 
1963 to adopt the unified S-band system for both the 
Apollo earth orbital and lunar missions resulted in 
the NASA Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition 
directing JPL to provide the MSFN with 39 receiver/ 
exciter, and Mark I ranging subsystems in addition to 
test transmitter/transponder sets. At that time, the first 
of three RF subsystems was being produced by the 
combined efforts of both JPL and Resdel Engineering 
from modules supplied by the Military Electronics Divi- 
sion of Motorola, Inc., for use in the DSN. 
The first 10 Mark I ranging subsystems were assembled 
by JPL engineers from assemblies and subassemblies 
fabricated by various vendors. An additional 38 sub- 
systems were produced by General Electric, Oklahoma 
City, Okla., under a contract with JPL, for both DSN 
and MSFN use. 
The first 25 test transmitter/transponder sets were 
produced by the Philco Western Development Labora- 
tory under a contract with JPL. 
The receivedexciter subsystem, the Mark I ranging 
subsystem, and the test transmitter/transponder set are 
discussed in this section in terms of the early block I 
configuration. 
1 5-Band 81: Subsystem 
1. Subsystem description. The S-band RF subsystem, 
consisting of a receiver, transmitter, and antenna micro- 
wave subsystems operating in conjunction with an 
acquisition aid subsystem in the Goldstone duplicate 
standard 1964 model, is the earth-based portion of a 
two-way, phase-coherent, precision tracking and com- 
munications system capable of providing command, 
telemetry, and position tracking for deep-space vehicles 
on a single band of radio frequencies. Because the track- 
ing and communications were accomplished on a single 
band of radio frequencies, the system soon became known 
as a unified RF system. Earlier RF systems had required 
the use of separate transmitting and receiving stations 
operating on different radio frequencies to accomplish 
tracking and communications. The subsystem measures 
two angles (local hour angle and declination), radial 
velocity, and range to the space vehicle as well as pro- 
viding an efficient and reliable two-way communication 
capability. 
The DSN tracking stations equipped with the USB 
system were located approximately 120 deg apart in 
longitude and between 40"N and 30"s lat, so that a 
spacecraft more than 10,000 mi from earth would in 
general be under continuous surveillance (Fig. 10). 
The JPL S-band subsystem provides a dual-channel 
reception capability and can be operated in various con- 
figurations of antennas, low-noise amplifiers, and re- 
ceivers for acquisition and tracking and/or listening 
modes. Design of the subsystem is such that state-of-the- 
art improvements can be incorporated quickly, easily, and 
economically. 
The design characteristics of the complete RF sub- 
system are summarized in Table 1 and a block diagram 
of the receiver subsystem is shown in Fig. 11. 
eceiverlexciter subsystem. The receivedexciter 
subsystem consists of 11 cabinets (Fig. 12), with 8 cab- 
inets installed in the control room and 3 mounted in the 
antenna structure; the control room cabinets are identi- 
fied in the figure as C1-C8. 
The general functions of the control room cabinets 
are as follows: 
Cabinet Function 
c1 
c 2  
Exciter control and system monitoring 
Receiver 1 control, range receiver con- 
trol, and system monitoring 
c 3  Receiver 2 control and system monitor- 
ing 
c 4  Exciter, doppler extractor, and range 
receiver 
c 5  Receiver 1, angle receivers, and re- 
ceiver 1 telemetry 
C6, C7 Test instrumentation and isolation am- 
plifiers 
C8 Receiver 2, acquisition aid angle re- 
ceivers and receiver 2 telemetry 
The general functions of the antenna-mounted cab- 
inets are as follows: 
~ 
Cabinet Function 
lACl Test transmitter, test transponder, and 
The high frequency portion of the ex- 
citer, receivers, and the angle re- 
ceivers 
Receivers 1 and 2 input switching cir- 
test instrumentation 
1AC2 
1AC3 
cuit 
The receivedexciter subsystem contains eight major 
functional elements; the elements and their functional 
capabilities are described in the paragraphs that follow. 
a. Reference receiver 1. Reference receiver 1 is a nar- 
rowband phase-coherent, double-conversion superhetero- 
dyne type that receives signals in the 2290-2300 MHz 
range from the antenna microwave subsystem. It includes 
the following basic functional capabilities : 
(1) Automatically tracks the signal level, frequency, 
and phase of the received carrier. 
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overage of original DSM 85-ft antennas 
(2) Provides gain control and reference signals to the 
(3) Provides outputs for telemetry, doppler extraction, 
(4) Provides RF switches, control circuits, and per- 
(2) It provides (during operation with the acquisition 
aid subsystem) gain control and reference signals 
to the acquisition angle channel receiver. 
reference angle channel receiver. 
and the range clock receiver, 
formance monitoring, 
d. Receiver 2 telemetry. Receiver 2 telemetry operates 
in conjunction with reference receiver 2 and performs 
the same basic functions as receiver 1 telemetry. 
(5) Provides a method (open-loop operation) for accu- 
rately setting the receiver local oscillator frequency. 
b. Receiver 1 telemetry. Receiver 1 telemetry operates 
in conjunction with reference receiver 1 and provides 
selectable bandwidth filtering for telemetry demodula- 
tion. It provides the telemetry output as demodulated 
subcarrier(s) or as a modulation spectrum centered at 
10 MHz for further information processing. 
e.  Reference angle channel receiver. The reference 
angle receiver is a double-conversion, superheterodyne 
type that receives two angular error RF signals in the 
2290-2300 MHz range from the antenna microwave 
subsystem and accepts gain control and reference signals 
from reference receiver 1. It detects the angular error 
R F  signals during phase-coherent operation to provide 
dc error signals in local hour angle and declination 
angle to the antenna servo in the antenna mechanical 
subsystem. 
c. Reference receiver 2. Reference receiver 2 is similar 
to reference receiver 1 and provides the same basic func- 
tional capabilities, except as follows: 
f .  Acquisition angle channel receiver. The acquisition 
angle channel receiver is a double-conversion, super- 
heterodyne type that receives two angular error RF 
(1) It is capable of operating on either the same or a 
different frequency from reference receiver 1. 
signals in the 2290-2300 MHz range from the acquisition 
aid antenna and accepts gain control and reference 
able 1. Summary of JBb S-band subsystem characteristics 
Item I Characteristic 
Antenna microwave subsystem 
Cassegrain feed and micro- 
wove circuitry 
(3) LOSS 
(4) Polarization 
(5) Ellipticity 
(6) Effective noise 
temperature 
(7) Beamwidth 
low-noise amplifier 
(1) Type 
(2)  Gain 
(3)  Bandwidth 
(4) Effective noise 
temperature 
(5) Input signal 
level range 
~~ 
Tracking-Transmit 
Receive 
53 1 .O, -0.5 
dB 
0.1 6 k0 .03  dB 
Rig hf- hand 
circular 
0.7 20 .3  dB 
2723OK 
(including 
losses) 
0.36 f-0.03OK 
Parametric 
20 dB 
17  27 MHz 
(3 dB) 
165 +30, 
-15°K 
-70 dBmW to 
threshold 
Receiver subsystem 
Effective noise temperature 
(ontenna at or near 
zenith) 
(1)  SCM"and 
reference receiver 
( 2 )  SCM, TWMP and 
reference receiver 
(3) SCM, parametric 
omplifier, and 
reference receiver 
Input signal level 
Frequency 
(1) Range 
(2 )  Nominal 
Transmit 
51 k 1 . 0  dB 
0.4k0.1 dB 
Right-hand 
circular 
1 20.5 dB 
0.45 k0.03"K 
Maser 
30 dB 
11 MHz ( 1  dB) 
15 MHz (3 dB) 
16 *Z°K 
-80 dBmW to 
thres hold 
%CM = S-band cassegrain-monopulse. 
bTWM = traveling-wave maser. 
Phase-coherent double conversion 
superheterodyne 
2700 f300"K 
55 *1O0K 
270 f 5 0 ° K  
-70 dBmW to threshold 
2290 to 2300 MHz 
2295 MHz 
Item Characteristic 
Receiver subsystem (contd) 
Noise bandwidth ( 2  PL) 
(1)  RF 
( 2 )  Range receiver 
Detected telemetry 
(1 ) Modulation 
( 2 )  Bandwidth 
(1 dB) 
I 3 )  Output level 
(4)  Output 
impedance 
IO-MHz IF  output for 
telemetry 
( 1  ) Modulation 
( 2 )  Bandwidth 
( 3  dB) 
(3)  Output level 
(4)  output 
impedance 
Precision doppler 
Accuracy 
Angle error detection 
( 1  ) Gain tracking 
( 2 )  Phase tracking 
Transmitter subsystem 
Frequency control 
Stability 
( 1  ) Frequency 
(2)  Phase 
Threshold bandwidth 
12 Hz +O, -20% 
48 Hz +O, -20% 
152 Hz +O, -20% 
0.8 Hz +O, - 2 0 %  
4.0 Hz f0, -20% 
12.0 Hz +O, -20% 
Phase modulotion 
Selectable 2.2 kHz, 10 kHz, 210 MHz, 
and 0.7 MHz 
0 dBmW (one subcarrier at 1 rad rms 
modulation index under strong 
signal conditions) 
50 D 
Amplitude, frequency, or phase 
6.5 MHz 
0 dBmW (noncoherent reception), 
-22 dBmW (coherent reception) 
50 Cl 
0.2 Hz rms at carrier frequency 
(uncorrelated error for 1 -min 
sample spacing) 
Differential k 2 - d B  max 
Differential 5 1  5-deg max 
Phase stable, crystal-controlled 
oscillator: frequency synthesized 
from an atomic frequency standard 
1:11" for 20 min 
5:lO"for 10 h 
5 deg rms [noise error in bondwidth 
( 2  PL) of 12 Hzl 
Table 1 (contd) 
Item Characteristic 
Frequency 
(1) Range 
(2) Normal 
Power output 
Modulation 
(1) Type 
(2) Command 
( a )  Bandwidth 
(b) Sensitivity 
(c)  Input 
impedance 
(3) Range 
( a )  Bandwidth 
(b) Sensitivity 
( c )  Input 
impedance 
2110 to 2120 MHz 
21 13 MHz 
10 k W  
Phose 
dc to 100 kHz 
3 rad peakjV peak 
50 D 
dc to 2 MHz 
5 rad peak/V peak 
50 fi 
RF threshold signal levels 
Antenna a t  or near zenith 
(1) SCM and reference 
receiver 
(2) SCM, TWM, and 
reference receiver 
(3) SCM, parametric 
amplifier, and 
reference receiver 
Threshold bandwidth, +O, -20 yo 
12 Hz 
-154 
f-1 .o 
dBmW 
- 170.8 + 1.4, 
-1.2 
dBmW 
- 163.9 
f 1.4, 
-1.2 
dBmW 
48 Hz 
-148 
e1 .o 
dBmW 
164.8 + 1.4, 
-1.2 
dBmW 
157.9 + 1.4, 
-1.2 
dBmW 
152 Hz 
-143 
e1 .o 
dBmW 
- 159.8 + 1.4, 
-1.2 
dBmW 
- 152.9 
-k 1.4, 
-1.2 
dBmW 
signals from reference receiver 2. It detects the angular 
error RF signals during phase-coherent operation to 
provide dc error signals in local hour angle and declina- 
tion angle to the antenna servo in the antenna mechanical 
subsystem. 
g. Doppler extractor. The doppler extractor operates 
in conjunction with either reference receiver 1 or 2 by 
selection. It includes the following basic functional 
capabilities : 
(1) Accepts reference frequencies from the transmitter 
subsystem that are coherently related to the trans- 
mitted carrier frequency. 
(2) Accepts the 10-MHz reference and a frequency 
coherently related to the receiver voltage-controlled 
local oscillator (VCO) from either reference re- 
ceiver 1 or 2. 
(3) Accepts a stable 1-MHz bias signal from the fre- 
quency and timing standard subsystem. 
(4) Processes the signals in items (l), (2), and (3) to 
provide continuously the two-way doppler fre- 
quency at the received carrier frequency. In addi- 
tion, it adds the 1-MHz bias signal to this two-way 
doppler frequency to provide biased UHF doppler 
to the tracking data handling subsystem. 
(5)  Provides signals to the range clock receiver, which 
contains unbiased two-way RF doppler frequency 
information at one-fourth the received carrier 
frequency. 
(6) Provides a transmitter-derived clock frequency to 
the range clock receiver. The clock frequency is 
coherently related to the transmitter carrier fre- 
quency. 
h. Range clock receiuer. The range clock receiver 
operates in conjunction with either reference receiver 1 
or 2, the doppler extractor, and the ranging subsystem. 
It includes the following basic functional capabilities : 
(1) Accepts the received range code modulation spec- 
trum centered at 10 MHz from either reference 
receiver 1 or 2 by selection. 
(2) Accepts the range decoding signal (from the rang- 
ing subsystem), which, during closed-loop ranging, 
is correlated with the received range code modula- 
tion to provide continuously the doppler-shifted 
clock frequency to the receiver clock phase- 
coherent tracking loop. 
(3) Provides the clock frequency (coherently related 
to the transmitter frequency) to the range encoder 
in the ranging subsystem. 
(4) Provides the clock frequency to the range decoder 
(in the ranging subsystem) via a phase-coherent 
clock transfer tracking loop. The input to the clock 
transfer loop can be switched between the 
transmitter-derived clock frequency and the 
doppler-shifted received clock frequency. 
(5)  Processes the transmitter-derived clock frequency 
and the doppler-shifted received clock frequency 
6 
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continuously to provide two-way clock doppler 
shift to the ranging subsystem. 
(6) Processes the R F  signals from the doppler extractor 
continuously to provide two-way RF  doppler shift 
to the ranging subsystem. 
Performance data of a typical receivedexciter subsys- 
tem are tabulated in Table 2. Data for which values are 
not tabulated are shown graphically in Figs. 13-20. 
est transmitter-transponder. Specialized RF test 
equipment is used with the receiver/exciter subsystem 
and is contained in two primary subassemblies-the test 
transmitter and the test transponder. These two sub- 
assemblies, with associated equipment, provide the capa- 
bility of: (1) accurate signal level calibration of the DSN 
receiver, and (2) simulation of the spacecraft-to-ground 
link to two-way link between the spacecraft and ground. 
One set of these two subassemblies is mounted in the 
antenna racks of the receiver/exciter subsystem and, 
when the set is connected by a hard line to this subsys- 
tem, one- and two-way tests over cable can be performed. 
Another set is mounted 'in the collimation tower for 
similar tests over an air link. In addition, the test tran- 
sponder can be installed in an aircraft for acquisition 
tests, doppler and range measurements, and operator 
training. 
A complete set of equipment for the test transmitter- 
transponder consists of: test transmitter, test transponder, 
Harrison Labs 129/802B power supply, Hewlett-Packard 
431B power meter, and interconnecting cables. 
a. Test transponder. The test transponder (Fig. 21) 
consists of a fully coherent transponder, transmitter, and 
associated microwave components as shown in Fig. 22. 
The transmitter has the capability of being driven by a 
fixed frequency auxiliary oscillator in a noncoherent 
mode or by the receiver VCO in a coherent mode. In 
addition, the VCO output is available to drive the test 
transmitter in a two-way coherent mode with the test 
Table 2. Typical receiver/exciter subsystem test data 
Item Test I Specification 
Power, dB 
RF bandwidth (-3 dB), Hz 
Test output, dB 
Spurious outputs, dB 
Modulation 
(1) Command 
(a) Sensitivity, 
rad/V 
(b) Band- 
width, kHz 
(2) Ranging 
(a) Sensitivity, 
rod/V 
(b) Band- 
(c) Null,dB 
(3) Incidental AMa 
width, Hz 
Synthesizer loop 
response 
Phase jitter exciter and 
receiver in  2  LO = 12 
Hz, deg 
(1) Receiver 1 
(2) Receiver 2 
Noise figure, dB 
(1) Reference channel 
(2) Hour angle 
channel 
(3) Declination 
channel 
Image rejection 
AGCb characteristic 
response 
Threshold, dBmW 
(1) (2 PLO = 12 Hz) 
(2) (2 PLo = 48 Hz) 
(3) (2 PLO = 152 Hz) 
RF loop response 
AGC loop response 
‘AM = amplitude modulation. 
Exciter 
f33 .1  
13.5 
f 3 . 4  
-31 
3.16 
3440 
5.2 
2.8 
41 
1.1 
(See Fig. 13) 
1.8 
2.8 
Receiver 
Receiver 1 
9.8 
8.8 
9.1 
60.0 
Receiver 2 
9.7 
8.9 
9.0 
61.3 
(See Fig. 14) 
-156 -153 
-149 -147 
-145 -146 
(See Fig. 15) 
(See Fig. 16) 
+33, 
+3,  -0 
10.1 min 
+ 7, 
+3, - 1  
-30 min 
3.0 +0.3, 
-0 
100 min 
5.0 f0 .5 ,  
-0 
2 min 
30 min 
2 max 
5 rms 
5 rms 
10.6 max 
10.6 max 
10.6 max 
45 min 
- 1 5 4 k l  
-148 2 1  
-143 k 1  
Item Test 1 specification 
Angle channels 
(1) Phase tracking, 
(2) Gain tracking, dB 
deg 
Doppler tracking rate 
30-deg phase error 
- 100 dBmW, Hz/s 
( 1 )  ( ~ P L o =  12Hz) 
(2)  (2  PLO = 48 Hz) 
(3 )  (2  PLO = 152 HZ 
Telemetry 
(1) Predetected 
bandwidth, Hz 
(a) Channel A 
(b) S + N 
(-3 dB) 
to N‘ 
(c) Channel B 
(-1 dB), 
(2) Detected 
(a) Bandwidth 
(-1 dB), 
Hz 
(b) Output 
level, 
dBmW 
(c) S f N to h 
Biased doppler 
(1) Bandwidth, Hz 
(2) Output level, V 
(3) Phase jitter, deg 
RF doppler 
(1) Bandwidth 
(-2 de), Hz 
(a) 0-deg 
output 
(b) 90-deg 
output 
(2) Phase jitter, deg 
CCTLd response 
Range receiver 
(1) Loop response 
(2) Noise bias, V 
(3) Phase jitter, deg 
Receiver (confdl 
Receiver 1 
2 1  0 
&I .7 
97.6 
790 
4852 
5.60 
Receiver 2 
+.9 
“1.95 
124 
944 
5640 
5.38 
(See Fig. 17) 
3.70 
432 
24 
5.3 
71 5 
-4 
4.04 
443 
26 
4.6 
780 
-2.1 
(See Fig. 18) 
1.69 
0.433 
1.54 
1.4 
197.9 
360 
1.8 
(See Fig. 19) 
I 
(See Fig. 20) 
2 1 5  max 
2 2  max 
100 
920 
5000 
6 min 
2.8 min 
420 min 
20 min 
4.5 min 
710 min 
0 f 2  dB 
1.5 min 
0.5 
1.29 20.29 
rms 
8 rms max 
200 min 
200 min 
2 rms max 
0.2 max 
5.0 rms 
bAGC = automatic gain control. eS -l N to N = output signal plus noise-to-noise ratios. dCCTL = clock code transfer loop. 
IO-1 2 4 6 loo 2 4 6 10' 2 4 6 10' 
FREQUENCY, Hz 
Fig. 13. Synthesizer loop frequency response 
Fig. 15. Radio frequency loop frequency response 
-6 -4 -2 
AGC VOLTAGE, Vdc 
. 14. 
0 
FREQUENCY, Hr 
Fig. 16. Automatic gain control loop frequency response 
01 I I I 
-60 -70 -80 -9o -lC 
SIGNAL POWER INPUT, dBm 
Fig. 17. Wideband telemetry output signal plus 
noise-to-noise ratios 
- 3 0 ~  IF ATTENUATION, dB 
INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL, d h W  
noise-to-noise ratios 
10-1 2 4 6 10’ 2 4 6 lo1 2 4 6 lo2 
FREQUENCY, Hz 
ode clock transfer loop frequency response 
10-1 2 4 6 loo 2 4 6 lo1 2 4 6 10’ 
FREQUENCY, Hz 
Fig. 21. Test transponder 
INPUT, 21 13 MHz 
OUTPUT, 2295 MHz 
ATTENUATOR 
VCO AND x 3 
INPUT 19MHz 
OUTPUT 19 MHz 
AVAILABLE FOR TEST TRANSPONDER RECEIVER/TEST TRANSMITTER MODE 
CONNECTED IN TEST TRANSPONDER MODE 
22 
diagram of test transponder 
ORA 33-452, VOL. I 
transponder receiver. Turnaround ranging capability is 
also provided. 
The transponder in the test transponder subassembly 
is similar to the one used on the Mariner C spacecraft. 
Frequency agility is attained by omission of the 4500-Hz 
noise bandwidth predetection filter, thus eliminating the 
necessity of changing the filter each time the frequency 
is changed to another channel. The penalty of this design 
is that the threshold is limited by the capability of the re- 
ceiver to perform under the high levels of noise in the 
predetection noise bandwidth of approximately 1 MHz. 
The degradation in performance in this configuration 
can be seen in the comparison of the automatic gain 
control (AGC) curves of a Mariner C transponder receiver 
and the test transponder receiver (Fig. 23). The threshold, 
however, is adequate for the range of signal levels used 
in test, which are primarily strong signals. Performance 
characteristics of the test transponder are listed in Table 3. 
1?. Test transmitter. The test transmitter (Fig. 24) 
provides a stable, accurately calibrated signal source. 
The signal is generated by one of the two selectable 
VCOs (Fig. 25) and is then multiplied 120 times by 
solid-state amplifiers and multipliers to give the required 
S-band output. This circuitry is the same as the trans- 
mitter portion of the test transponder. Accurately cali- 
brated step and variable attenuators, and a power monitor 
at a high power level permit precise control of the output 
-150 
-14a 
-130 
& -1ZG 
-0 
.J Y 
5 -11c 
a 
Z 
-1w 
-90 
-86 
-70 
AGC VOLTAGE, V 
Fig. 23. 
Table 3. Test transponder performance characteristics 
Item Characteristic 
Receiver 
Frequency 
Tracking capability 
Noise figure 
Input signal range 
RF loop 
Design noise bandwidth 
(2  PLO) in pre- 
detection, noise- 
to-signal 
ratio = 23.5 dB 
AGC loop 
Design noise bandwidth 
loop filter time constant 
Intermediate frequencies 
VCO stability, phase 
frequency (at constant 
temperature) 
Ranging channel 
Bandwidth ( -3  dB) 
video out 
Video response 
21 13.3125 MHz (nominal), 
operational from 27 10 to 21 20 
MHz 
3 3  parts/lO5 
< 11 dB without variable attenuato,r 
-50 dBmW to threshold 
20 Hz 
<2 Hz 
23 s 
47.8 and 9.56 MHz (nominal) 
<9-deg peak in 2 PLO = 20 Hz 
1 parts/ 1 o", long term 
100 Hz to 1.65 MHz (min) 
140 ns rise and fall (max) 
Transmitter 
Frequency 
Output power 
Phase stability 
Frequency stability 
Auxiliary oscillator 
Modulation 
Type 
Deviation 
Sensitivity 
Telemetry 
Ranging 
2295 MHz (nominal) 
-20 to - 120 dBmW 
<9-deg peak in 2 PLO = 20 Hz 
1 parts/ 1 o', long term 
Phose 
Variable to 2.5 rad 
1 rad peak/V peak 
2 rad peak/V peak 
power level. The power is then split by a hybrid to 
provide outputs at both the front and rear panels. 
Shielded compartments, extensive use of filters, and power 
decoupIing keep leakage to a minimum. 
Provision for modulation is made through front panel 
connectors for both telemetry and ranging. 
b TECHNICAL ME 23 
tive to either the ground transmitter or the ground 
receiver. 
Fig. 24. Test transmitter 
The VCO contains a variable voltage source to control 
its frequency. A front panel switch is available to select 
either VCO 1 or 2. 
Table 4 lists the performance characteristics of the 
test transmitter. 
Ranging Subsystem 
1. Subsystem description. The Mark I ranging sub- 
system is a special-purpose version of the JPL Mod I1 
ranging equipment that had demonstrated a high degree 
of success and reliability. The Mark I ranging subsystem 
implements precision ranging on either a reflecting sat- 
ellite (such as an Echo-type balloon) or a turnaround 
spacecraft transponder. Two sets of codes, one long and 
one short, are provided. The long code, which permits 
ranging on lunar and circumlunar missions, has a maxi- 
mum unambiguous range of 800,000 km. It can also be 
used for ranges in excess of that distance if the (precisely 
known) error equal to its maximum capacity is added to 
the range readout. The short code, which permits some- 
what more rapid acquisition, is quite useful for some 
tests and has a maximum unambiguous range of 10,000 km. 
2. General principles. The Mark I ranging subsystem 
measures the round-trip propagation time of a signal 
from a ground transmitter to a spacecraft transponder 
and back to a ground receiver. The accuracy and resolu- 
tion is independent of the velocity of the spacecraft rela- 
The measurement is made continuously and can be 
sampled on demand. The unit of measurement is called 
the range unit, which has the dimension of time. The 
range unit is defined and determined by the frequency 
of the transmitter S-band carrier and is otherwise in- 
variant. Specifically, the range unit is independent of any 
doppler shift on the signal received from the spacecraft. 
The major signal paths associated with the ranging 
function are shown in Fig. 26. The digital ranging equip- 
ment, known as the ranging subsystem, although not a 
part of the receiver/exciter subsystem, is shown in the 
diagram to simplify the description. 
A pseudo-random noise code spectrum containing a 
clock component is applied from the ranging subsystem 
as phase modulation (code x clock) to the exciter. The 
resulting modulated carrier is transmitted to the space- 
craft, turned around, and retransmitted to the ground 
receiver. Within the receiver reference loop, the carrier 
containing the received code x clock modulation is 
translated to an IF of 10 MHz and applied to the rang- 
ing receiver. 
Within this receiver, the received code x clock is cor- 
related with a locally generated code from the ranging 
subsystem. The correlation process is functionally sub- 
tractive, yielding an output of clock signal alone; the 
amplitude of the clock signal is proportional to the degree 
of correlation. This signal is tracked by a receiver phase- 
lock loop, and its amplitude is detected to appear as a 
dc correlation indication. This indication is then routed 
back to the ranging subsystem as a primary information 
input. 
The ranging receiver also supplies clock frequency 
reference and clock doppler signals, whereas the ref- 
erence loop supplies a UHF range doppler signal (at 
one-fourth the S-band doppler value or D/4), for use by 
the ranging subsystem. 
Using these various inputs, the ranging subsystem pro- 
grams an acquisition sequence from which data propor- 
tional to the range of the spacecraft are obtained. 
Upon completion of the acquisition program, the 
ranging subsystem delivers updated range information 
33-45 . I  
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Item 
Frequency 
Bandwidth 
Power output 
Power output accuracy 
Phase stability 
vco 
Frequency 
Tuning range 
Frequency stability (a t  
constant temperature) 
Output monitor 
Modulation 
Type 
Deviation 
Sensitivity 
Stability 
Bandwidth 
Radiation level 
Spurious signal level 
Characteristic 
2295  MHz (nominal) 
>15  MHz  
-45 to - 1 9 5  dBmW 
Settable to k0.5 dB of absolute 
<9-deg peak in 2 BLO = 2 0  Hz 
19.1 25 MHz (nominal) 
k 3  parts/106 with a single VCO 
crystal 
1 parts/l 06, long term 
3 times VCO frequency 
Phase 
Variable to 2.5 rad 
1 rad peak/V peak telemetry 
2 rad peak/V peak ranging 
&5 % from 0 to 50°C 
1.8 MHz (min) 
Less than - 150 dBmW as detected 
by a tuned dipole 1 m from 
test transmitter 
At least 40 dB below CW signal 
level 
to the tracking and data processing subsystem upon 
command from that subsystem. 
The subsystems directly involved in the determination 
and readout of range data are the S-band exciter and 
transmitter? the S-band receiver, the tracking data pro- 
cessor, and the Mark I ranging subsystem. 
a. Basics of pseudo-random-code ranging. The basic 
nature of pseudo-random-code ranging is probably best 
explained by starting with a basic, though inadequate, 
concept and increasing its complexity as shortcomings 
become apparent. To this end, a series of what in German 
are called gedunken-experimente, or thought experiments, 
are conducted in this presentation. 
Range measurement on a stationa y reflecting target. 
By assuming a reflecting target rather than a transponder, 
and by stipulating that it be anchored in space, as shown 
in Fig. 27, its range may be determined in the most 
straightforward manner. 
r\ TARGET 
MOWLATION 
GENERATOR 
RANGE 
STANDARD 
FREQUENCY 
SOURCE 
uous wave radar ra , gin system 
This example envisions a standard frequency source 
that serves to modulate an S-band carrier with periodic 
single pulses. The reflected modulation signal is detected 
in a receiver and, by means of a phase meter of some 
sort, the phase difference between modulation transmis- 
sion and reception is determined. It will be found that 
the period of the pulse modulation (i.e., the interval 
between single-pulse transmissions) must be greater than 
the round-trip transit time. Otherwise, there will be am- 
biguities of integral pulse periods. Conventional pulse 
radar works in this way. 
Range changing measurement on a moving reflecting 
target. Assuming the reflecting target is permitted to 
move, the concern is to detect the resultant changes in 
range. As the target moves, the phase meter reading 
changes, increasing as the target moves away. 
Resolution of range measurements. The resolution of 
the range increment detection and the initial range de- 
termination depend on the precision of the phase meter. 
By designing the phase meter as a digital device as 
shown in Fig, 28, it was possible to attain almost any 
desired resolution, which will then be invariant. 
The transmitter is shown to be modulated at a much 
higher frequency which, in turn, is continuously com- 
pared with the received frequency in a doppler detector 
consisting of a mixing device and a counting device; the 
6 
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[ TARGET 1 (7 TARGET 
TRANSMITTER 
DOPPLER 
oppler measurement by coherent 
continuous wave  radar 
shorter the period of the modulating pulses, the finer 
the resolution of measurement. 
The general ranging principle. In general, ranging con- 
sists of filling the uplink and downlink path with uni- 
formly transmitted cycles of known period, determining 
the number of cycles in space at the start of ranging 
acquisition, and subsequently adding or subtracting cycles 
in accordance with motion of the target. 
b. Determination of fractional cycle of initial range. 
Again, considering the target anchored in space, by sub- 
dividing the transmitter local oscillator frequency, a 
transmitter clock signal is derived that serves as one 
input to a clock doppler detector and also drives a trans- 
mitter coder that generates a continuous code (101010. . .) 
two bits in length, referred to as transmitter clock code. 
This then modulates the transmitter coherently with the 
carrier, as shown in Fig. 29. 
A receiver clock signal is derived from the received 
modulation and fed to the other input of the clock dop- 
pler detector. In the absence of doppler (since the target 
is stationary), the received clock code will be delayed 
with respect to the transmitted clock code by some 
unknown integral number n of clock code periods T ,  plus 
a delay d equal to some unknown function of T. In other 
words, total round-trip delay = nT + d. 
TRANSMITTER 
TRANSMITTER 
CLOCK CODE 
TRANSMITTER TO RANGE 
TALLY 
"CLOCK" CODE PERIOD 
TRANSMITTED "CLOCK" CODE 
RECEIVER "CLOCK" CODE 
FRACTIONAL PERIOD OF DELAY 
TOTAL DELAY n r  + d WHERE n = UNKNOWN INTEGER 
Fig. 29. Determination of fractional cycle 
A clock transfer loop is then provided to help deter- 
mine the value of d and concern about the number n is 
postponed until later. 
A range tally is provided in the form of a digital 
accumulating register, in which range numbers, in range 
units, are tallied in accordance with outputs from the 
clock doppler detector. 
At the start of range acquisition, the input to the 
transfer loop is switch-connected to the transmitter. The 
inputs to the clock doppler detector are then identical 
and there is no output. The range tally is set to zero 
range units. 
The transfer loop is now switched to the receiver. As 
the transfer loop tracks into the phase without loss of 
lock, the doppler detector keeps track and causes tallying 
of range numbers in accordance with what appears to 
MI . B  
be a slight spacecraft motion. This then corrects what 
would otherwise have been an error in range correspond- 
ing to the fractional clock-cycle delay d. 
c. D&terminution of incremental cycles of range. As- 
suming, again, that the target is moving, the resultant 
increments in range will be detected, clock cycle by 
clock cycle, in the clock doppler detector and will be 
continually tallied in the range tally. 
d. The complete ranging equation. The determination 
of total range at time t is based on the relation 
Rt = R, + lt Rdt 
where Ro is the range at some reference time to and the 
integral is the sum of range increments since that time. 
The mechanization of the ranging system is quite an- 
alogous to solving this integral equation. 
First, the integration is performed by determining the 
incremental range throughout the time required for 
acquisition and the subsequent time of tracking. This is 
accomplished by continual tallying of range units cor- 
responding to doppler cycles which, in turn, are derived 
from comparison of received carrier submultiple with 
transmitted carrier submultiple. 
Secondly, the constant of integration R, is established 
by determining the fixed range at the start of ranging 
acquisition. This is accomplished by tallying range units 
corresponding to the time offset (or delay) between trans- 
mission and reception of a given point in the ranging 
code at the start of range acquisition. This, in turn, 
comprises the determination of the fractional clock-cycle 
delay d (already accomplished) and the determination of 
the integral number of clock cycles n (next step): 
R, = d + nor 
The operations required to determine R, are referred to 
as range acquisition and are the only operations requiring 
the use of the pseudo-random codes. 
e. Modulation pattern desiderate. For the purpose of 
precisely determining the number of clock cycles n, a 
modulation pattern having the following four charac- 
teristics is desired: 
(1) A detectable overall periodicity greater than the 
maximum anticipated round-trip time. This is re- 
quired to prevent ambiguous results, and means, 
in effect, that the measuring tape should be longer 
than the distance to be measured. 
(2) A detectable, fixed, high-frequency periodicity 
within the overall modulation pattern. This is 
required for the sake of high resolution or pre- 
cision of measurement. The clock code period of 
slightly over 2 ps, which has been discussed previ- 
ously, will serve this requirement. 
(3) The characteristic of two-level autocorrelation. 
This means that the overall pattern is required to 
be such that if the pattern is compared with the 
same pattern displaced by integral numbers of bits, 
the two patterns will match exactly in one relative 
position, and they will fail to match to the same 
degree in all other relative positions. The firm 
requirement here is that there be only one relative 
position that yields maximum correlation. If it is 
possible to have all other relative positions yield 
uniformly low correlation, the correlation detection 
is, of course, greatly simplified because it becomes 
a binary (or true-false) problem, rather than one 
of precise measurement. 
(4) The characteristic of being essentially balanced 
(i.e., of having as many ones as zeros in it). While 
this is not an absolute requirement, balanced use 
of power in the carrier sidebands makes for higher 
efficiency and better system design. 
f .  Ranging codes. The problem is solved by the use 
of a pseudo-random binary sequence continually gener- 
ated in the form of ones and zeros in digital equipment. 
Figure 30 shows two cycles of such a sequence having 
15 binary digits per cycle. Also shown is the rectangular 
waveform of a ranging code derived from the sequence 
where one is represented by a low level and zero by a 
high level. 
To see whether and how this code satisfies the require- 
ment for two-level autocorrelation, consider it matched 
against a second code, identical to that shown, but 
displaced by any number of digits other than 0, 15, or a 
multiple of 15. It will be found that the measure of 
correlation (i.e., of digit-by-digit matching) is uniformly 
low. It is high when the two codes are in phase, which 
occurs every 15 displacements in this example. 
The resolution obtainable from a code as such is 
inversely proportional to the digit period. The maximum 
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seudo-random binary se ranging code waveform 
round-trip time that can be determined without ambig- 
uity corresponds to the total length of the code (here, 
15-digit periods). 
In Fig. 31, a transmitter coder has been provided to 
generate the repetitive pseudo-random ranging code to be 
used to biphase modulate the transmitted S-band carrier. 
A receiver coder has been provided to generate the 
same code as the transmitter coder, with additional 
features whereby this code can be matched to the 
received code in the receiver. It must, therefore, be time- 
movable by bits with respect to the received code or, 
in a way, with respect to the transmitted code. A reference 
must, of course, be provided for this receiver code 
shifting. Thus, when the transfer loop is still connected to 
the transmitter and the range tally reset to zero at the start 
of acquisition, the receiver coder is code-synchronized to 
the transmitter coder, as shown schematically by a switch. 
g. The overall code and code components. With 
respect to the overall code to be used, a bit period 
1/992,000 s, or slightly more than 1 ps ,  was chosen. This 
corresponds roughly to 300 m of round-trip distance or 
to 150 m of one-way range. It is intended that the Mark I 
reach to 800 X lo6 m, requiring then a code of no less 
than 800/150, or 5% X lo6 bits. Such a code can be gener- 
ated directly, but its acquisition requires 545 X lo6 cor- 
relation readings to determine the proper match. 
It is possible, on the other hand, to generate such a 
long code by combining, bit by bit, several repetitive 
shorter subcodes or code components cleverly chosen. 
These components must meet the same requirements as 
the total code. 
Provided their lengths in bits have no common factors, 
the length in bits of the total code is the product of the 
lengths in bits of the individual components, or 5,456,682 
bits. 
Furthermore, it is possible to acquire the total code by 
acquiring the components individually in turn. This 
reduces the number of correlation readings required from 
the previously suggested 5% X lo6 to 232. It must be 
noted that the 2-bit C L  component was not acquired by 
digital means in the Mark I, but rather by the process of 
locking up the clock loop in the ranging receiver. 
Therefore, the transmitter code contains the five com- 
ponents CL,  X ,  A, E,  and C,  combined bit by bit in 
accordance with a certain Boolean logical relationship. 
The receiver code as generated by the Mark I itself 
contained only the components X ,  A, E ,  and C. 
h. The double-loop ranging receiver. Figure 32 shows 
a schematic diagram of a part of the ranging receiver. 
Here the C L  component is designated as clock; the com- 
ponents X ,  A, B, and C in combination are designated as 
code; and the combination of all five components as 
code X clock. The code generator shown is the receiver 
coder of the Mark I. Its code output, matched against the 
received code X clock in a balanced detector, provides a 
clock output whose average amplitude is a measure of 
the degree of correlation between the received code and 
the receiver code. 
The inner phase-locked loop, or clock loop, is initially 
locked up to the incoming clock component that it sub- 
sequently tracks, whether or not there is any code present. 
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The outer, or code loop, is held in gear by the locked 
state of the clock loop. It serves no other purpose than 
to match the received code to the receiver code. 
i. Code correlation: determination of integral cycles of 
initial range. This matching is accomplished by digitally 
shifting the components of the receiver code and measur- 
ing the correlation indication at each relative shift 
position until a maximum is obtained. 
The total ultimate shift of the receiver code from its 
initial phase is a measure of the initial range at the start 
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of acquisition or, more correctly, a measure of R, - d 
(both R, and d in units of time). 
Each shift of each component in the process of acqui- 
sition is noted by adding the appropriate number of 
range units into the range tally whenever such a shift is 
made. This in no way interferes with the adding (or 
subtracting) of the previously mentioned clock doppler 
tallies, as required by target motion, which can occur 
simultaneously. 
i. Resolution of measurement. The resolution of mea- 
surement is indicated earlier as being l clock doppler 
3 E T  
cycle, for ease of presentation. Since this represents 2-bit 
periods of about 1 ,US each, it corresponds roughly to 2 ps, 
or 600 m of round-trip distance, or 300 m of range. 
Actually, clock doppler tallies are made every quarter 
cycle, for a resolution of about 0.5 ps, or 75 m of range. 
Once acquisition has been accomplished, the Mark I 
automatically switches from tallying every % clock dop- 
pler cycle to tallying every sixteenth S-band doppler 
cycle. This improves the resolution by a factor of 72 to 1 
range unit, or approximately 1 m. 
k. Modulation change from code to clock. At the same 
time, or any time thereafter, it is possible to disable the 
full code modulation and modulate the carrier instead, 
with the 2-bit clock component only. There is, as pre- 
viously indicated, no further need for the code; the clock 
component alone is responsible for keeping the clock loop 
in lock. The advantage of changing from full code to 
clock code lies in the fact that this not only cuts down on 
the required sideband power, but also limits the spectral 
distribution of ranging frequencies to two single spectral 
lines: 496 kHz above and below the carrier frequency. 
3. Performance characteristics. To summarize, the 
performance parameters of the Mark I are as follows: 
(1) Maximum unambiguous range of 800,000 km, or 
(2) Resolution of 1 range unit, which is defined as 
twice the distance to the moon. 
221 light-s 
30 X transmitted frequency 
and is of the order of 1 m. 
Overall system inaccuracies of no more than 15 m were 
attributable to drifts and instabilities in ground and 
space loops. 
Minimum range acquisition time was 1.6 s at strong 
signal levels and might possibly go as high as 30 s at 
lunar distances in the MSFN configuration. 
Range data output was in binary range units and could 
be effected once per second. 
4. Functional description, The subsystem (Fig. 33) is 
contained in one equipment rack of standard size and 
shape and comprises the following functional units: 
(1) Transmitter coder. 
CORRELATION 
INDICATOR 
CODEX 
CLOCK 
Fig. 32. Double-loop code tracking syste 
(2) Receiver coder. 
(3) Timer. 
(4) Number generator. 
(5) Range tally. 
(6) Readout register. 
(7) Output buffer. 
(8) Doppler-input buffer and doppler simulator. 
(9) Program unit. 
(10) Acquisition unit. 
Most of these units consist of digital modules and 
modular assemblies. Other commercial units that form 
part of the subsystem are an analog-to-digital converter, 
a counter-timer, and a rack-mounted oscilloscope. Several 
special circuit modules are custom-designed. The design 
philosophy called for integrated subsystem completeness 
without dependence on auxiliary facilities or equipment 
for checkout, calibration, or troubleshooting. 
a. Transmitter and receiver coders. The length of the 
pseudo-random binary digital code used for ranging 
determines the maximum unambiguous range that can be 
measured. The code is synthesized from several code 
components to minimize the steps, and hence the time, 
required for code acquisition. By choosing the compo- 
nents in accordance with certain mathematical criteria to 
feature two-level autocorrelation, the components are 
made individually acquirable. Complete code acquisition 
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is the immediate result of having acquired all the com- 
ponents. The subsystem acquires an individual code 
component by phase shifting that component in the 
receiver coder, one bit at a time, while automatically 
monitoring the resultant degree of correlation between 
the code fed to the receiver and the code modulation 
returned from the spacecraft. 
The pseudo-random binary digital codes, which modu- 
late the ground-to-spacecraft carrier and detect the 
ranging modulation on the spacecraft-to-ground carrier, 
are generated in the transmitter coder XC and receiver 
coder RC, respectively. The codes are made up of several 
components, suitably combined. The code components 
themselves are identical in the XC and RC. In Table 5, 
lower-case letters designate the components generated in 
the XC; upper-case letters designate those generated in 
the RC. The subscripts n and s are used to designate 
components used only in the normal or short (test) code, 
respectively. 
All code components, except those of length 11, are 
generated in maximum-length shift registers. This is made 
possible by the fact that they contain (2” - 1) bits. The 
length-11 code components are direct-logic-generated 
Legendre sequences. Components of lengths 7 and 15 are 
generated in the same shift registers as components of 
lengths 63 and 127, respectively, suitably shortened by 
manual switch selection. 
A word detector, provided for each code component in 
the XC and in the RC, generates a pulse each time that 
the component is repeated. A word coincidence detector, 
provided in the X C  and in the RC, generates a pulse 
(w and W, respectively) each time the entire code is 
repeated. During a ranging operation the time delay 
between w and W is determined by means of a counter- 
timer, which provides a visual readout of the range for 
monitoring purposes. 
Transmitter coder. A fifth code component, designated 
cZ (clock), of 2-bit length, is generated in the XC only. 
The code components of the XC are combined in the 
Boolean logical form: 
The resultant code, in the form of a rectangular wave, 
is fed to the RF  transmitter. 
Selected range 
Normal or short 
Normal or short 
Normal 
Short 
Normal 
Short 
Bit length of 
code component 
1 1  
31 
63 
7 
127 
15 
Component 
designation 
in  XC 
X 
a 
bn 
b, 
0 
C S  
Corn p o n e n t 
designation 
in RC 
X 
A 
6% 
B ,  
C* 
CS 
Receiver coder. The four code components of the RC 
are combined in accordance with the respective acqui- 
sition mode of the ranging subsystem as follows: 
(1) Acquisition mode 1. Code X * A. This code serves 
to acquire components x and a of the modulation 
code on the returned signal. 
(2) Acquisition mode 2. Code X 4 B. This mode serves 
to acquire component b. 
(3) Acquisition mod2 3. Code X * C. This mode serves 
to acquire component c. 
(4) Acquisition mode4. Code X e ( A * B  f B * C  + A*C). 
This mode is used for ranging, acquisition having 
been completed. 
The respective resultant code, in the form of a rec- 
tangular wave, is fed to the FU?.receiver. 
Means are provided to synchronize the code compo- 
nents in the RC to those in the XC, preceding ranging 
acquisition. Means are also provided to shift the RC code 
components individually with respect to their counter- 
parts in the XC, one bit at a time. A “shift-left’’ command 
causes one bit of the selected code component to be 
skipped once, shortening the component. Conversely, a 
“shift-right” command causes one bit of the selected code 
component to be repeated once, lengthening the com- 
ponent. The 1-bit offset with respect to the component’s 
counterpart in the XC, resulting from such a shift, is then 
maintained. 
b. Timer. The timer is a 1-MHz 31-stage open-ended 
shift register. Each stage consists of a digital dynamic 
module, providing both direct and complemented ouputs 
with sufficient power to drive 20- and 40-gate loads, 
respectively, throughout the subsystem. 
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An input pulse is provided to the timer every 31 ps by 
the length-31 code component word detector of the trans- 
mitter coder. The “minor machine cycle” of the sub- 
system is defined as this 31-ps period. A two-stage binary 
counter, also run by this pulse, defines the 124-ps “major 
machine cycle” and its four minor phases. 
c. Range tally. From the user’s viewpoint, the range 
tally may be considered the heart of the ranging sub- 
system, since it is in this unit that the output information 
is synthesized. The range tally stores the current range 
number in series-binary form in a 31-ps, 31-bit circulating 
register, consisting of a magnetostrictive delay line and 
three binary adders-subtractors which, for brevity, will 
simply be called adders. The three sequential adders add 
algebraically the range numbers corresponding to the 
indicated changes in range or corrections as follows: 
(1) Chinese-number adder. This adds the equivalent 
of the appropriate Chinese number1 each time a 
1-bit shift is made of a receiver-code component 
with respect to its transmitter-code component 
counterpart. This adder is used only during ranging 
code acquisition. 
(2) Doppler-number adder. This adds the equivalent 
of the appropriate doppler cycle incremental count 
as it occurs, (viz., %-cycle increments of “clock” 
doppler or 16-cycle increments of R F  doppler, 
depending on the system’s mode of operation). 
(3) Modulo-number adder. The greatest range number 
required of the ranging subsystem is that cor- 
responding to the maximum unambiguous range 
which, in turn, is given by the product of the four 
code component lengths in bits. This modulo num- 
ber is permanently available as an output of the 
Chinese-number generator. Whenever the accumu- 
lated range number exceeds the modulo number, 
the latter is subtracted from the accumulated range 
number total. Likewise, whenever the range num- 
ber goes negative, a modulo number is added. 
These functions are performed in the modulo- 
number adder. The range tally is cleared (i.e., reset 
to zero) when the transmitter and receiver coders 
are synchronized, under program control. 
‘Stewart, B. M., Theory of Numbers, pp. 130-131. The MacMillan 
Co., New York, 1952. (See also “Chinese-Number Generator,” in 
The Deep Space lnstrumentation Facility, Space Programs Sum- 
mary 37-21, Vol. 111, pp. 17-18. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, Calif., May 31, 1963.) 
d.  Readout register. The readout register is a static 
shift register consisting of 31 flip-flops. A readout com- 
mand pulse is received from the data handling system. 
This is translated into a 31-ps gate which, in turn, causes 
the range number currently circulating in the range tally 
storage to feed into and fill the readout register. The 
contents of the register remain static until the next 
readout command. 
e. Output bufler. The output buffer consists of relays 
that are controlled by the ranging subsystem and sensed 
by other subsystems, specifically the RF receiver and the 
data handling subsystems. The former group of relays 
perform various operational and interlock functions. 
The latter group are the data output relays, which are 
driven, one-for-one, by the flip-flops of the readout 
register. Their configuration can then be sampled by the 
data handling system at intervals of one or more integral 
seconds. The output is thus in range units in binary (or 
octal) form, from which it may be converted into decimal 
measures of time or distance. 
f. Program unit. The program unit controls the sequen- 
tial operation of the ranging subsystem. In that this 
subsystem is a special-purpose machine, the program is 
permanently wired and is not readily subject to change 
as, for instance, from one mission to another. 
The program unit provides a reset state and seven 
sequential program states, numbered pl, p2 ... p7. 
In connection with the program unit, there are two oper- 
ational pushbuttons on the control panel (viz, RESET 
and START). Actuation of the reset button causes the 
program unit to enter the reset state in which the unit is 
cleared and readout from the subsystem is disabled. 
Actuation of the start button is required for entry into 
state pl ,  with the additional provision that the selected 
S-band receiver and the ranging clock loop be in lock. 
Figure 34 shows a functional block diagram of the 
program unit. It shows the various program states, the 
condition for entry into each state, and the activities 
which the various portions of the ranging complex are 
called upon to perform in each state. 
Once the start button has been pushed and the sub- 
system enters state pl, it goes through the other program 
states sequentially and automatically as the respective 
state-entry conditions are fulfilled. Finally, the program 
unit enters state p7, which is the tracking and ranging 
state. In this state the readout register is enabled, since 
valid range numbers are then available. If, at any time 
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Fig. 34. Mark I ranging subsystem program unit 
during acquisition or tracking RF  lock is lost, the pro- 
gram unit immediately returns into the reset state. 
Time synchronization of the program states is provided 
by a step pulse which, in the automatic mode of opera- 
tion, is generated once each major machine cycle, or 
every 124 ps.  Only at that time is it possible to step from 
one program state to the next. 
A manual mode of operation is also provided for check- 
out, test, and troubleshooting purposes. In this mode the 
start button must be pushed not only to step from the 
reset state into state pl ,  but also to step from any other 
program state into the next in sequence. 
Upon entry into states p3, p4, p5, and p6, an acquire 
pulse is generated that serves to initiate the acquisition 
subroutine for acquiring code components x, a, b, and c, 
respectively. This subroutine is under the control of the 
acquisition unit. At the end of each component acqui- 
sition, a component acquired signal is received from 
the acquisition unit; this returns control to the program 
unit and permits it to advance into the next successive 
program state. 
Once every major machine cycle (124 s) the program 
unit generates a convert command that is transmitted to 
the voltage digitizer. This causes the voltage digitizer 
to generate a digital sampling of the receiver code 
correlation voltage as of that moment. 
g. Acquisition unit. The acquisition unit (Fig. 35) 
performs, without assistance from any other unit of the 
subsystem, the complete acquisition of a given compo- 
nent of the received code. A particular component 
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acquisition is initiated by the program unit, as mentioned 
earlier. 
The acquisition unit causes the receiver coder to shift 
the receiver code component one bit at a time, until all 
shift positions have been examined. After each shift the 
correlation voltage from the receiver is sampled and 
digitized a predetermined number of times. These 
samples are summed, yielding a finite time integral of the 
correlation voltage which, in turn, is an analog measure 
of the degree of correlation in phase between the re- 
ceived code component and the receiver code component. 
The shift position that yields the largest time integral is 
determined, and the receiver code component in question 
is then again shifted into that relative position. The 
particular code component has then been acquired, and 
control is returned to the program unit. 
The digitizing of the correlation voltage is performed, 
on periodic command (every 124 p s )  from the program 
unit, by a commercial analog-to-digital converter, the 
output of which is 10 binary bits plus sign bit. 
The number of samples to be taken is a function of 
the received signal strength (i.e., signal-to-noise ratio). 
This must be determined by the operator prior to ranging 
acquisition. A multiposition Digiswitch on the control 
panel is then set to a suitable number of samplings. 
The switch settings permit a choice of from 1 to 21° 
samplings per shift position. 
The particular code component to be acquired is deter- 
mined by the program state. Thus, components xy a, by 
and c are acquired in program states p3, p4, p5, and p6, 
respectively. The binary number equivalent to the bit 
length of the component is initially gated into the shift- 
position counter. This number is then decremented by 
one each time the receiver code component is shifted. 
Thus, when this counter is in its zero state, the code 
component has been shifted through all positions and is 
back to its original position. 
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The number of samples to be taken for each shift 
position is, as mentioned earlier, determined by the 
manual setting of the Digiswitch. The binary number 
corresponding to the setting is stored in the time counter. 
For every sampling (i.e., once per 124-ps major machine 
cycle), this number is decremented by one. A zero de- 
tector senses when the counter reaches zero and initiates 
the next receiver-code-component shift command. After 
any code-component shift a certain amount of time must 
be allowed before the new RF steady-state condition 
can be reliably determined. The time counter is again 
used to provide this alternative function; the counter is 
preset with a number corresponding to the necessary 
time. Again, this counter is decremented by one every 
major machine cycle. The zero detector in this case 
initiates the start of the correlation-voltage integration. 
The integrator sums the digitized correlation-voltage 
samples by adding each new sample to the previous 
content of the circulating register. When all the samples 
have been added, the register holds the correlation 
integral for that particular shift position. 
The high-correlation storage is loaded with the first 
correlation integral obtained for a given code component. 
Each succeeding correlation integral is compared with 
the one currently in the high-correlation storage. If the 
new value is the larger of the two, it is made to replace 
the old one in the high-correlation storage and, simul- 
taneously, the number currently in the shift-position 
counter is copied into the shift-position storage. Thus, 
when the integration has been performed in all shift 
positions of the code component, the number in the shift- 
position storage corresponds to the shift position that 
produced the largest correlation integral. 
The shift-position counter is then loaded with the code- 
length number for the second time, the code component 
is shifted, and the position count decremented until the 
count is equal to the number in the shift-position storage. 
The code component has then been acquired, and the 
output of the equality detector signals the program unit 
to proceed into the next program state. 
from the original JPL block I S-band subsystem described 
in Section 111. As design changes and improvements were 
made to meet the MSFN ApoZZo requirements, the sub- 
systems reflecting these changes were designated as the 
blocks 11, IIB, and IIIC configurations. Subsections B, C, 
and D of this section describe the changes that took 
place in these configuration blocks that led to the S-band 
RF subsystem delivered to the MSFN. 
1. Subsystem description. The block I1 MSFN receiver/ 
exciter subsystem (Fig. 36) was similar in design to the 
block I described in Section I11 except as follows: 
(1) Bandwidths were increased in the RF loop, AGC 
loop, range clock receiver, and telemetry channel 
to meet the Apollo mission requirements. 
(2) Rapid receive/transmit frequency switchover capa- 
bility was provided by multiple VCOs in both the 
receivers and exciters; the VCOs provided selection 
of any one of four MSFN operating frequencies. 
(3) The VCOs provided increased tracking range capa- 
bility ( =t9.O/1O5). 
(4) Both reference channel receivers (1 and 2) pro- 
vided a 50-MHz output with AGC for FM 
reception. 
(5) The range clock receiver and code clock transfer 
loop each accommodated the two-way phase co- 
herent frequencies in the MSFN (or DSN) band 
with a single VCO. 
(6) Phase adjustment was included to provide the same 
input signal phase to the range clock receiver from 
either reference receiver 1 or 2. 
(7) Semiautomatic R F  acquisition capability was pro- 
vided to achieve rapid two-way RF carrier lock 
with the spacecraft. 
(8) The S-band receive frequency test signal was 
coherently derived from the exciter frequency. 
New modules to accomplish these changes were incor- 
porated into all MSFN receivedexciter subsystems. 
range receiver modification. In the block I 
receivedexciter subsystem, the VCOs in the range re- 
ceiver and code clock transfer loops had crystals at the 
The NASA receiver/exciter /ranging (RER) subsystem, 
employed in the USB system, evolved in three stages 
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clock frequency. Because the clock frequency was re- 
lated to the S-band exciter frequency f t  by the factor 
of 5/221 (ft/96), it was necessary to replace the crystal in 
the range receiver and transfer loop VCOs each time the 
exciter channel was changed. The necessity for changing 
VCO crystals was eliminated in the block I1 subsystems 
by the injection of a reference signal into these loop 
VCOs (Fig. 37). The VCO output frequency (clock) is 
the difference between the reference signal and the 680- 
kHz VCO signal. 
The reference frequency for the VCO units, generated 
within a 680-kHz oscillator/mixer, contain an internal 
680-kHz crystal-controlled oscillator and a balanced 
mixer. The 680-kHz signal is summed with the clock 
signal generated from the exciter VCO, and, since the 
clock signal is changed as the exciter VCO is transferred 
from one channel to another, the reference signal fre- 
quency also follows the exciter frequency changes. The 
range receiver VCO output frequency, therefore, main- 
tains its coherent relationship with the exciter VCO 
without the necessity of a crystal change. 
Figure 38 shows a graph of the VCO characteristics 
within a typical 680-kHz VCO/mixer unit. Figure 39 
shows the conversion bandpass characteristics between 
the 1.17-MHz reference input terminal and the 497-kHz 
output terminals on a typical VCO/mixer unit. The ref- 
erence input frequency range, for an equivalent devia- 
tion of +lo MHz at the exciter S-band frequency (which 
covers the coherent MSFN and the DSN bands), is 
approximately *2.5 kHz. Measurements of the VCO sta- 
bility of the oscillator/mixer configuration indicate com- 
parable performance with the Goldstone duplicate 
standard receivedexciter system. There is no measur- 
able degradation in phase stability resulting from the 
use of the oscillatodmixer technique. In addition, evalu- 
ation of this technique indicated that there was no 
measurable leakage of the reference clock signal from 
the exciter into the receiver range and code clock trans- 
fer loops. 
1. Subsystem description. The block I113 design work 
started in July 1966 and resulted in a modification 
that provided the capability of operating the subsystem 
on either the DSN or MSFN channel by using a fixed 
frequency clock. On October 20, 1966, a contract was 
awarded to Motorola’s Military Electronic Division for 
50 range receiver modification kits. Each modification 
kit contained one each of the following: 
Item Contents 
57/221 frequency shifter - 
496/1000 frequency 
shifter 
Ranging loop filter Parts, minor assemblies, 
and testing and in- modification pack 
spection procedures 
for modifying block I 
subassemblies to 
CorreIation J-box 
modification pack 
block IIB 
System modification Parts and minor assem- 
pack blies to mod* the 
subsystem cabinets 
rather than the sub- 
assemblies; required a 
complete subsystem 
test upon completion 
of modification 
ranging receiver modification. The fixed 
clock and reference frequency establishes a relatively 
constant delay in the range receiver. Except for doppIer 
offset, the detected ranging receiver clock frequency is 
constant, thereby minimizing the effect of the predetec- 
tion filter. A fixed clock frequency of 496 kHz was 
selected to be compatible with most of the existing 
hardware. The clock signal is derived by multiplying a 
1-MHz signal output from the tracking station standard 
by a factor of 496/1000 (Fig. 40). 
The subassembly that performs the V221 multiplica- 
tion in the block I1 system to obtain the clock signal 
also generated two other coherent signals. These two 
signals drove a 57/221 frequency shifter subassembly to 
provide reference signals for the coherent translator and 
doppler extractor portions of RF system. Because the 
5/221 output was not required when the fixed clock 
frequency was used, a new 57/221 frequency shifter was 
designed to replace both the 5/221 and 57/221 frequency 
shifters employed in the block I1 configuration. 
The new 57/221 frequency shifter was developed to 
derive reference signals coherently related to the exciter 
VCO frequency by a factor of 57/221. These reference 
signals are required for the doppler extractor and the 
coherent translator. 
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Basic to the operation of the frequency shifter is the 
type of synchronized oscillators used to perform the 
division processes. Although schematically the oscillators 
appear to be similar to the conventional type, their oper- 
ation is entirely different. 
In the conventional type, the natural frequency (tuned 
circuit resonant frequency) is the desired frequency. It 
is difficult to force the circuit to oscillate at frequencies 
higher or lower than its natural frequency by an ex- 
ternal signal and, therefore, it can be synchronized only 
over a narrow frequency range. During the development 
of the 57/221 frequency shifter, it was found that this 
type of oscillator would not perform the high-division 
ratios over the required frequency range. Another char- 
acteristic of the conventional locked oscillator is its rela- 
tively large degree of phase instability. Since the natural 
frequency of the oscillator is the desired frequency, 
synchronization is maintained by supporting this natural 
oscillation with the incoming signal. This does not occur 
at precisely the same phase in each cycle, and phase 
instability occurs. In addition, oscillator drift with tem- 
perature change causes loss of synchronization unless 
compensation is added. 
To meet the requirements of the block IIB 57/221 
frequency shifter design, it was necessary to investigate 
other means of synchronizing an oscillator circuit. The 
use of avalanche breakdown as a method of synchroniz- 
ing was explored. 
The avalanche-type locked oscillator depends on the 
breakdown point as well as its tuned circuit to establish 
the output frequency, making it more easily controlled 
by an external signal. 
Control of the output frequency is relatively inde- 
pendent of the collector tuned circuit. Consequently, it 
is not necessary to pull the naural oscillator frequency 
when changing the frequency of the input synchronizing 
signal. The avalanche oscillator, therefore, inherently has 
a much larger lock range than the conventional type. 
Measurements of two divide-by-five circuits (28.35-5.67 
MHz), one of each type, show the lock range for the 
avalanche oscillator to be more than four times that of 
the conventional oscillator. The conventional type was 
optimized for lock range before performing the 
measurements. 
Controlling the synchronism of the oscillator by ava- 
lanche breakdown, rather than supporting the natural 
frequency of the oscillator, gives a more positive lock. 
This has been demonstrated in phase instability measure- 
ments made on both types. To accomplish this, two 
identical avalanche divide-by-five circuits (28.35-5.67 
MHz) were compared, using a 5.67-MHz phase detector. 
The two divide-by-five circuits were driven by the same 
signal generator to eliminate the instability of the source. 
Then an avalanche and a conventional divider were 
compared in the same manner. The measurements indi- 
cated that the phase instability contributed by the 
conventional locked oscillator divider circuit is approxi- 
mately four times as great as that contributed by the 
avalanche type. The contribution of the avalanche oscil- 
lator in the second measurement is negligible, so this 
measurement represents approximately the instability of 
the conventional locked oscillator. 
Because of the method of synchronization, the ava- 
lanche oscillator demonstrated several advantages over 
the conventional locked oscillator. The advantages are 
that it : 
(1) Maintains synchronism over a greater frequency 
(2) Has less inherent phase instability. 
(3) Is less sensitive to temperature changes. 
range. 
A block diagram of the 496/1000 frequency shifter, 
which generates the fixed 496-kHz clock signal, is shown 
in Fig. 41. A 1-MHz signal is divided into two paths. 
One path connects the 1-MHz amplified signal to one 
input of a balanced mixer. The second path is used to 
synchronize an oscillator whose output is tuned to 
200 kHz. Two similar divide-by-five stages follow, gen- 
erating an 8-kHz signal that is applied to the second input 
of the balanced mixer. The 992-kHz difference frequency 
at the mixer output is selected by a crystal bandpass 
filter. After two successive stages of amplification, the 
994-kHz signal is used to synchronize a divide-by-two 
oscillator circuit generating the desired 496-kHz signal. 
ranging subsystem. The fixed ranging 
clock frequency of the block IIB receivedexciter caused 
a noninteger ratio to exist between the clock and RF 
doppler frequency. The doppler counting logic of the 
Mark I was therefore changed to allow the RF doppler 
to be tallied correctly and the subsystem redesignated 
as the Mark IA. 
Figure 42 illustrates the method of doppler counting 
used in the Mark I ranging configuration. Both the clock 
and RF doppler signals pass through an input buffer to 
AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER 
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Fig. 42. Mark I dop 
the range tally. The doppler selector routes the clock 
doppler to the range tally during code acquisition, and 
RF doppIer to the range talry during the tracking portion 
of the ranging operation. The clock and RF doppler 
counts are related to each other by a fixed ratio: 72 RF 
doppler counts = 72 range units (RU) = 1 dock doppIer 
count. The length of the range unit in light-time units is 
dependent upon the ranging clock frequency, which, in 
turn, is derived from the transmitter frequency Ft,  and is: 
light s, 
1 
221 96 
5 f t  
1 R U =  
2 x 2gg - x - one-way range 
In the block IIB configuration, the ranging clock fre- 
quency is fixed at 496 kHz. The range unit is, therefore, 
a constant length, and is 
RANGE NUMBER 
TO TRACKING 
DATA HANDLING 
= 3.5002 light s, 
or approxi- 
mately 1.049 m 
1 
1 R U =  2 X 28' X 496kHz one-way range 
Figure 43 illustrates the manner in which the clock 
and RF doppler are counted in the Mark IA configura- 
tion. The range taIly retains the Chinese number and 
clock doppler tallying functions. The RF doppler tallying 
is done by a new subassembly called the doppler unit 
that contains the RF doppler input buffer, fine range 
accumulator, and range number adder. 
The range tally stores the portion of the total range 
that resulted from code shifting and clock doppler count- 
ing, and the doppler unit stores the range change that 
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occurred since the last clock doppler count. The doppler 
unit counts the number of range units of RF doppler be- 
tween clock doppler counts (Fig. 44). When the range 
to the spacecraft is increasing, a clock doppler count 
causes 72 range units to be added to the range tally, and 
the doppler unit to be reset to zero. The RF doppler 
counts then accumulate in the doppler unit until the next 
clock doppler count resets it to zero. If the range to 
the spacecraft is decreasing, a clock doppler count causes 
72 range units to be subtracted from the range tally, and 
the doppler unit to be set to 72. The range number 
adder sums the outputs of the range tally and the doppler 
unit to provide an output that is the total range. 
1. Subsystem description. The degree of similarity 
between the MSFN and the DSN versions of the S-band 
RER subsystem stimulated interest in a block I11 ver- 
sion that would be capable of operating in either the 
MSFN or the DSN frequency band with the proper 
performance characteristics. Several configurations (A, 
B, and C), with varying flexibility and changeover time, 
were proposed as a block I11 modification to the block I1 
RER subsystems. The C configuration was adopted, and 
block IIIC modification kits were produced by the Philco 
Western Development Laboratory under JPL contract 
for use with all MSFN and DSN RER subsystems 
(Fig. 45). 
The following are the five major changes introduced 
into the RER subsystem by the block IIIC modification: 
a. Wider RF bandwidth. The MSFN and DSN fre- 
quency assignments are in adjacent bands. The total re- 
quired transmitter channel bandwidth is in excess of 
20 MHz, whereas that of the receiver channels is in 
excess of 30 MHz. Block I1 systems had an RF band- 
width of only about 15 MHz, centered near the middle 
of their respective channel assignments. The subassem- 
blies having a significant effect on the RF bandwidth 
(preselectors and X 32 multipliers) were discarded from 
the block I1 equipment, and replaced by the new wide- 
band equivalents (preselectors, X4, and X 8 multipliers) 
supplied in the 111-C kits. 
b. Increased communication channels. The communi- 
cation channel nominal frequencies of the subsystems 
were established by crystals contained within receiver 
and exciter multiple VCOs. Each VCO contained four 
crystals. When a desired channel crystal was not present 
in a particular in-system VCO, the VCO required re- 
moval, and an appropriate replacement (containing the 
desired crystal) substituted. This substitution was not a 
necessity in the MSFN equipment; only four channels 
(maximum) were required, However, the DSN assign- 
ment had 26 channels, and VCOs had to be substituted 
from time to time for particular missions. 
The block 111-C modification supplied VCOs contain- 
ing crystals for the MSFN channels for use in the DSN 
stations and, conversely, supplied VCOs containing crys- 
tals for four designated DSN channels for MSFN use. 
c. Increased number of closed-loop bandwidths. The 
DSN program commitments required that the RF equip- 
ment be capable of exceedingly weak signal performance. 
This led to narrow phase-lock-loop overall bandwidths 
(12, 48, and 152 Hz) and an associated narrow predetec- 
tion bandwidth (2 kHz). On the other hand, the MSFN 
stations normally received strong signal carriers with 
large frequency variations caused by high doppler rates. 
These conditions required wide phase-lock-loop band- 
widths (50, 200, and 700 Hz) and an associated wide 
predetection bandwidth (7 kHz). 
Because the receiver loop filters in the block IIB con- 
figuration all contained time-constant components, which 
established one or the other of the above sets of band- 
widths, it was not necessary to supply complete new 
filters in the modification kits. Only parts and minor 
assemblies were required for installation in the field. 
Similarly, it was not necessary to discard the entire 
10 MHz IF amplifier subassembly containing the prede- 
tection filter. It was only necessary to remove this filter 
and replace it with a broadband transformer in the field. 
The parts to accomplish these field modifications were 
supplied in the modification kit “mod packs.” To obtain 
the required predetection bandwidths, the modification 
kits also contained the new subassembly designated the 
“10 MC (MHz) filter amplifier.” This subassembly, as 
mentioned, contained selectable predetection filters com- 
patible with the two mentioned sets of bandwidths. 
Within the subsystem, this subassembly replaced a var- 
iable attenuator. The attenuator function was replaced 
by close tolerance adjustments within the dual filter 
amplifier subassembly and were performed as part of 
the factory alignment procedure. 
d. Common AGC loop bandwidth. It had been deter- 
mined that only one set of AGC loop time-constants 
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would be necessary in the block I11 MSFN/DSN con- 
figuration. The AGC loop filters required field modifi- 
cation to establish the time constants. Modification packs 
to accompIish this were part of each modification kit. 
c. Switchover capability, M S F N / D S N .  In addition to 
the aforementioned items, certain wires, cables, and mis- 
cellaneous hardware such as attenuators, plates, and 
brackets were required to modify equipment within the 
subsystem racks. These miscellaneous items completed 
the integration of each subsystem to the block 111-C 
configuration. 
2. Exciter tuning range. The X 32 frequency multiplier 
and UHF buffer amplifier of block I1 RER was capable 
of delivering the required drive level to the power 
amplifier over either the DSN or MSFN 10-MHz bands 
but not over the combined 20-MHz band. In block IIIC 
(Fig. 46), the X32 frequency multiplier has been re- 
placed with a design that has an adequate bandwidth 
to cover both the DSN and MSFN frequency bands. This 
is accomplished in two subassemblies, an X4 and an X8 
frequency multiplier. The 27.5 dBmW minimum output 
level of the block IIIC multiplier chain provides ade- 
quate drive to obtain the 20-MHz bandwidth from the 
block I1 UHF buffer amplifier. 
The X 4 frequency multiplier subassembly consists of 
two cascaded low-level balanced diode doublers sep- 
arated by an isolation amplifier and followed by four 
stages of amplification. A coaxial commercial bandpass 
filter is installed between the first two of the four cas- 
caded amplifiers to provide rejection of harmonics of the 
input frequency other than the X4. 
The X8 frequency multiplier uses some of the latest 
techniques in step recovery diode frequency multiplica- 
tion. The X8 frequency multiplier was developed for 
use in the local oscillator and transmitter exciter multi- 
plier chains. To achieve this modiiication with a mini- 
mum amount of change, the physical design of the unit 
was made compatible with the available mounting space 
in the system. The block I1 multiplier chains included 
an X32 module. In the modified chain, this multiplica- 
tion is accomplished in two steps: a solid state X4 and 
amplifier module, and a step-recovery diode X8 unit. A 
multiplication factor of 8 was chosen to achieve the 
power output required consistent with the input power 
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UHt 81 
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capability of the available diodes. This also places the 
input frequency in the VHF region of 260 to 280 MHz 
where sufficiently high levels of power can be generated 
with transistor circuits. An added advantage of an X 8  
unit is the fact that the nearest sideband at the output 
is 260 to 280 MHz away from the center of the output 
bandpass. This allows sufficient suppression of unde- 
sired sidebands to tolerable levels with a minimum num- 
ber of output filtering stages. Considerable effort was 
exerted towards making the design as simple as possible 
without compromising performance so that the unit 
would be easily reproducible and require a minimum 
amount of testing time. 
Performance characteristics of the unit are presented 
in Table 6. 
The tuning range of the multiplier is sufficiently wide 
(1900-2300 MHz) to allow the use of the same unit 
for both exciter and local oscillator application by apply- 
ing the appropriate input signal and tuning the output 
cavities to the corresponding output signal. 
3. Receiver tuning range. The problem of adequate 
tuning range in the receiver local oscillator for both 
DSN and MSFN combined bands was resolved in 
block IIIC by replacing the local oscillator multiplier 
chain with the same design used in the exciter. The use 
of a second coaxial filter in the X4 multiplier subas- 
sembly at the output of the final power amplifier pro- 
erforrnance characteristics of X 8 
frequency multiplier 
~ 
Parameter 
Input power, dBmW 
Output power, dBmW 
Bandwidth (-1 dB), 
MHz 
Input impedance, 0 
Spurious signal level 
below desired 
signol. dB 
Sixth harmonic 
Seventh harmonic 
Ninth harmonic 
Tenth harmonic 
Exciter X 8 
(f, = 21 10 MHz) 
36 
27 
40 
50 
>40 
>40 
>40 
>40 
local 
oscillator X 8 
(f, = 2235 MHz) 
33 
24 
40 
50 
>40 
>40 
>40 
>40 
vides the additional attenuation of sidebands that is 
required. With this design, it is no longer necessary to 
provide a filter at the S-band output of the local oscillator 
multiplier. 
Adequate tuning range at the receiver input is ob- 
tained by replacing the existing preselector with one that 
covers the combined DSN and MSFN bands. 
4. Reference receiver predetection and loop noise 
bandwidths. The block IIIC configuration contains the 
predetection and loop noise bandwidths of both the DSN 
and MSFN block I1 subsystems. Selection is made inde- 
pendently for each receiver with the switches on the 
acquisition control panel. 
To provide both DSN and MSFN predetection filter 
bandwidths, a new 10-MHz filter amplifier subassembly 
was added to the RER subsystem ahead of the 10-MHz 
IF amplifier. Because both the DSN and MSFN prede- 
tection crystal filters are located in the 10-MHz filter 
amplifier subassembly, the crystal filter in the 10-MHz 
IF amplifier was removed from the block I1 configuration. 
A new receiver loop filter module was incorporated 
into the block IIIC configuration containing the time 
constants for both the three DSN and the three MSFN 
loop noise bandwidths. 
5. Receiver AGC loop noise bandwidth. Three loop 
time constants (380, 34, and 4 s), which adequately cover 
the DSN and MSFN requirements, were selected. These 
bandwidths are common to both systems and no selection 
is required. 
ange rece iver  prede tec t ion  and loop  noise  
bandwidths. As in the AGC loop, a design common to the 
DSN and MSFN was selected for the ranging receiver. 
The 496-kHz fixed-clock frequency was used in both 
the DSN and MSFN block IIB design. To obtain a com- 
pletely common system, which was the purpose of the 
block IIIC design, the three block I1 DSN loop noise 
bandwidths were used for both the block IIB DSN and 
MSFN receivers. This eliminated the need for including 
both the three DSN and the three MSFN bandwidths 
and the capability of selecting either set of three. The 
DSN noise bandwidths (0.8, 4, and 12 Hz) are adequate 
to meet the requirements of both the DSN and MSFN. 
1.8 
7. Solution to phase jitter problem in 
receiuer. The block IIB receiver/exciter/ranging sub- 
system was modified to operate with a fixed ranging 
clock frequency. This modification, however, caused a 
phase jitter problem in the range receiver clock and 
clock code transfer loops during ranging code acquisition 
and range tracking. The prototype receiver/exciter/ 
ranging subsystem located at JPL was converted to the 
MSFN configuration and tested to determine the source 
of the interference. Periodic phase jitter with an ampli- 
tude of 20 deg peak-to-peak (3.3 deg rms) was noted 
during code acquisition (in program states p3 and p4) 
and during range tracking (in program state p7). The 
frequency of the phase jitter was measured and found to 
be equal to the difference between the 10.496 MHz that 
is derived from the atomic frequency standard and the 
10.496 MHz that is derived from the 20-MHz oscillator. 
An increase in the phase jitter in the range clock loop 
raised the noise power level in the range receiver, thereby 
increasing the acquisition error probability for a given 
signal-power-to-noise-power ratio. It also increased the 
scatter of the individual points in the range data about 
the mean or average value. 
Figure 47 shows that one of the inputs to the balanced 
detector was a 10.496-MHz signal from the reference 
receiver. The 496-kHz portion of this signal was the rang- 
ing clock frequency derived by multiplying the 1.0-MHz 
signal from the atomic frequency standard by 496/1000. 
The other input to the balanced detector was the local 
model of the ranging code modulated on a 10-MHz 
carrier by the phase switch. This local model of the code 
contained square-wave components of the code, includ- 
ing a 496-kHz component and also the harmonics that 
related to the length of the code. When one of the har- 
monic frequencies of the code length occurred at a 
frequency near 10.496 MHz, it was combined with the 
received ranging signal in the balanced detector to 
produce periodic phase jitter on the 496-MHz output of 
the phase detector. 
The ranging subsystem used the A code component in 
program states p3, p4, and p7 to generate the XA and 
X ( A B  + BC + AC) code component combinations, re- 
spectively. The length of the A code was 31 bits. At a 
clock frequency of 496 kHz, the bit frequency was 
992 kRz, and the repetition rate of the code was 
32.000 kHz. The 328th harmonic of this frequency 
was 10.496 MHz, the frequency of the clock component 
of the received ranging signal. The A component of the 
code did not appear separately in the code transmitted 
to the phase switch; however, it was present at the 
input to the code combiner, and influenced the digital 
clock and the dc power during the combining operation. 
A slight phase and amplitude distortion appeared on the 
code output of the ranging subsystem. 
The X A  code, generated in program states p3 and p4, 
also generated a harmonic frequency of 10.496 MHz. The 
XA code had a length of 11 X 31 bits. At a bit frequency 
of 992 kHz, the code repetition rate was 2.90909 kHz, 
which is a submultiple of 10.496 MHz. 
The power in these interference signals was quite 
small; however, if it was as large as 76 dB below the 
power level of the ranging code, the interference signal 
power would be equal to the incoming ranging signal 
power. 
The solution to the problem was to change the ranging 
clock frequency to place the harmonic products of the 
ranging code length outside the bandwidth of the range 
receiver by replacing the 496/1000 frequency multiplier 
that had been incorporated during the block IIB modifi- 
cation with a 495.833/1000 frequency multiplier (Fig. 48). 
escripfion of fhe MSFN 
Ranging Subsystem 
Within the control room facilities of the MSFN, the 
USB concept is extremely evident in the RER subsystem, 
which acts as the link between the microwave equipment, 
the low-frequency RF, metric data processing, and the 
dc-actuated equipment. Information and reference signals 
from 10 difEerent external subsystems interface with this 
subsystem which is, in essence, the focal point of the USB. 
The RER subsystems are employed throughout the 
MSFN in both single and dual configurations. The dual 
configuration provides two complete RER subsystems 
for redundancy and multiple vehicle operation. In de- 
scribing the major functional capabilities of the RER, the 
single configuration will be used for simplicity. 
ctionul description of US system. The design 
of the USB system is based on the coherent doppler and 
pseudo-random range system developed by JPL in which 
a single carrier frequency is utilized in each direction 
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for the transmission of all tracking and communications 
data between the spacecraft and the ground (Fig. 49). 
The voice and update data are modulated onto subcar- 
riers and then combined with the ranging data, and this 
composite information is used to phase-modulate the 
transmitted carrier frequency. The received and trans- 
mitted carrier frequencies are coherently related, to allow 
measurement of the carrier doppler frequency by the 
ground station for determination of the radial velocity 
of the spacecraft. 
In a transponder aboard the spacecraft, the subcarriers 
are extracted from the carrier and detected to produce 
the voice and command information. The binary ranging 
signals, which are modulated directly onto the uplink 
carrier, are detected by the wideband phase detector, 
and the resulting video signal is modulated onto the 
transponder downlink carrier. 
The voice and telemetry data transmitted from the 
spacecraft are modulated onto subcarriers, combined 
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Fig. 49. Simplified block diagram of Apollo unified S-band sysfem 
with the video ranging signals, and used to phase- 
modulate the downlink carrier frequency. Transponder 
transmitter can also be frequency-modulated for the 
transmission of television information or recorded data 
instead of ranging signals, but on the command service 
module (CSM) a separate transmitter is used. 
The basic USB system has the ability to provide track- 
ing and communications data for two spacecraft simul- 
taneously, provided they are within the beamwidth of 
the single antenna. Two sets of frequencies separated by 
approximately 5 MHz are used for this purpose. In addi- 
tion to the primary mode of communications, the USB 
system has the capability of receiving data on two other 
frequencies that are used primarily for the transmission 
of data from the spacecraft. 
The receivers have the following general capabilities: 
(1) Accepting RF signals that contain angle-of-arrival 
error, carrier frequency and phase, range code 
modulation, and telemetry modulation information. 
(2) Coherently detecting frequency and phase of the 
received signal carrier, and continuously provid- 
ing the two-way doppler frequency shift that oc- 
curs at the received carrier frequency during 
round-trip transmission to the spacecraft for pre- 
cise measurement of velocity. 
Detecting angle-error RF signals to provide dc 
error signals, which are unambiguous in polarity 
and approximately linearly related in magnitude to 
the angular error between the angle of arrival 
of the received RF signal and the RF axis of the 
antenna to provide automatic correction of antenna 
angle at acquisition and during flyby. 
Demodulating the range code and clock, and in 
conjunction with the ranging subsystem, continu- 
ously providing the two-way phase (time) delay 
experienced by the range code during round-trip 
transmission to and from the spacecraft for precise 
measurement of range. 
Demodulating telemetry modulation and provid- 
ing telemetry subcarrier or telemetry modulation 
spectrum information. 
Providing an absolute level measurement of the 
received signal carrier power. 
J IC 5’8 
The fundamental S-band two-way carrier path is dia- 
grammed in simplified form in Fig. 50. Excitation from 
the exciter is applied to the power amplser and the 
output is transmitted to the spacecraft where the uplink 
carrier is received, transponded, and retransmitted as 
the downlink carrier, which is received by the ground 
station antenna and feed, passed through the diplexer, 
and amplified by the parametric amplser output is 
applied to the receiver. 
The receivers and exciter interconnect with the dop- 
pler and ranging equipment to perform the listed func- 
tions. In the paragraphs that follow, the mechanization 
of these major functional capabilities is discussed in 
greater detail. 
oppler extraction #unction. The F E R  subsystem 
provides a signal whose frequency is proportional to the 
doppler shift occurring on the two-way transponded 
carrier. The doppler shift is a result of spacecraft motion 
with respect to the ground equipment. 
frequency F, has a precision based upon the accuracy 
of a 1.0-MHz reference supplied by the timing and fre- 
quency reference assembly (Fig. 51). 
The output frequency is amplified and transmitted to 
the spacecraft, where it is coherently transponded by the 
ratio 240/221, and then retransmitted to the ground 
station. On the ground the received signal is preamplified 
by the low noise amplifier and appears at the receiver 
input as the frequency: 
(240/221)F, + D 
The quantity D is the two-way doppler-shift frequency, 
and has a maximum value of about 200 kHz at earth 
escape velocity. 
The receiver reference loop is phase-locked to this 
received frequency, and receiver reference signals con- 
taining frequencies coherently related to the received 
frequency are applied to the doppler extractor. 
Assume the exciter output carrier frequency at S-band 
(between 2100 and 2110 MHz) is designated F,. The 
Similarly, frequencies coherently related to the trans- 
mitted frequency are also applied to the extractor. Within 
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the doppler extractor, the transmitter references are 
suitably combined and shifted coherently to simulate 
the 240/221 ratio occurring in the spacecraft. The result- 
ing signal is functionally differenced with the receiver 
to yield the doppler frequency D. Finally, this frequency 
is added to a 1.0-MHz bias from the timing and fre- 
quency reference assembly, and the resuIting biased 
doppler, or range rate signal, is supplied for further 
reduction to the tracking and data processing subsystem. 
The biasing is done to supply the doppler signal in a 
form convenient for further reduction by a computer. 
The frequency D is approximately related to the 
spacecraft radial velocity vector and transmitter fre- 
quency by the expression 
240 
D w - X  F, X 2- 221 C 
is considered positive when the range is in- 
creasing. Thus, if the spacecraft were moving away from 
the ground station, the biased doppler frequency will be 
greater than 1 MHz, whereas if the spacecraft were 
approaching the ground station, the biased doppler fre- 
quency will be less than 1 MHz. 
0-way communication functions. The receiver/ 
exciter subsystem contains an S-band transmitter exciter 
that processes the up-data and voice modulation for the 
Apollo spacecraft, and also contains two functionally 
identical receivers that process the modulated received 
carriers from the Apollo spacecraft. The received modu- 
lation consists of spacecraft TV and data telemetry, as 
well as voice information. 
A typical operational configuration using both re- 
ceivers is shown in Fig. 52. Up-data and voice FM sub- 
carriers from the subcarrier oscillators are applied to 
the exciter phase modulator. The phase-modulated car- 
rier from the exciter drives the power amplifier, which, 
in turn, feeds the phase-modulated uplink carrier to the 
spacecraft-lunar excursion module (LEM) or command 
and service module (CSM)-via the antenna and micro- 
wave equipment. Within the spacecraft, the carriers are 
suitably demodulated to provide uplink information for 
the inflight equipment and personnel. The frequency- 
and phase-modulated carriers are generated within the 
spacecraft (LEM, CSM, or S-IV-B) and transmitted to 
the ground station. In the configuration shown in Fig. 51, 
the separate carriers are amplified through the multi- 
channel low noise amplifier and applied to the separate 
receivers. 
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Receiver 1 operates as phase-lock, double-conversion 
equipment, and coherently detects the phase-modulated 
carrier. The resulting detected spectrum consists of 
information subcarriers frequency-modulated by voice 
and data information. This spectrum is supplied to the 
data demodulator assembly for subcarrier demodulation. 
Receiver 2 operates in an open-loop, single conversion, 
wideband mode. It supplies a gain-controlled FM spec- 
trum (usually TV information) around a center frequency 
of 50 MHz, the receiver first intermediate frequency. 
This spectrum is also supplied to the data demodulator 
assembly for F M  demodulation. 
Receivers 1 and 2 are not limited to the modes of 
operation shown in Fig. 51. Either or both receivers can 
be simultaneously operated in either the open-loop or 
closed-loop configuration on any one of four received 
channel frequencies in the 2270- to 2290-MHz band. The 
receiver internal configurations are identical, except that 
only one source of reference signals is required, and this 
is included in receiver 1 for use by both receivers. 
4. Angle tracking function. The subsystem contains 
dual-channel angle receivers that operate in conjunction 
with the antenna feed and antenna control and drive 
equipment to form an antenna position tracking servo 
system. 
The received carrier from the spacecraft is split by 
the antenna feed equipment into three channels, as 
shown in Fig. 53: the sum channel 2, the hour angle 
(HA) channel, and the declination (dec) channel. 
The sum channel signal is amplified by the low noise 
amplifier, and is the main received carrier for the ref- 
erence loop of the receiver. 
sum channel amplitude is maximum but the angle chan- 
nel inputs are minimum, or null inputs. Under this con- 
dition, the error signal dc outputs E,, and Edec are also 
at a minimum. 
When the antenna is slightly displaced from radial 
alignment in either the HA or dec tracking planes, as 
occurs during angular tracking, the angle channel input 
amplitude increases. The detected error voltages then 
take on dc values proportional to the angular displace- 
ment or tracking error. The polarity of the error voltage 
is a function of the phase of the channel input signal, 
which in turn is dependent on the direction of the angu- 
lar tracking error. The antenna pattern associated with 
the angle channels is essentially biphase; that is, the 
phase goes through a 180-deg reversal at the null (align- 
ment) position of the antenna. 
The error signals thus contain information as to the 
direction and magnitude of the angular tracking error, 
and the angle channels function as the amplifiers and 
detectors in the antenna tracking servo loop. The other 
elements of the loop are the antenna feed, which per- 
forms the sensing function, and the antenna control and 
drive equipment, which actuates the motions of the 
antenna structure. 
The standard single configuration contains two com- 
plete angle channel receivers, one associated with each 
of the reference loops. Receiver 1 is ordinarily used with 
the main (30-ft or 85-ft) antenna, while receiver 2 is 
ordinarily associated with the small, widebeam acquisi- 
tion antenna. When the acquisition antenna is not in 
use, receiver 2 reference loop is ordinarily switched to 
receive via the large antenna through the multi-channel 
low noise amplifier. 
5. Ranging function. The receivedexciter subsystem 
contains a ranging receiver and other associated subas- 
semblies that operate in conjunction with the digital 
ranging subsystem to provide data which, when properly 
reduced, yields the instantaneous range between the 
Apollo spacecraft and the ground station. This portion 
of the receivedexciter subsystem is described in detail 
in Section 111. 
The HA and dec channel signals are not preamplified, 
but are applied directly to the dual-channel angle re- 
ceiver. Using reference signals generated by the receiver 
reference loop, the angle channels operate as dual- 
conversion receivers. They produce dc outputs (EHA and 
Edec)  with magnitude proportional to the amplitude of 
the channel input signal. he receiver reference loop. The reference loop of 
a typical receiver is particularly important as an element 
of the subsystem, as it contains equipment that is opera- 
tional in all four of the major functions. Figure 54 
shows a typical receiver reference loop. 
The antenna pattern associated with each channel is 
such that when the radial axis of the antenna is per- 
pendicular to the plane of the incoming wavefront, the 
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The S-band RF input, at one of four carrier center 
frequencies in the 2270- to 2290-MHz range, is applied 
to the first mixer and preamplifier. At the mixer, the 
signal is differenced with the local oscillator chain injec- 
tion signal, which is 50 MHz lower in frequency than 
the received signal. The resulting 50-MHz IF signal is 
preampued and applied to the automatic gain control 
50-MHz IF amplifier. 
During open-loop operation, when the carrier is 
frequency-modulated by television information, the 50- 
MHz spectrum is branched off at this point, passes through 
a gain-controlled, wideband, 50-MHz IF amplifier, and 
is supplied as an undetected spectrum to the data de- 
modulator assembly. 
In closed-loop operation, the signal is next gain con- 
trolled through a series of 50-MHz AGC IF amplifier 
stages, and then differenced with a 60-MHz reference 
signal in the second mixer to produce the second IF of 
10 MHz. The IF amplifier is capable of a total gain 
control range of 91 dB, operating at an overall gain 
between $51 and -40 dB. The phase and gain changes 
across this range have to be carefully controlled during 
manufacture to assure compatible operation with parallel 
units in the angle receiver channels. 
The 10-MHz output is applied to a distribution ampli- 
fier, where telemetry channel IF and range receiver 
channel input signals are branched off. 
The reference loop signal is next applied to a 10-MHz 
IF amplifier, where a crystal filter establishes the loop 
predetection noise bandwidth of about 7.0 kHz. After 
filtering, the signal is split into two channels. The first 
operates at high gain and contains a limiter whose out- 
put is applied to the loop phase detector. The second 
channel operates at lower gain without limiting, and 
this channel output is applied to the loop AGC detector. 
Within the loop phase detector, and assuming loop 
phase lock, the limited output signal frequency is dif- 
ferenced with a 10-MHz reference signal. The resulting 
output is a small dc voltage proportional to the angular 
phase error in the loop. This dc output is applied to the 
reference loop filter, within which time constants are 
selected manually to control the overall loop-noise band- 
width 2 pL. Threshold values for this bandwidth 2 pLo 
of 50,200, and 700 Hz can be selected. 
The loop filter output, known as the loop static phase 
error, is a small and relatively noise-free dc voltage. This 
voltage is applied to the VCO where, during phase lock, 
it automatically adjusts the VCO frequency to maintain 
lock during input signal frequency variations. 
An acquisition input voltage to the VCO is applied 
manually by the operator to obtain initial lock (acqui- 
sition), and then to balance out the residual phase error 
when acquisition had been accomplished. This latter 
function is indicated by a reduction of the station phase 
error to zero. The VCO output is next multiplied by 
three, and a coherent reference signal for the doppler 
extractor is branched off from the multiplier. 
Finally, the VCO signal is multiplied by the X4 and 
X8 multiplier chain for a total multiplication of 96, and 
applied as the local oscillator injection signal to the first 
mixer, thus closing the loop. Local oscillator injection 
signals for the angle channel receiver are branched off 
at the X8 multiplier output. 
Returning to the AGC path, the detector output is 
applied to the AGC loop filter. Within the filter, the 
AGC loop bandwidth is selected by the control operator 
for one of three values, grossly designated narrow, 
medium, or wide. These values are ordinarily paired 
with the corresponding reference loop 2 pLo settings, 
although this is not a necessity for proper operation. 
The filter output is the dc AGC voltage, with a dynamic 
range of 10 V. This voltage is applied to the gain- 
controlled stages in the 50-MHz IF amplifiers in the 
reference loop, and to the parallel angle receiver chan- 
nels. It is also displayed and recorded by the analog 
instrumentation equipment, as it varies with, and is a 
measure of, the input signal level. 
The 60- and 10-MHz reference frequencies are both 
derived from a 20-MHz crystal oscillator. The 60-MHz 
signal is obtained through a X3 multiplier, while the 
10-MHz signal is derived from a X% multiplier. This 
reference generation equipment is present in only one 
of the receivers. Reference signals for the second receiver, 
the angle channels, the telemetry channels, the range 
receiver, and the doppler extractor are all branched off 
of the X3 and X %  multiplier outputs. 
In summary, the reference phase-lock loop is of second 
order, with the dual-phase integration occurring through 
the loop filter and VCO, whereas the AGC loop is of 
first order with single integration occurring through the 
AGC filter. 
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7. Variation in loop noise bandwidth. The reference 
loop varies with the input signal level, primarily because 
of the suppression of signal by noise within the limiter 
preceding the phase detector. The increased loop gain 
at high signal levels results in an increased damping 
and widening of the bandwidth. The values of 50, 200, 
and 700 Hz mentioned earlier are values occurring at 
the system signal threshold; the strong signal bandwidths 
are much wider. 
orbital phase of the Apollo missions, and will ordinarily 
be used during these passes. Carrier phase modulation 
within the loop bandwidth cannot be properly demodu- 
lated because the loop “tracks out” these frequencies. 
This is of little concern for the ApoZZo program, however, 
as all modulation except the emergency voice information 
is on subcarriers at frequencies greater than 1.0 MHz, 
well beyond the low frequency cutoff of the loop. 
This effect is shown in Fig. 55. It should be noted that 
in the 700-Hz position, the bandwidth rises to about 
2 kHz when the signal exceeds the threshold value by 
about 30 dB. This wide bandwidth is desirable for track- 
ing the high doppler rates encountered during the earth 
The 50-Hz position, reaching a maximum bandwidth 
of 500 Hz, is intended for use during the lunar phases 
of the mission. Doppler rates will be low during these 
phases, and the increased sensitivity and narrow band- 
width will assure an adequate communications margin 
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for the expected received signal levels, even if the emer- 
gency modes must be used. 
The FM television spectrum will contain energy within 
the tracking bandwidths shown. However, the receivers 
are in open-loop condition during FM reception, and no 
attenuation occurs, as the tracking loop is inoperative. 
8. The ranging receiver and detected telemetry 
channels. The IO-MHz IF distribution amplifier in the 
receiver channel branches off signals for the ranging 
receiver and the detected telemetry channel. As these 
two signal paths are important to the basic functions of 
the subsystem, they are shown in greater detail in Fig. 56. 
The ranging receiver input, from either receiver as 
selected by the control operator, consists of code x clock 
modulation on the 10-MHz IF. This modulation occu- 
pies a wide spectrum which contains significant side- 
band components as far as 2 MHz from the carrier. This 
spectrum is applied to a wideband phase detector which 
is referenced by code x IF. The code x IF is a modu- 
lated spectrum centered at the intermediate frequency 
of 10 MHz. The spectrum is derived from a phase switch, 
within which the 10-MHz IF reference signal is pe- 
riodically switched +90 deg by the code signal, also 
known as the receiver code. This code is supplied by 
the ranging subsystem. 
The phase detector differences the two signals, pro- 
ducing an output spectrum that always contains some 
energy at the clock frequency. The amplitude of this 
energy is directly proportional to the degree of correla- 
tion between the received code and the receiver code. 
The energy at the clock frequency, known as the clock 
signal, is filtered and amplified through a dual-channel 
IF amplifier. The channel outputs are applied to a loop 
phase detector (limited output), and a correlation de- 
tector (linear output). The correlation detector develops 
the dc correlation indication for the ranging subsystem. 
The phase detector output drives a loop filter and 
VCO, which in turn reference the two detectors. These 
units together define the ranging receiver phase-lock 
loop. The loop bandwidth, as in the main receiver, is 
established by manual selection of the time constants 
in the loop filter. This bandwidth has threshold values 
of 4, 16, and 40 Hz. These are considerably narrower 
than the bandwidths of the main loop; therefore, rang- 
ing threshold is not ordinarily reached during operation. 
The receiver loop acts as a narrowband tracking filter, 
providing relatively noise-free frequency references at 
the clock frequency and its second harmonic. These are 
supplied to the ranging subsystem. The frequencies are 
used to drive the receiver coder within that subsystem. 
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The detected telemetry channel is a simple series 
arrangement of IF amplifier, wideband phase detector, 
and video amplifier. The phase detector is referenced 
with a 10-MHz signal from the reference signal generator 
in the receiver. 
The detected signal is supplied at a level of 0 dBmW 
and a -1 dB bandwidth of 1.25 MHz to the data de- 
modulator assembly. 
The control room cabinets that contain the receiver/ 
exciter equipment are shown in Fig. 57. The first three 
cabinets on the left contain subsystem control panels 
and monitoring equipment, tilted and arranged for con- 
venience by a seated control operator. Continuing from 
left to right, the fourth, fifth, and eighth cabinets each 
contain two roll-out frames which mount subassemblies 
of the subsystem. More than 80 different types of sub- 
assemblies are used, and the total count exceeds 200. 
One frame of cabinet 1 is rolled out to show the 
subassembly packaging and mounting methods. All of 
the interconnecting coaxial cabling is routed on the 
outer surface of the mounting plates, while the power, 
dc, and low-frequency signal paths are all wired with 
shielded leads on the inner surface of the plates within 
the frame. Each subassembly is individually removable 
for quick replacement. Connections to the wiring within 
the frames are made through multipin connectors 
mounted at the ends of the subassemblies. Intracabinet 
cabling is routed through floor channels beneath the 
cabinets, and all connections to these cables are made 
through connector plates at the base of the cabinets. 
Subassembly power supplies are rack-mounted beneath 
the rollout frames, and ac convenience outlets are placed 
on the cabinet lower lips. 
Item 
Cabinets 2 and 5 contain the subassemblies for re- 
ceivers 1 and 2, respectively. Each receiver thus housed 
consists of the reference loop, the angle channels, and 
the telemetry channels. 
Characteristic 
Cabinet 1 contains subassemblies of the exciter, the 
doppler extractor, and the range receiver, as well as 
other minor equipment used with the ranging receiver 
during the ranging program. The exposed plate contains 
subassemblies of the doppler extractor. 
Frequency stability 
Frequency selection 
loop transfer function 
Additional subassemblies containing equipment oper- 
able in the S-band region are normally mounted near 
the antenna, and do not appear in this picture. 
Same as station standard 
Approximately 0.01 -Hz increments from 
the VCO nominal 
Such that the frequency response curve 
falls within limits shown in Fig. 58 
Cabinets 3 and 4 of the right-hand group contain the 
isolation amplifiers and power supplies which preprocess 
monitoring signals before they are fed to the analog 
instrumentation subsystem. All of these signals are nor- 
malized for a peak-to-peak level of 10 V from the low- 
impedance output of the isolation amplifiers. The cabinets 
also contain instrumentation used while testing and 
evaluating the performance of the subsystem equipment. 
The characteristics of the MSFN receiver/exciter sub- 
system are shown in Table 7. Data cited in the table are 
shown in Figs. 58-66. 
Table 7. Manned Space Flight Network receiver/exciter subsystem characteristics 
Item Characteristic 
Exciter output frequency 
range 
Reference output 
frequencies 
Exciter VCO X 1  
Exciter VCO X 3  
Spurious outputs 
Power output 
Exciter power output 
Test signal power 
output 
Bandwidth 
Phase stability 
Overall exciter 
2100-2110 MHz 
2 1.927 MHz nominal 
65.781 MHz nominal 
-30  dB max level 
+35 k1 .5  dBmW at nominal center 
frequency of 2105 MHz into 5 0 4  
load with a max VSWR' of 2.O:l 
+5 5 3  dBmW at nominal center 
frequency of 21 05 MHz into 50-0  
load with a max VSWR of 2.0:l 
Such that the power output does not vary 
more than 2.0 dB over the frequency 
rangeof 2100-2110 MHz 
7 deg rms jitter max, in loop noise 
bandwidth of 50 Hz, exciter and 
receiver 
Automatic frequency control and synthesizer loop 
Frequency coverage 
By VCO selection 21.875-21.979 MHz 
By VCO tuning 2 2 3 0 0  Hz min about VCO nominal 
center frequency 
WSWR = voltage standing wave ratio. 
Oscillator type 
Frequency coverage 
By VCO selection 
Channel 
1 
2 
3 
4 
By VCO tuning 
Frequency 
VCO voltage sensitivity 
Voltage-controlled quartz crystal 
21.875-21.979 MHz in four channels as 
follows: 
S-band 
ire- 
quency, 
MHz 
VCO VCO x 
frequency, 5 122 1, 
MHz kHz 
2101.802 21.893,772 495.334 
2106.406 21.941,732 496.419 
2101.802 21.893,772 495.334 
2106.406 21.941,732 496.419 
5 2 3 0 0  Hz min about VCO nominal 
center frequency 
3 X 10-6/10 h 
400 Hz/V nominal 
Item 
Frequency sweep range 
Sweep rate 
Characteristic 
Sweep occurocy 
Sweep symmetry 
Sweep waveform 
Item 
Overoll 
Modulation of 
command and 
ranging signals 
lncident,al amplitude 
modulation 
linearity 
Characteristic 
Command phase 
modulation 
Modulation deviation 
referred to the RF 
carrier 
Modulation 
sensitivity 
Modulation input 
terminal frequency 
response 
( - 3  dB) 
Modulation input 
voltage 
Modulation signal 
input VSWR 
Modulation stability 
(dc to 100 kHz) 
Ronging phase 
modulation 
Modulation deviation 
referred to the RF 
carrier 
0 to k2300 Hz min, minus or plus the 
manual offset from VCO nominal 
center frequency (odjustoble at 
exciter control panel) 
Adjustable from 0.01 to 10.00 Hz min 
(at function generotor, cabinet 1) 
Diol reading accuracy 1 % or better 
10% or better 
Sine, triangular, or square (selectoble at 
function generator) 
Modulator 
Simultaneous or separate 
Less than 21 dB relotive to the detected 
carrier 
The instantaneous sensitivity of any 
given input voltage (from 10% mox 
deviation to mox deviation) equals 
the overall overage sensitivity +I 0% 
3.0 rad peak max 
V peak 
Direct-coupled to 100 kHz 
1 .O V peak max 
1.5:l max (relative to 50 a)  
3%/10 h 
2.1 rod peak mox 
Modulator lcontdl 
Ronging phose modu- 
lotion (contd) 
Modulation 
sensitivity 
Modulation input 
voltage wave- 
shape 
terminol frequency 
response 
( - 3  dB) 
Modulation input 
Modulation signal 
input VSWR 
Modulation output 
spectra asymmetry 
with 500-kHz 
square wave 
modulation 
applied and for 
modulation 
deviation from 
10% of max to 
max deviation 
Modulation stability 
(dc to 2 MHz) 
Modulation carrier 
null (S-bond 
output) 
Output frequency range 
Power output 
Dynamic range 
Power monitor output 
Coherent translation ratio 
V peak 
Binary 
Direct-coupled to 2 MHz 
1.5:l max (relative to 50 0) 
First order sideband 21 dB and third 
order sideband *2 dB 
3%13  h 
Capable of 30-dB (or greater) carrier null 
when modulated at the proper 
modulation index 
Test transkbr 
2280.0-2290.0 MHz by VCO selection 
-20 f-5 dBmW with attenuator set to 
1 0-dB attenuation 
114 dB nominal 
-1725 dBmW 
2401221 
Receiver reference channel 
Receiver frequency range 
( - 3  dB max) 
Coherent mode 
Noncoherent mode 
2280-2290 MHz 
2270-2280 MHz 
RF input impedance 50 0 nominal; VSWR = 2.0:l max 
(measured at preselector input) 
Cable loss 2 dB max (from antenna cabinet input to 
preselector) 
Item 
Receiver reference channel (contd) 
Characteristic 
Noise figure 
Item 
Spurious responses 
Characteristic 
loop noise bandwidth and 
threshold 
Characteristics (at 
preselector input) 
Loop transfer function 
Frequency response 
overshoot 
RF loop phase error 
First intermediate 
frequency 
Second intermediate 
frequency 
Predetection IF bandwidth 
(for IF  and AGC loop 
filters ) 
Second I F  amplifier output 
limited output level 
(for RF loop 
filter) 
linear output level 
(for AGC loop 
filter) 
Noise bias (threshold 
conditions) 
RF phase-lack loop 
coherent interference 
(spurious signol level 
relative to receive 
threshold signal level) 
10.6 dB max (measured at input of 
preselector with 290°K reference) 
40 dB min (measured over frequency 
range of 2150-2400 MHz) 
Threshold defined as the point at which 
the rms noise error at the phase- 
locked loop output i s  equal to 1 rad 
Noise 
band- 
width 
Hz 
2 PLO, 
Signal 
sup- 
pression 
factor ao, 
nominal 
ratio 
Sensi- 
tivity, 
dBmW 
50 ?:%o 0.0708 -146.8 2 
200fk90 0.1416 - 140.8 1: 
700 :&? 0.2834 - 134.5 f: 
Such that the strong signal frequency 
response curves fall within the limits 
shown in Figs. 60-62 
50% max above unity level shown in 
Figs. 59-61 
35 deg max at signal frequencies 
displaced k9.0 parts/105 from the 
nominal S-band center frequency 
50.000 MHz nominal 
10.000 MHz nominal 
-3 dB bandwidth = 6300 Hz nominal; 
noise bandwidth = 7010 Hz nominal 
+4 dBmW nominal 
-22 to -23 dBmW nominal 
No greater than 46 dB below the strong 
signal phase detector peak output 
voltage as measured at the RF loop 
phase detector error point 
-40 dB min 
Receiver reference channel (contd) 
~~ 
Doppler tracking rate 
VCO frequency 
VCO channel frequencies 
Channel 
VCO frequency stability 
VCO manual tuning 
capability about the 
center frequency 
VCO automatic acquisition 
Selection 
Frequency sweep range 
Sweep rate 
Sweep accuracy 
Sweep symmetry 
Sweep waveform 
Equal to or greater than the following 
values : 
Noise 
band- Phase 
width error, 
Minimum 
doppler 
rate, 
Hz 2 @LO, deg 
Hz 
50 ?:& 30 1,500 
200 30 12,000 
700 ?$$ 30 1 15,000 
Received frequency -50 MHr 
96 
Fvco = 
For selectable crystal frequencies in the 
following order: 
VCO center 
frequency, frequency, 
MHz MHz 
2272.500 23.151,042 
2277.500 23.203,125 
2282.500 23.255,208 
2287.500 23.307,292 
S-band 
3 X 10-'/10 h max 
22300 Hr min (f220.8 kHz) at 
received S-band input frequency 
Reference receiver 1, receiver 2, ar 
exciter (at exciter control panel) 
0 to *2300 Hz min minus or plus the 
manual offset from VCO nominal 
center frequency (adjustable at 
exciter control panel) 
Adjustable from 0.01 to 10 Hz min 
(at function generator, cabinet 1 
Dial reading accuracy 1 % or better 
10 % or better 
Sine, triangular, or square (selectable 
at function generator) 
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Item - 1  Item Characteristic Characteristic 
Receiver reference channel fcontd) 
10 MHz IF bandwidth 
( - 3  dB) 
AGC characteristics 
6.0 k0.8 MHz 
AGC loop bandwidth 
and time constants 
AGC bandwidth 
position 
Narrow 
Medium 
Wide 
AGC voltage vs 
signal level 
RF signal level dynamic 
control range 
AGC loop coherent 
interference (spurious 
signal level relative 
to receiver threshold 
signal level) 
Noise error 
(-100 dBmW) 
Static gain stability (at 
strong signal 
conditions) 
Maximum noise power 
before signal 
suppression occurs at 
CADb (specified at 
-23 dBmW signal 
level input to CAD) 
MGC' characteristics 
Control voltage range 
Gain control range 
Receiver gain change 
transients 
Static gain control change 
stability 
The nominal bandwidth and time 
constants ( - 3  dB response of relotive 
voltage response at strong signal 
conditions) are as follows: 
Frequency 
response, Hz 
Time constant, s 
150.0 0.1 6 20.04 
15.0 1.6 e 0 . 4  
4.0 6.0 21.5 
A plot of AGC voltage vs RF signal input 
level (at preselector input) i s  shown 
in Fig. 62 
-60 to -151 dBmW nominal 
-40 dB min 
0.6 mV rms an the AGC buss, max 
0.4 dB max/lO h 
0 dBmW 
0 to - 10 Vdc min 
-60 to -151 dBmW min 
When the gain control is switched from 
MGC to AGC, transients appearing 
on the gain control voltage do not 
exceed 10% of the existing control 
potential when the differential 
input, between the MGC and AGC 
voltage, i s  less than 1 .O Vdc 
0.4 dB max/lO h 
"CAD = coherent amplitude detector. 
CMGC = manual gain control. 
Input characteristics 
Predetection IF  bandwidth 
Output signal level of CAD 
(to servo, with -22 
dBmW signal level at 
CAD input) 
CAD output linearity 
( -22  dBmW input) 
Gain tracking accuracy 
(between either angle 
channel and reference 
channel) 
Phase tracking accuracy 
(between either angle 
channel and reference 
channel) 
Phase adjustment 
capability (of each 
CAD) relative to 
reference channel signal 
Amplitude adjustment 
capability (of each 
angle channel relative 
to reference channel) 
Maximum noise power 
before signal 
suppression occurs at 
CAD (specified at -23 
dBmW signal level input 
to CAD) 
Signal and spurious signal 
cross-coupling (each 
angle channel reiative 
to reference channel) 
Same as reference channel receivers 
-3  dB bandwidth = 2000 Hz nominal; 
noise bandwidth = 2200 Hz nominal 
k 5  % at 0 or 180 deg phase, relative 
to reference signal phase 
2 2  dB max from max signal level to  
threshold with -105 dBmW 
reference point 
k 1 5  deg max from max signal level 
to threshold with -105 dBmW 
reference point 
0 to 360 deg, continuous, with accuracy 
of 27 deg 
12 dB total in 1 dB increments (nominal 
setting = 2 dB) 
0 dBmW 
Greater than 40 dB below the min 
threshold signal level 
Signal power output 
AGC operation 
MGC operation 
-22  * 5  dBmW 
0 dBmW nominal 
WA 
able 7 (contell 
Item Characteristic 
Signal-to-noise ratio 
(-90 dBmW input 
signal level) 
AGC condition 
MGC condition 
Bandpass phose 
symmetry ( - 3  dB) 
Values as follows: 
-0.5 dB nominal 
+6 dB nominal 
-30 deg max 
Telemetry channel B 
10 MHz I F  bandwidth 
Filter select 
position 
4.5 kHz 
20.0 kHz 
420.0 kHz 
3.3 MHz 
Signal power output 
AGC operation 
MGC operation 
Bandpass phase 
symmetry ( -1  dB) 
Phose demodulated 
outputs 
Detected output bandwidth 
Filter select 
position 
4.5 kHz 
20.0 kHz 
420.0 kHz 
3.3 MHz 
Power output (during AGC 
operation for phase 
modulation index of 
1 rad rms and signal-to- 
noise ratio of 10 dB or 
better) : 
Video output 
Narrowband output 
Selection at receiver control panel, with 
bandwidths as follows: 
- 1 d6 bandwidth -3 d6 bandwidth 
fminl fmaxl 
4.5 kHz 7.0 kHz 
20.0 kHz 30.0 kHz 
380.0 kHz 700.0 kHz 
2.2 MHz 4.0 MHz 
-22 'f2 dBmW 
0 dBmW nominal 
2 1 0  deg max 
An ac-coupled (video) output and a 
dc-coupled (narrowband) output 
Values as follows: 
Narrowband 
bandwidth 
f- 1 d6 m i d  
Video bandwidth 
I- 7 d6 m i d d  
to 2.25 kHz to 2.25 kHz 
to 10.00 kHz to 7.00 kHz 
to  2 10.00 kHz to 8.00 kHz 
to 1.25 MHz to 8.00 kHz 
0 2 2  dBmW 
2.8 V peak to peak nomin,ol 
Item I Characteristic 
Telemetry channel B (contd) 
Strong signal predetection 
signal-to-noise ratio 
Operating 
mode 
AGC 
MGC 
50 MC IF bandwidth 
- 1  dB 
-3 dB 
AGC ronge 
Values with input signal level at 
-90 dBmW os follows: 
Signal-to-noise ratio Inominall, d6 
Predetection bandwidth 
3.3 MHz 600 kHz 30 kHz 6 kHz 
1.5 9.5 24 31 
8.5 16.5 30 37 
4.0 MHz min 
8.0 MHz min 
Noncoherent AGC maintains total power 
output (signal plus noise) at -20 
*3 dBmW over the input signal level 
rangeof -100 to -60 dBmW 
Reference frequency generator 
Reference oscillator 
Type 
Frequency 
Frequency tuning range 
Frequency stability 
Short term 
long term 
Distributed reference 
frequencies 
Reference and angle 
channels 
Telemetry channels 
Doppler extractor 
Ranging section 
Distributed power output 
Noncoherent spurious 
signals 
Quartz crystal frequency-controlled 
20 MHz nominal 
*200 Hz min 
1 X 10-'/20 min 
1 X 10-'/10 h 
10 ond 60 MHz 
10 MHz 
10 MHz 
10 MHz 
+ 10 dBmW nominal 
40 dB min below desired output signal 
Doppler extractor 
Input signals 
Reference receiver 1 
Reference receiver 2 
Exciter 
Exciter 
vco x 3  
vco x3 
vco x1 
vco x 3  
dUnder closed-loop conditions, the low-frequency response Characteristics are  determined primarily by the relative voltage response characteristics of the RF carrier phare- 
locked loop. Under normal coherent conditions, the low-frequency response ( - 1  dB) of the video output is 50 HZ or less. 
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Table 7 (contd) 
Item Characteristic 
Doppler extractor (contd) 
Item 
Input signals (contd) 
Reference frequency 
Characteristic 
Doppler reference 
(external input) 
Range doppler outputs 
Number and phase 
Frequency response 
Output level 
Output impedance 
Total phose jitter at 
strong signals 
Doppler shift 
Biased doppler output 
Bias frequency 
Spacecraft velocity vector 
Vector toward receiver 
Vector away from 
receiver 
Total phase jitter at strong 
signals 
Output level 
Output impedance 
10 MHz nominal 
1 MHz nominal 
Two phase-related outputs with a phase 
separation of 90 *lo deg 
dc to 125 kHz min 
5 1:; V peak with 5-K load 
Nominal 500 D max 
5 deg rms mox 
The output doppler shift i s  one-fourth 
the rate of the S-band carrier 
doppler shift; the 0-deg output lags 
the 90-deg output for a receding 
spacecraft 
1 .OOO MHz nominal (external reference) 
1 down to 0.5 MHz 
1 up to 1.5 MHz 
8 deg rms max 
d-13 TldBmW' 
50 D nominal 
Range clock receiver 
Input center frequency 
Input bandwidth 
Input power level 
Sideband power equal 
to carrier power 
Noise input level at 
threshold 
Decode signal input 
Bandwidth 
level 
10.000 MHz nominal 
4.5 A0.5 MHz 
-66 to -65 dBmW nominal 
- 12 dBmW max 
dc to 2.0 MHz min 
-0.55 k O . 1  to - 1.35 k o . 1  V 
binary waveform, and -1.35 20 .1  
to -0.55 20.1 V binary waveform 
(inverted) 
Range clock receiver Icontd) 
~ ~~ ~ 
Loop noise bandwidth and 
threshold 
loop transfer function 
loop phase error 
Intermediate frequency 
Predetection IF bandwidth 
(for RF loop filter and 
coherent amplitude 
detector) 
IF amplifier output 
limited output level 
(for RF loop filter) 
linear output level 
(for CAD) 
Noise bias 
Coherent interference 
(spurious signal level 
relative to loop 
threshold signal level) 
Range clock receiver loop 
vco 
Basic VCO center 
frequency 
Injection input center 
frequency (from 
mixer in code clock 
transfer loop) 
Output center 
frequency 
~~ 
4s follows: 
Characteristic a' 
suppression noise factor a,, Sensitivity 
ratio 
nominal dBmW 
2 PLO; HZ 
4 +O% 0.0368 -157.7 2 
16 0.0734 -151.7 ?: 
40 +O% -20% 0.1157 -147.9 
-20% 
iuch that the strong signal frequency 
response curves fall within the limits 
shown in Figs. 63-65 
The static phase error for strong signal 
conditions does not exceed 14 deg 
at signal frequencies displaced k 9 . 0  
parts/l O5 from the nominal ranging 
VCO center frequencies 
195.877 kHz nominal 
-3 dB bandwidth = 2000 Hz nominal; 
noise bandwidth = 2085 Hz nominal 
f 14 dBmW nominal 
- 18 to +18 dBmW nominal 
The noise bias produced at threshold 
conditions i s  not greater than 46 dB 
below the strong signal phase 
detector peak output volt,age as 
measured at the loop phase detector 
error point 
-40 dB min 
680 kHz 20.002% 
1.175,877 kHz nominal (5 /221 X 
exciter VCO -k 680 kHz) 
495.877 kHz nominal 
Characteristic Item I 
Range clock receiver (contdl 
Range clock receiver 
loop VCO (contd) 
Frequency stability 
Tuning capability 
about the center 
frequency 
Phase stability 
Range clock receiver loop 
acquisition characteristics 
Source 
local control 
Remote control 
Indication 
Acquisition tuning 
range 
Correlation amplitude 
detector characteristics 
linear input range 
Output bandwidth 
Correlation indication 
(amplitude 
proportional to 
correlation of 
range code 
components) 
In-lock indication 
(to CAD) 
Code clock transfer loop 
Input signal 
loop transfer function 
CCTle VCO 
1 X 10-'/3 h max 
f50 Hz min 
1 deg rms in a loop bandwidth ( 2  @L) 
of 4.0 Hr (a = 1) within a range of 
2 5 0  Hz about the nominal VCO 
center frequency 
local or remote 
Controls loop bandwidth, filter short, 
and VCO tuning 
By external equipment (ranging 
subsystem) ; controls filter short and 
VCO tuning only 
local = TEST, remote = OPERATE, 
controlled by external equipment 
f50 Hz min about VCO nominal center 
frequency 
- 18 t o  -k dBmW nominal 
50 Hz min 
0 to 5 Vdc via isolation amplifier 
The CAD indicates loop in-lock conditions 
for an output level of 0.2 Vdc nominal 
via an in-lock relay isolation amplifier 
eCCTL 5 clock code transfer loop. 
5 /221  x exciter VCO frequency or 
range clock receiver VCO 
Such that the frequency response curve 
falls within the limits shown in 
Fig. 66 
loop uses a tracking oscillator with 
the same characteristics as the range 
tracking oscillator, except the phase 
stability is measured i n  a loop 
bandwidth 7. ,YL of 120 Hz and does 
not exceed 0.1 deg rms within a range 
Item I Characteristic 
Code clock transfer loop (contd) 
CCTle VCO (contd) 
Acquisition tuning range 
loop phase error 
loop in-lock indicator 
Reference oscillator 
Input frequency 
Basic oscillator 
frequency 
Frequency stability of 
oscillator 
Output frequency 
Phase stability 
Output signals (to ranging 
subsystem) 
Receiver code generator 
clock (decode) 
Frequency 
Phase 
Transmitter code clock 
(encode) 
Frequency 
Phase 
Output power 
Output impedance 
of f50 Hz about the nominal VCO 
center frequency 
2 5 0  Hz min about VCO nominal center 
frequency 
The static phase error does not exceed 
27.5 deg at signal frequencies 
displaced f9.0 parts/105 from the 
nominal VCO center frequency 
The CCTL uses a dual phase detector with 
a 0 deg output for the loop filter 
input, and a 90 deg output for the 
in-lock indicator, which i s  actuated 
via a relay isolation amplifier 
The CCTL has a reference oscillator and 
mixer for distribution of reference 
frequencies to the CCTL and range 
clock receiver VCOs 
5/221 X exciter VCO frequency 
680 kHz f0.002% 
1 X 10-'/3 h max 
1.17MHz nominal (5 /221  X exciter 
VCO -k 680 kHz) 
of 4.0 Hz 
1 deg rms in a loop bandwidth ( 2  @L) 
992 kHr nominal (CCTL VCO 
output x 2) 
relative to VCO 
Adjustable 0 to 720 deg, continuous, 
496 kHz nominal (exciter VCO X 
5/221) 
992 kHz nominal (exciter VCO X 
1 0 / 2 2 1 )  
Adjustable 0 to 360 deg, continuous, 
992 kHr relative to 496 kHz 
$10 f 3  dBmW 
50 Q nominal 
6 
Item 
Clock doppler detector (two outputs) I 
Characteristic 
Phase separation of signals 
Frequency response 
( -3  dB) 
Amplitude 
Phase jitter with strong 
signal (a = 1) applied 
to receiver and code 
clock detector 
Output impedance 
90 k 5  deg 
dc to 125 Hz min 
5 :i;iV peak into 5-K load 
0.75 deg rms max 
500 D max 
A. Background Information 
Early in 1964, operational and engineering investiga- 
tion of the Apollo mission profiles, data requirements, 
and equipment circuit margins was conducted by the 
Manned Space Center, Goddard Space Flight Center, 
and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This investigation 
suggested that a second 85-ft antenna with a unified 
S-band RF system was needed in each of the three 
complexes around the world. 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
faced the choice of building a duplicate 85-ft antenna 
station at each of its three prime sites or utilizing the 
co-located DSN stations. The agency decided to utilize 
the co-located DSN stations in a backup capacity during 
the translunar and transearth phases of the Apollo mis- 
sions. In addition, a DSN backup station would be 
capable of acquiring and tracking the combined CSM/ 
LM spacecraft in the event of an equipment failure at 
the MSFN prime station. 
Early in 1965, it was concluded that each of the 
MSFN 85-ft-antenna prime stations should be configured 
with a dual S-band RF system to cover those phases of 
flight in which tracking and data retrieval from both the 
CSM and LM manned spacecraft was feasible. These 
findings were a result of studies conducted at the MSC 
and GSFC. 
Finally, the use of the DSN as backup stations was 
modified to the extent that one 85-ft antenna provided 
marginal support at the moon for simultaneous tracking 
and data acquisition retrieval from both the CSM and 
LM manned spacecraft during the lunar phase of the 
mission. An 85-ft antenna RF pattern centered on the LM 
landing site would suffer a loss of from 9 to 12 dB at 
the lunar horizon; this loss would make acquisition of the 
CSM almost impossible until its orbit brought it within 
the limits of the RF pattern. 
lementation. Because the Apollo project would 
require extensive full-system tests and tracking simula- 
tion over a long period of time and might prevent JPL 
from supporting unmanned deep space missions, it was 
decided to use two separate control rooms or wings at 
each of the three 85-ft-antenna DSN/ApolZo backup 
stations. This decision enabled the DSN to continue to 
fulfill its commitments to unmanned space missions. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory supplied equipment racks 
in the MSFN control room of the backup stations; an 
MSFN cassegrain cone with two maser amplifiers and 
an acquisition aid antenna (for MSFN Apollo prime 
station at Canberra only); two 20-kW DSN S-band power 
amplifiers, which were to be tuned to the MSFN fre- 
quency for the actual missions; and three racks of MSFN 
receiver/exciter equipment in the cage behind the an- 
tenna reflector for each station. 
The disposition of equipment in the control room was 
as follows : 
I 
JPL supplied GSFC supplied 
~ ~ 
Dual S-band receiver/ 
exciters 
Dual 20-kW transmitters 
Maser control and 
monitor 
Microwave switching 
Digital ranging 
equipment 
~ 
Down subcarrier 
demodulators 
PCM signal conditioner 
Uplink subcarrier oscillators 
and auxiliary equipment 
Command verification receiver 
Wideband analog tape 
Intersite microwave links 
(Goldstone to Houston) 
subsystem 
recorder 
Frequency and timing 
Tracking data processor 
Antenna programmer 
67 
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2. Additional data handling and communications 
requirements. A broadband data link was installed by 
GSFC between the JPL/DSN (backup) and GSFC/MSFN 
(prime) sites. The link carried all the Apollo data. The 
microwave link, which had been proved by years of 
service in the DSN, was selected as the most dependable 
method of transmission. One passive microwave repeater 
located on elevated ground near each site provided the 
necessary link between the backup stations (DSN/MSFN) 
and the Apollo prime stations. 
3. Summary. In summary, the DSN facilities were 
augmented with sufficient Apollo MSFN equipment to 
permit: 
(1) Tracking and two-way data transfer with either the 
CSM or the LM during the lunar phases. 
(2) Tracking and two-way data transfer with the com- 
bined CSM/LM during portions of the translunar 
phase. 
(3) Backup for prime site by providing passive track 
(spacecraft to ground RF links) of the Apollo space- 
craft during the translunar and transearth phases. 
4. Preliminary agreements. Certain specific capabili- 
ties and restrictions were stated to define the scope of 
the data interface required of the backup station to 
accomplish operational roles and to conform to recog- 
nized MSFN practices. These were: 
(1) The metric tracking data format originating from 
the backup site would be identical to the format 
originating from the primary site. 
(2) Metric tracking data would be transmitted directly 
to Mission Control Center, Houston over the 
best NASA Communications Network (NASCOM) 
routing. 
(3)  Apollo mission data would be transmitted from the 
backup site via the MSFN prime 85-ft antenna 
station to NASCOM. 
(4) Voice and command data would be routed directly 
to the backup site from the prime site for sub- 
sequent transmission to the spacecraft. 
olicy agreement. A policy for integrating the DSN 
Apollo backup system into the MSFN during Apollo 
mission periods was agreed upon in Dallas, Tex., during 
November 1965. The role that the JPL sites had fulfilled 
in other NASA programs was acknowledged. Every effort 
was made to prevent or reduce to a minimum any 
conflicts between Apollo requirements and those of the 
other programs in which JPL backup facilities were 
involved. No scheduling conflicts were expected to occur 
during the Apollo mission periods because of their 
priority; however, during the periods between Apollo 
missions, conflicts between JPL mission activities and 
MSFN premission preparation activities would undoubt- 
edly occur. These conflicts were to be arbitrated by 
mutual agreement between the DSN and MSFN schedul- 
ing offices. 
perating principles. The mission period was to be 
initiated by the release of a message from the flight 
director announcing that the network was on mission 
status, and end when the individual stations were re- 
leased from mission support. Normally, this period was 
to begin at approximately liftoff minus 14 days. 
Backup site support was to be provided on a station- 
to-station rather than DSN-to-MSFN basis. During the 
Apollo mission, the backup sites were considered operating 
elements of the co-located MSFN prime stations. 
Once on mission status, scheduling would be accom- 
plished by the weekly GSFC network control group 
schedule. The prime sites and backup sites were to be 
scheduled as a single facility during Apollo mission periods. 
Operation and maintenance of the common equipment 
at the DSN backup facilities was to be the responsibility 
of JPL. However, the procedures and standards used 
were to be compatible with those employed by the prime 
stations. 
The backup sites were to participate to the maximum 
extent feasible in MSFN tests, drills, and mission simu- 
lations. Evaluations of test results and determination of 
station readiness to provide mission support would be 
the responsibility of GSFC. 
The need for JPL to monitor and evaluate the activities 
and performance of the backup stations during MSFN 
operations was recognized; where any independent test 
programs were required by JPL for backup station 
evaluation, they were to be conducted outside the Apollo 
mission periods. 
NASA functional requirements placed on the DSN/ 
(1) Acquire and track spacecraft signals through an 
MSFN Apollo backup system were to: 
integral acquisition subsystem. 
(2) Transmit voice, data, and ranging signals to space- 
craft. 
(3) Transfer track from the acquisition subsystem to 
the main receiving subsystem. 
(4) Determine range and range rate parameters of 
spacecraft and transfer this information to re- 
corders and/or NASCOM. 
(5) Receive video, voice, and telemetry information 
from the spacecraft, and transfer this information 
to recorders and/or NASCOM. 
(6) Accept pointing information from specified sources 
(drive tapes, manual) and utilize this information 
to drive the antenna. 
8. Final configuration. The final c o d p a t i o n  in- 
volved switching the common antenna drive between the 
two separate DSN and MSFN electronic control systems. 
These control systems are identical, fully compensated, 
and so configured that the system not actually controlling 
the antenna is connected to a dummy load to allow 
simulation of operation. The selection of the system to 
be connected to the antenna is made by the DSN/MSFN 
transfer switch which controls the relays and interlocks 
needed. This resulted in complete redundancy of the 
electrical portion of the control system, allowing for 
immediate takeover by the standby system upon request. 
It also resulted in minimum conflict between DSN and 
Apollo Projects over technical and personnel problems, 
and reduced the scheduling problems to assignment of 
actual antenna time. 
(7) Maneuver or position the antenna according to any 
manual drive inputs within the specified n-mh.mm 
rate and acceleration. 
9. Contingency plun for emergencies. Should a failure 
or serious degradation of performance occur at the Apollo 
prime station, mission requirements commit the co- 
located DSN/MSFN ApoZlo backup station to be fally 
capable of substituting for the prime station within a 
short time. The co-located DSN/MSFN stations nor- 
mally participate in &e Apollo lunar missions and their 
(8) Operate in programmed search modes. 
(9) Use the antenna in a slaved mode. 
(10) Provide slaving signals for driving other antennas. 
simulations on a full-time basis from launch minus 2 wk 
until the end of the mission and at other times on a 
scheduled basis. 
(11) Provide visual readout of antenna pointing angle, 
record this information, and/or transfer this infor- 
mation to NASCOM. 
9. Interfaces. Jet Propulsion Laboratory designed, 
installed, and checked out the necessary interface equip- 
ment for the backup stations, and, with GSFC assistance, 
installed and checked out MSFN supplied antenna 
mounted electronics at each DSS. In addition, JPL com- 
pleted the system tests at the DSN Apollo backup stations 
for acceptance by GSFC engineering personnel. The 
major signal interfaces between DSN and MSFN sub- 
systems at the DSN Apollo backup stations existed at the 
inputs to the MSFN receivers, the DSN transmitter final 
amplifier, the MSFN tracking data processor, and the 
servo control. Additional interfaces also existed at the 
antenna position programmer, intercommunications, opti- 
cal target aid, status displays, and site utilities. The major 
equipment added to achieve GSFC (MSFN) and JPL 
(DSN) interface included two receivers, two masers, one 
additional 20-kW transmitter, and new subsystem/system 
switching modifications. The DSN and MSFN control 
rooms were each supplied with a master mission con- 
figuration control switch. Both switches had to be thrown 
to effect a transfer of the system configuration between 
the DSN and MSFN configurations. The interfaces are 
listed in Table 8 and shown in Fig. 67. 
Each DSN/MSFN backup station has a dual capa- 
bility, thereby permitting communication with two Apollo 
spacecraft simultaneously. Different frequencies are 
assigned to the dual functions; however, only a single 
DSN 85-ft antenna is used. Dual tracking, including data 
formatting, is accomplished at the DSN/MSFN site and 
employs separate NASCOM circuits to the computers at 
the MSC Mission Control Center, Houston, providing 
full redundancy to the prime station. Two-way voice is 
shared between the MSFN prime and the DSN/MSFN 
backup sites. While the transmitter and receiver are 
located at the backup site, the downlink voice demodu- 
lators are located at the prime station, with the latter’s 
NASCOM circuits used to relay voice to and from 
Houston. Two-way data (commands, telemetry, TV, etc.) 
are handled similarly to two-way voice. However, for 
both of these functions the DSN ApoZZo stations are 
implemented with subcarrier modulators. Subcarrier de- 
modulation and decommutation are performed at the 
prime sites using composite spectra from the DSN ApoZZo 
station’s carrier phase demodulators and/or the 50 MHz 
IF (FM) output. Selected spacecraft telemetry (e.g., 
transponder phase error and AGC) is routed back to the 
7 ORA 
Design 
cognizant 
JPL 
J PL 
GSFC 
GSFC 
GSFC 
Insial- 
lotion Subsystem and document 
and test 
Pracure- 
JPL 
JPL 
GSFC 
GSFC 
GSFC 
JPL/ 
GSFC 
GSFC 
JPL/ 
GSFC 
Cassegrain feed, to handle both 
DSN and MSFN requirements 
Acquisition feed 
DSN and MSFN 
No acquisition 
an ten no 
bockup planned or 1 required Robledo 
Antenna, mechaniccl 
Switch control of antenna 
equipment for MSFN (within 
DSN control room) 
1. Microwave switch 
control 
2. Power amplifier 
switching 
3. Low noise amplifier 
switching 
Cassegrain cone 
Low noise amplifier 
l ow  noise amplifier with 4 
output ports and noise figure 
measurement/indication 
Klystron power amplifier 
sompling coupler to verifica- 
tion receiver 
Verification receiver (MSFN 
control room) 
Interconnecting cables 
1. Within MSFN control 
room (MSFN-to- 
MSFN equipment) 
2. Between DSN antenna 
electronics room 
and MSFN control 
room. (RF direct run 
type coaxial cables, 
MSFN- to- MSFN) 
Design 
cognizant 
JPL 
JPL 
GSFC 
JPL 
GSFC 
GSFC 
GSFC 
JPL 
GSFC 
JPL 
JPL 
GSFC 
Pracure- 
ment 
J PL 
L 
GSFC 
GSFC 
JPL 
GSFC 
GSFC 
GSFC 
JPL 
GSFC 
J PL 
JPL 
GSFC 
*This unit serves as a network spare for the prime ocquisition stations, Woomera, Tidbinbilla, ond Johannesburg. 
bSCM = S-band corregroin-monopulse. 
CSAA = S-band acquisition aid (subsystem]. 
Instal- 
lation 
and test 
Subsystem and document 
3. DSN antenna elec- 
tronics room to 
interface J-box via 
hydromechanical 
roam (power, 
control signals and 
indicator types) 
4. MSFN equipment to 
DSN interface 
Interface racks, J-boxes, etc. 
Collimation towers 
SCMb optical target 
SAA' optical target 
Spare transponder and test 
transmitter (in MSFN control 
room) 
Collimation tower control 
equipment from MSFN con- 
trol room 
Antenna boresight TV camera 
Boresight TV monitor display 
[MSFN control room) 
Racks in collimation tower 
building 
Boresight signal source (3 radio 
frequencies) 
Collimation tower remote 
operation cables (50 pair) 
and trenching 
Tactical intercom (MSFN control 
room) 
Interface intercom 
System integration of antenna 
mounted RER (4 racks) 
Angle encoders interface 
Servo interface 
Tracking data processor 
interface 
Antenna pointing programmer 
interface 
System monitor (GSFC) 
Install: same as entire 
MSFN 
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DSN site after processing by the prime station. A two- 
way microwave communication system links the co- 
located Apollo prime and backup stations. 
In the event of a system failure at the Apollo prime, 
two DSN/MSFN selector switches, one in each wing, are 
manually activated to automatically change the DSS 
equipment configuration to MSFN mission support. 
Except for the site intercom/communication manual 
patches and transmitter/master retuning, the DSN/ 
MSFN station is in one configuration or the other, by 
the activation of these selector switches. 
10. Time limits. In July 1963, GSFC released the Data 
System Development Plan for the Apollo C-l program, 
which required that the unified S-band RER system, 
for which JPL was responsible, was to be installed and 
ready for operational qualification prior to the second 
Apollo C-1 flight scheduled for the second quarter of 
1965. The actual deadlines were Pioneer site by October 
15, 1966; Tidbinbilla site by January 15, 1967; and 
Robledo site by April 1, 1967. The implementation 
schedule prepared to meet the deadlines established by 
GSFC is shown in Fig. 68. 
. Implementation of 
1.  Wescription. Equipment, facilities, and power re- 
quirements of the MSFN control rooms are described 
in the paragraphs that follow. 
a. Equipment. Following the decision on February 4, 
1964 to adopt the JPL-developed coherent tracking and 
telemetry technology for both the Apollo earth orbital 
and lunar missions, the Office of Tracking and Data 
Acquisition at NASA headquarters directed JPL to pro- 
vide RER equipment needed by the earth-based tracking 
stations. This equipment was supplied to both the MSFN 
and DSN by JPL, which supports the Apollo lunar 
missions by employing three of its 85-ft antennas as 
backup to three MSFN 85-ft antennas installed during 
the MSFNs upgrade from the Gemini Project to the 
Apollo Project. 
b. Facilities. The configuration employed at the DSN 
85-ft antenna Apollo backup stations was carefully 
studied. As the Apollo lunar mission profile became 
defined, the term “backup” became something of a 
misnomer. The beamwidth of an 85-ft antenna at S-band 
suggested the consideration of two such antennas when 
Apollo was at the moon: one to cover the orbiting CSM 
and the other the landed LM. En route to and from the 
moon, however, the second 85-ft antenna would serve as 
a true, redundant backup. 
The projected DSN tracking schedules were also quite 
full well into the expected Apollo time period. For these 
reasons, it was decided to separate the Apollo activity 
from the other activities at the DSN backup stations as 
much as possible to maximize the amount of parallel 
usage of these facilities. This was accomplished through 
the addition of MSFN control rooms to the operations 
buildings at the Pioneer, Tidbinbilla, and Robledo sites. 
The MSFN control room, connected to the DSN 
85-ft antenna and its associated equipment, constitutes 
a MSFN dual-type tracking station; except that the 
Apollo mission-peculiar telemetry, voice, etc., are sent 
prior to demodulation via a microwave link to the neigh- 
boring MSFN prime 85-ft antenna station. An MSFN 
dual station contains two complete independent S-band 
receiving, transmitting, and ranging channels to permit 
simultaneous tracking and communications with both the 
Apollo CSM and LM whenever they are jointly within 
the antenna beamwidth. Because the Apollo spacecraft 
have two transmitting frequencies (one for coherent 
phase modulation and the other for frequency modu- 
lation), each MSFN dual station has the capability to 
simultaneously receive four frequencies (downlinks) and 
transmit two frequencies (uplinks), the latter with a 
radiated capacity of 10 kW each at the 85-ft antenna 
stations. 
These Apollo operational requirements necessitated 
addition of considerable MSFN-oriented equipment to 
the declination-axis wheel house on the DSN backup 
station’s antennas. In addition to a second maser and 
high-power klystron, four racks of MSFN receiver/ 
exciter equipment and numerous DSN/MSFN transfer 
switching networks were added to the antenna; the 
latter was connected to an elaborate key-controlled inter- 
lock network that enables the station to be converted 
rapidly from DSN to MSFN service and vice versa. 
The design goal of maximum parallel activity in the 
two control rooms, except for antenna usage, was, there- 
fore, achieved. During Apollo activities, the DSN backup 
stations are staffed by MSFN personnel, with selected 
support from a limited number of DSN personnel to 
operate the common inter-network subsystems, with the 
MSFN maintenance and operations supervisor in charge. 
At other times these stations, except for the MSFN control 
rooms, are under the direction of the DSN station director. 
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c. Power. The power requirements for the DSN ApoZZo 
backup stations were also carefully studied. Although 
the power available at each station was sufficient for 
DSN operation, it was not capable of providing the 100% 
backup reliability required by the MSFN. The 480 V, 
60 Hz, three-phase, three-wire power requirements for 
each MSFN control room are shown in Table 9. 
Pioneer and Tidbinbilla sites. To achieve the full backup 
power requirement at Pioneer and Tidbinbilla, it was 
necessary to remove two of four 150-kW generator sets 
and replace them with two 500-kW generator sets. In 
addition, two 50-kW generator sets were removed and 
replaced by two 200-kW generator sets to provide the 
required 400-Hz transmitter power. 
Robledo site. Backup power in the form of an addi- 
tional 500-kW diesel generator was provided at Robledo. 
The 400-Hz transmitter power was provided by replacing 
two 50-kW generator sets with two 200-kW generator sets. 
2. Construction of control room facilities. Construction 
of control room facilities is discussed in the paragraphs 
that follow. 
a. Pioneer site. With the selection of Pioneer site as 
the initial DSN/MSFN Apollo backup station, testing 
facility for all S-band equipment, and training school for 
local and overseas personnel, it became necessary to 
increase the size of the original station facilities. An 
interim prefabricated S-band building annex was erected 
Table 9. Power requirements for MSFN control rooms 
Item 
Equipment* 
Hydromechanicala 
Collimation tower’ 
400-Hr  transmitter powerb 
Antenna driveb 
Power amplifierb 
Heat exchangerb 
Miscellaneousa 
Miscellaneousa 
Power requirement, kW 
site site site 
3 3 3 
175 1 75 170 
150 150 150 
20 20 40 
60 60 - 
20 20 20 
20 20 25 
*Critical mission, motor equipment, noninterruptoble controlled fluctuations. 
bCritical mission, electronic, noninterruptable, clean, nonfluctuating and regu- 
loted. 
CNot available. 
to house the first S-band RF subsystem (SN 01) equip- 
ment and to allow equipment testing to proceed on 
schedule. 
Construction of the DSN and MSFN control rooms 
(Fig. 69) began in March 1964 and was Completed in 
October of the same year (Fig. 70). An area of 2520 ftz 
adjoining the station’s operation control building was 
allocated for the MSFN operations control room (Fig. 71). 
A 2520-ft2 airtight basement plenum was provided di- 
rectly under the control room to contain the 24-in. cable 
lay-in trays. Entrance into the basement plenum was 
through an air lock that prevented the 50-deg regulated 
air temperature, required for equipment cooling, from 
fluctuating whenever someone entered or left. 
A 7-ft-diam corrugated steel tunnel was installed under- 
ground from the existing hydromechanical building 81 ft 
towards the original control building. At this point it 
branched off to join the basement plenum of the MSFN 
wing. Twelve-inch cable lay-in trays were attached to 
the side walls of this tunnel for routing of cables from the 
basement of the MSFN control room to the hydro- 
mechanical building and antenna mountal equipment. 
b. Tidbinbilla site. The architectural and engineering 
design drawings for the MSFN control room at Tidbin- 
billa were completed in February 1966 by the Australian 
Department of Works. Construction of the MSFN control 
room began in late April with a scheduled completion 
date of December 1966. A building occupancy date was 
scheduled for October 28, 1966, and met. The MSFN 
control room (Fig. 72) located at the west end of the 
station’s operations and engineering building and in line 
with the antenna support building, occupies 3500 ft2 of 
floor space with its operation control room, communi- 
cations room, and ogces. An airtight basement plenum 
of equal size provides for cable raceways and air con- 
ditioning equipment. As at the Pioneer site, entrance into 
the basement plenum is through an air lock. The control 
room equipment layout is shown in Fig. 73. 
The station’s existing 7-ft-diam underground cable 
tunnel was modified by the addition of new cable trays 
to handle the MSFN cables leading from the MSFN 
basement plenum to the station’s airtight basement 
plenum and to the antenna support building and the 
antenna mounted equipment. 
To house the additional MSFN equipment required, 
the south end of the station’s existing antenna support 
building was enlarged 1092 ftz. 
8 
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c. Robledo site. The architectural and engineering 
drawings for the MSFN control room at Robledo were 
completed in early May 1966 by the U. S .  Navy Bureau 
of Yards and Docks. Construction began in June 1966 
and was completed in late February 1967. The control 
room, like the balance of the station, is unique in that it 
is constructed entirely of hand-hewn granite blocks (Fig. 
74). The precision with which these solid granite blocks 
fit is a tribute to the skill of today’s Spanish stonemasons. 
The MSFN control room, located approximately 25 ft 
east of the station’s operations and engineering building, 
occupies 3167 ftz of floor space with its operations control 
room, communications room, and offices. An airtight 
basement plenum of equal size provides room for the 
cable raceways and the air conditioning equipment 
required for cooling the operational equipment. As for 
the other control rooms, entrance into the basement 
plenum is through an air lock. The control room layout 
is shown in Fig. 75. 
The basement plenum of the control room is connected 
to the basement plenum of the station’s operations and 
engineering building by a concrete walkthrough cable- 
tray tunnel. Cables from the control room equipment are 
routed through this tunnel between the two plenums and 
out to the hydromechanical building and antenna through 
a 7-ft-diam underground cable tunnel. 
3. Modifications. In March 1964, the existing L-band 
cassegrain cone and hyperbola at the Pioneer site were 
replaced with the new S-band cassegrain cone and high- 
tolerance hyperbola (Fig. 76). The S-band cone and 
hyperbola were both constructed of 7178-T6 aluminum 
which provided hailstone protection, reduced weight, and 
improved surface accuracy from 0.125 to 0.031 in. rms. 
To support the S-band high-tolerance hyperbola, the 
tubular-type quadripod was replaced with a new design 
truss-type for improved strength and stiffness. 
The surface area of the 85-ft-diam antenna at the 
Pioneer site was completely resurfaced. The original 
expanded aluminum mesh covering was removed and the 
inner 75% of the radii covered with a 6061-T6 aluminum 
sheet with a thickness of 0.080 in. and having 0.375-in.- 
diam drain holes that provided 25% porosity. The outer 
25% of the radii was covered with the same material, 
but provided 50% porosity. In addition to the antenna 
resurfacing, a new 220-ft2 declination wheel/electronics 
room was constructed in the declination wheel structure 
(Fig. 77) to accommodate the new MSFN antenna 
mounted S-band equipment. 
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To provide operational support to the MSFN and fulfill 
the DSN commitments, modifications at the Pioneer, 
Tidbinbilla, and Robledo sites were required to the 
antenna structure and electronics room. 
a. Antenna structure. Modifications to the antenna 
structure are described in the paragraphs that follow. 
Hour angle and declination counterweight modifications. 
To keep the antennas at Pioneer in balance after addition 
of the MSFN equipment, it was necessary to remove 
1500 Ib of lead counterweight from the dec counter- 
weight cage and add 4000 Ib of lead to the HA counter- 
weight cage. At Tidbinbilla and Robledo, however, the 
dec counterweight cage is an integral part of the struc- 
ture and the required amount of lead could not be 
removed. Therefore, after the installation of the MSFN 
equipment in the electronics room, measurements were 
made of both the HA and dec counterweights. These 
measurements indicated that, to bring both axes of the 
antenna to a balanced condition, a maximum 5000 Ib of 
lead was required in the HA counterweight cage. 
Hour angle and declination cable wrapup modification. 
Hour angle and dec cable wrapups were modified to 
eliminate cables being torn, snagged, or sheared, cable 
stressing, and the need for a technician to monitor the 
cables during tracking operations. The HA cable wrapup 
ig. 79. Declination axis cable wrapup modification 
sa 
ower ~ m p i ; f i e ~  racks 
modification consisted of a rotating cable tray. The cable 
tray rotates with the upper antenna structure and is 
positioned so that the cables leaving the tray rotate on 
the same axis as the structure. All MSFN cabling is 
routed on one side and the DSN cabling on the other 
(Fig. 78). 
The dec cable wrapup modification consisted of a 
stainless steel spiral attached to the rotating declination 
shaft and the antenna reflector backup structure (Fig. 79). 
The cables are clamped to the spiral and are reeled on 
and off the spiral as the declination shaft rotates. 
Ladder and platform modification. As a result of the 
HA cable wrapup modification, the ladder and platform 
in the area of the new rotating cable tray had to be 
replaced to provide proper clearance for the cable tray. 
The new ladder and platform are wider and safety and 
access to the antenna are improved. (Fig. 80.) 
b. Electronics room. Because of the addition of four 
MSFN receiver racks (Fig. 81), a new maser (Fig. 82), 
and a 20-kW power amplifier, it was necessary to install 
the RF switching unit to the outer north wall of the 
electronics room (Fig. 83). This, of course, required the 
addition of service platforms. Addition of the MSFN 
equipment necessitated the addition of MSFN cable trays. 
To help relieve the congestion, the cargo hoist control 
storage box was relocated on a ceiling support beam. 
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Fig. 82. Maser used at MSFN station 
VI. Station Test and ~ ~ ~ l ~ a t i o ~  
A. Background information 
System acceptance testing and analysis of the joint 
DSN/MSFN ApoZZo stations was conducted between 
November 1, 1966 and April 1, 1967. 
The test objectives were to verify the compatibility 
of the various subsystems, verify the overall operational 
capability of the system, and compile data necessary 
for analysis of system errors. The system tests were 
categorized into the following three general phases : 
Static functional tests, consisting of configuration 
verification, system temperature, dual transmitter/ 
combiner, uplink and downlink data. 
Static tracking (stationary target), in determination 
of angle tracking error gain slope and accumulation 
of star track data. 
Dynamic tracking utilizing aircraft tracking. 
A simplified diagram of the overall test configuration 
is shown in Fig. 84. Table 10 summarizes applicable tests. 
Fig. 83. Antenna-mounted RF switching unit 
and service platform 
. System Acceptance Testing and Analysis 
1. Configuration uerification. The objectives of this 
test (Fig. 84) were to confirm the system configuration of 
all DSN/MSFN control rooms and to verify equipment 
operational ability by observing subsystem monitoring 
displays. As an adjunct to station readiness confirmation, 
a visual inspection of the site grounding network was 
accomplished. A 4.0 jacketed cable was installed, tying the 
antenna structure, hydromechanical/power buildings, and 
both DSN and MSFN control rooms ,to the sites’ common 
ground counterpoise. All equipment was grounded directly 
to this cable. 
2. System noise temperature. A quantitative test 
measuring the system noise temperature of each receiver 
reference channel was conducted, using the standard 
Y-factor technique. This measurement technique follows 
the maser with a receiver that has a precision attenuator 
in its IF section plus an output detector and a strip-chart 
recorder. Two well matched sources at temperatures T x  
(nitrogen RF load) and To (ambient RF load) are alter- 
nately connected to the maser input. The measured 
quantity, or Y-factor, is the addition attenuation that 
must be introduced with the precision attenuator when 
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Fig. 84. Test configuration for 85-ft antenna system 
the hotter source (ambient) is connected-this to obtain 
the same chart reading as when the colder source 
(nitrogen) was connected. This initial measurement deter- 
mines the equivalent receiver noise temperature contri- 
bution T,. The system noise temperature Ts is then 
computed by switching between the ambient RF load 
and the antenna. 
Figure 85 illustrates the system noise temperature test 
configuration. The resulting system temperatures for the 
respective sites are tabulated in Table 11. 
ual transmitter/combiner test. Demonstration of 
the dual transmitter capability and an assessment of 
system degradation due to the transmitters when radiat- 
ing into the feed were the primary objectives of this test. 
The 20-kW klystron used in the 20-kW transmitters was 
driven across a 14-MHz, -1 dB bandpass, with a maxi- 
ILEMETRY 
mum of 700-mW drive power to the klystron. Specified 
bandwidths were readily obtained with the MSFN exciter 
buffer-amplifiers. Because the dual carrier third-order 
products were within the 2100 to 2110-MHz MSFN 
specified bandpass, their levels were required to be 
30-dB below either carrier. A 1-h stability test was com- 
pleted; during the test, the dual 10-kW carriers were 
diplexed into the antenna, and system noise was moni- 
tored on the maser instrumentation recorder; no notice- 
able increase was observed. The transmitter harmonic 
filters experienced excessive temperature rises until they 
were modified by removal of resistive side batiles. Some 
“spiking” was observed at the Robledo site when the 
transmitter was activated, but this was attributed to the 
accumuIation of moisture in the waveguide. Maximum 
voltage standing wave ratio from either transmitter out- 
put port through the combiner and into the S-band 
cassegrain-monopulse or S-band acquisition aid subsystem 
33-452, VOL. I 95 
Table 10. System tests 
Test 
Configuration verification 
System temperature 
Dual transmitterlcombiner 
Uplink data 
Downlink data 
Error analog 
Star tracks 
Aircraft tracks 
Static 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
- 
- 
- 
Static Dynamic 
track track 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- X 
X 
- X 
- 
was less than 1.25. The dual transmitter/combiner output 
test configuration is shown in Fig. 86, and the test results 
are tabulated in Table 11. 
4. Uplink data test. A system demonstration of the 
interface compatibility and conformance to requirements 
of the up-data buffer, subcarrier oscillators, exciters, 
power amplifiers and verification receivers was obtained. 
This test, and the one that follows, were patterned after 
the GSFC/Collins Radio Co. acceptance tests that were 
repeated at the MSFN control rooms with the inclusion of 
the DSN-supplied subsystems. As indicated in Table 11, 
frequency response, percent distortion, and test pattern 
verification were within specifications. 
5. Downlink data test. An A and B type substitution 
test determined the interface compatibility between the 
signal data demodulator set test unit, exciter, test trans- 
lator, masers 1 and 2, receivers and demodulators for 
both PM and FM mode signals. The test unit simulated 
spacecraft downlink signals which were modulated on 
phase modulated (PM) and FM carriers, and then sent 
through the system; the percent of distortion was mea- 
sured. The PM test signals originated at the MSFN prime 
site and used the intersite microwave link at the Pioneer 
site. Distortion measurements, in both the uplink and 
downlink data tests, were accomplished with the use of 
the HP 302-A wave analyzer obtaining fundamentals and 
harmonics of the test tone. In all distortion readings using 
this method, specifications were met (Table 11). 
The FM test at the Robledo site MSFN control room 
was not completed during system tests because of equip- 
ment malfunction and station flight commitments. How- 
ever, closed-loop FM system tests were completed during 
subsequent GSFC scheduled aircraft tracks. 
6.  Static tracking error analog. This test measured 
the tracking error voltage out of the tracking receiver as 
a function of target angular error, to determine crossover 
slopes. 
While initial difficulties were experienced, the MSFN 
and DSN (in concert with their respective contractors) 
were able to isolate and remedy the problems. Table 11 
summarizes the final results. 
7. Position accuracy, star tracks. A demonstration of 
the antenna positioner programmer and servo to work as 
a unit in positioning the antenna along a pre-selected 
course was performed at both the Pioneer and Robledo 
sites. Of singular importance was the determination of 
the optical to mechanical pointing accuracy of the system. 
Collins Radio Co. was contracted by GSFC to reduce 
and analyze star and aircraft photographic recordings 
from the MSFN/DSN sites, Collins developed and solved 
the system tracking error equations. A prepared punched 
tape containing ephemerides of 12 selected stars was 
furnished by GSFC as input data to the antenna position 
programmer. 
Essentially, there is one error equation for each antenna 
axis to describe errors between the optical and encoder 
or mechanical axes. The first computer program pro- 
cessed the antenna pointing angles and time and film 
coordinates of each star. Film data showed how far the 
optical axis was mispointed from the star at the time of 
recording. These data were used to correct the antenna 
pointing directions as measured by the encoders. 
Ephemeris data from the Nautical Almanac were used 
to predict the time coordinates of each star, after adjust- 
ment for optical refraction using site weather data. 
Errors between this true axis and the positioned optical 
axis were obtained by subtraction. These data were 
examined for functional relationships resulting in the 
following two optical-to-encoder star shot error equations: 
star shot errorHA = S, + S, - S, sin t (1) 
star shot errord,, = S, + S, 0 6 + S, * t (2) 
where 
S, = HA optical-to-encoder bias error 
S, = HA optical-to-encoder linearly t (dec) 
S, = HA optical-to-encoder error sinusoidal t (dec) 
S, = dec optical-to-encoder bias error 
S, = dec optical-to-encoder error linearly t (dec) 
6 33- 
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Fig. 85. System noise temperature configuration 
S, = dec optical-to-encoder error linearly dependent 
on HA, deg/deg 
6 = dec encoder angle, deg 
t = HA encoder angle, deg 
To prevent the error model from losing continuity at 
0 deg dec and 0 deg HA, plus and minus dec and HA 
must be submitted into the error models (e.g., t = 330 deg 
would be substituted as t = -30 deg; t = 315 deg would 
be substituted as t = -45 deg). 
A second star shot regression computer program was 
solved for the data in Table 12, using a least-squares- 
estimate evaluation of the error model coefficients, the 
coefficients standard errors, and the standard deviation 
of the residual (random) errors. 
A simplified reduction by JPL of the Collins data 
resulted in a histogram of the frequency distribution of 
total errors shown in Figs. 87-92. A good statistical 
grouping of the errors is evident from the Robledo site 
antenna. Simple linear regression graphs with tick marks 
indicating standard deviation are shown in Figs. 93-98 
for both axes at the subject sites. Again, tighter error 
tolerances are shown on the Robledo antenna. Allowable 
errors specified are position repeatability of no more than 
20.01 deg with position resolution of k0.005 deg. Fig- 
ure 99 shows the test configuration for the star track test. 
ynamic aircraft tracks. The ability of the tracking 
system to acquire and automatically track a moving 
target was established with a dynamic system test. In 
particular, after initial acquisition, two-way lock and 
ranging were demonstrated. Of paramount importance 
with these aircraft tests was the accumulation of film 
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Performance 
MSFNITidbinbilla 
site 
Static system parameter Specification 
MSFN/Pioneer site MSFNIRobledo site 
D Assume MSFN mission within minutes 
Signal level 120 dBmW, quiet sky, 
antenna at zenith, 140"K, +lo, 
-20 
D Mission system interface 
System temperoture, " K  
SCMb maser 1 receiver 
2a 1 
2a2 
2b l  
2b2 
SCM maser 2 receiver 
2a l  
2a2 
2b l  
2b2 
205 
183 
83 
128 
150 
166 
90 
116 
105 
114 
67 
80 
130 
- 
- 
- 
142 
1152 
117 
104 
118 
132 
118 
94 
1 0-MHz 1 -dB points, from 2 100 to 
2110 MHz 
Dual tronsmitter/combiner 
transmitter 1-20-kW water 
load bandwidth, MHr 
1 dB 
3 dB 
Transmitter 2-20-kW water 
load bandwidth, MHz 
1 dB 
3 dB 
Dual transmitter third-order 
products 
Upper frequency 
lower frequency 
17.5 
- 
16.7 
19.7 
14.0 
15.9 
19.0 
- 
16.5 
20.0 
12.7 
15.6 
Products 30 dB below either carrier 
36 dB below carrier 
35 dB below carrier 
44 dB below carrier 
52 dB below carrier 
36 dB below carrier 
50 dB below carrier 
Uplink data test command 
channel frequency response 
System 1 
System 2 
100 to 3000 Hz, +1  dB, -3 dB 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Command channel distortion, % 
System 1 
System 2 
70-kHz up-daia pattern verified 
System 1 
System 2 
Less than 5 %  
Downlink data test 
PMe telemetry 5.2-kHz tone 
distortion 
PM voice, telemetry carrier 
demodulation drop locks 
D 
D 
Less than 5% 
D 
D 
D 
D 
eD = demonstrated. bSCM = S-band cossegrain-monopulse. CPM = phase modulated. 
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MSFMIRobledo site I MSFN/Tidbinbilla I site MSFNIPioneer site I Static system parameter 
~ 
Tracking receiver crossover slope 
SAAe hour angle 
Declination 
SCM hour angle 
Declination 
Specification 
70 mV1deg i 70 mV/deg - 8 0  mV/deg - - 7 4  mVldeg - 
154 mV/O.l deg 258 mV/deg 198 mV/O.l deg 200 mVlO.1 deg 
190 mV/O.l deg 21 4 mV/deg 210 mV/O.l deg 200 mV/O.l deg 
Downlink data test (contd) 
FMd system distortion 
FM voice, telemetry carrier 
demodulator drop locks I 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
ACQUISITION 
AID ANTENNA 
+7Od&nW I I M I  
HYBRID 
COMBINER 
VARIABLE 
ATTENUATOR 
EXCITER 0 
I I I I 
SAA NOT AVAILABLE AT ALL DSWMSFN SITES 
Table 12. Star shot data 
Symbol Measurement 
HA optical-to-encoder bias error, deg 
HA optical-to-encoder error linearly dependent on DEC, deg/deg 
HA optical-to-encoder error sinusoidal dependent on HA, deg 
Declination optical-to-encoder bios error, deg 
Declination optical-to-encoder error linearly dependent on dec, deg/deg 
Declination optical-to-encoder errar linearly dependent on HA, deg/deg 
HA residual standard deviation 
Declination residual standard deviation 
Declinotion encoder angle, deg 
HA encoder angle, deg 
~ 
nTo prevent an error model which i s  discontinuous a t  0-deg dec, plus and minus dec must be submitted into 
Pioneer site 
-0.010 
40.007 
f0.0011 
20.0003 
+0.040 
20.01 0 
+O.OlO 
20.006 
0.00036 
*0.00024 
- 
- 
0.01 3 
0.051 
- 
- 
ie error models le.g., 
Tidbinbilla 
site 
0.002 
20.003 
-0.0001 
~0.0001 
0.01 6 
20.005 
-0.002 
20.003 
0.0009 
~0.0001 
0.0002 
1-0.0001 
0.007 
0.01 9 
- 
- 
Robledo site 
-0.01 2 
f0.002 
f0.0002 
0.022 
20.005 
0.106 
0.00003 
f-0.002 
f0.0002 
0.0007 
-0.0004 
*0.00008 
0.006 
0.01 9 
- 
- 
0 deg would b e  substituted as -30 des). 
data for the determination of system tracking errors 
between the optical and RF axes. 
Figure 100 shows this test configuration. A computer 
program processed antenna pointing angles and the 
time and film coordinates of the aircraft light while 
night tracking. Parallax errors caused by the TV antenna 
camera offset from the center of the dish and by the 
displacement of the light from the antenna on the air- 
craft were corrected. The parallax-corrected errors then 
became total RF-to-optical tracking errors, which in- 
cluded error contributions from paraboloid and quadri- 
pod sag and hyperboloid and feed rotation. The following 
two RF-to-optical aircraft track error equations were 
solved by another computer program obtaining least- 
squares estimates of the error model coefficients : 
aircraft track errorHA A, 
cos 6 cos 6 + A,; (3) - - 
aircraft track errordec = A, + A, b (4) 
where 
A, = RF-to-dec axis lack of orthogonality 
A, = HA acceleration lag coefficient 
A, = dec RF-to-optical bias error 
A, = dec acceleration lag coefficient 
8 = dec encoder angle, deg 
i?= HA encoder angle, deg 
These equations are based on a type I1 servo system 
where the principal errors are bias and lag errors pro- 
portionate to antenna acceleration. Antenna encoder 
accelerations which were computed as more than 0.01 
deg/s/s were discarded. 
Because the MSFN control room at Robledo had no 
acquisition aid antenna, successful aircraft tracks were 
accomplished by using a modified optical acquisition 
aid with a 3-deg field of view to acquire the aircraft. 
With the aid of the MSFN servo ball-tracker, the aircraft 
was then "walked into the optical acquisition aid 0.5- 
deg field of view where R F  carrier lock was possible. 
uta analysis and reduction. Two steps are necessary 
to develop expressions for the random and systematic 
errors in the measurement of RF axis position as deter- 
mined by the digital shaft encoders. 
The total instantaneous system tracking error per axis 
is represented by the angle a; it is determined by mea- 
surement of the error angles 6 and p, which are subse- 
quently summed linearly to yield the total error. 
100 
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The p error contribution is measured by a series of 
optical star shots randomly covering the celestial hemi- 
sphere, while the 6 error contribution is determined from 
aircraft autotrack/optical tests. The raw data are pro- 
cessed statistically through linear regression analysis to 
yield the best-fit coefficients (in the least-squares sense) of 
the system error model and the residual errors (random) 
after best-fitting the data in accordance with the equa- 
tions of the error model. 
When the system error equations are evaluated at any 
chosen value of HA and dec angles, velocities, and accel- 
erations, the resulting pointing error estimates are the 
best least-squares estimates of the systematic errors for 
the chosen conditions. 
a. Star shot total errors. To produce star shot errors, 
the first computer program processes antenna pointing 
angles, time, and film coordinates F of each star, HA, 
dec, T,  FHA, and Fdec, respectively. The 35-mm camera 
film data coordinates of the star show how far the optical 
axis is mispointed from the star at the recorded time. 
These coordinates are used to correct the antenna point- 
ing directions HA and dec as measured by the encoders. 
These adjusted coordinates state where the antenna 
records that the star is located. As previously mentioned, 
ephemeris data from the Nautical Almanac are used to 
predict the true coordinates of each particular star. Pre- 
dicted HA and dec coordinates are adjusted for optical 
refraction, using recorded temperature and pressure 
data. Errors in HA and dec angles between the optical 
axis (as positioned by the measured encoder axis) and 
the true axis (refraction adjusted) were obtained by sub- 
tracting true values from the measured values. Two 
optical-to-encoder star error equations were established 
by a second computer program which evaluated the 
trends of the two plots: the two plots consisted of an- 
tenna encoder angles and total error (dividing the oppo- 
site encoder angle into 20-deg intervals), as produced 
by the first computer program and established the values 
for Eqs. (1) and (2). 
The HA and dec errors and encoder angles for each 
star from the first program are then entered into a second 
program (star shot regression) which obtains the least- 
squares estimates of the error model coefficients in 
Eqs. (1) and (2). This program solves for the unknown 
coefficients S, to S,, their standard errors, and the standard 
deviation of the residual (random) errors. The residual 
randomness with respect to encoder angles and dependent 
variable variance reduction indicates a successful solu- 
tion for the predominant trends in the star shot error data. 
b. Aircraft track total errors. To obtain aircraft track 
total errors, the first computer program processes an- 
tenna pointing angles, time, and film coordinates of the 
aircraft light, HA, dec, T,  FHA, and Fdec, respectively. 
F H A  and Fdec are corrected for two parallax effects in a 
third computer program. Parallax is caused by the TV 
camera offset from the center of the dish and by the 
displacement of the light from the antenna on the air- 
craft. The parallax-corrected errors thus become total 
RF-to-optical errors. 
Aircraft data points that have antenna encoder accel- 
erations computed as more than 0.01 deg/s/s are not 
processed in the regression program. This permits auto- 
matic rejection of data reduction errors caused by noisy 
accelerations that occur when one antenna axis is sta- 
tionary, and to key punch errors. 
On the basis of past antenna tracking error experience, 
there are two predominant factors which contribute to 
RF-to-optical aircraft track errors. These are bias errors 
and lag errors proportional to antenna acceleration for a 
type I1 servo system. Therefore, the following two RF- 
to-optical aircraft track error equations are solved from 
the aircraft track data (using a fourth computer program): 
(5)  --  A' +A,; 
aircraft track errorHA 
cos 8 cos 6 
aircraft track errordec = A, + A, * i;' (6) 
To prevent an error model which is discontinuous at 
0 deg dec and 0 deg HA, plus and minus dec and HA 
must be submitted into the error models. 
All the information listed in the third computer pro- 
gram is entered into another program (aircraft track 
regression) that obtains the least-squares estimates of 
the error model coefficients in Eqs. (5)  and (6). This 
program solves for the unknown coefficients A, through 
A,, the standard errors, and the standard deviation of 
the residual (random) errors, for each aircraft track run. 
c. Combined star shot and aircraft error equations. 
The coefficient and variance results of the aircraft track 
regression equation solutions were processed through a 
weighted-average and probable-error program that 
weighted each coefficient inversely as its variance (index 
of precision). The coefficient averages and probable 
errors were computed according to Eqs. (7) and (8); the 
results are listed in Table 13. All the variances were 
assigned equal weights in order to average them. 
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adio frequency-lo-true-e 
(combined aircraft an 
equationsla 
Symbol Measurement 
RF-to-dec axis lack of 
orthogonality, deg 
HA encoder bias, deg 
HA acceleration lag coefficient, 
deg/deg/s2 
HA optical-to-encoder error 
linearly dependent on dec, 
degldeg 
Declination optical-to-encoder 
bias error, deg 
Declination RF-to-encoder bios, 
deg 
Declination acceleration log 
coefficient, degldegls‘ 
Declination optical-to-encoder 
error linearly dependent on 
dec, degldeg 
Declination optical-to-encoder 
error linearly dependent on 
HA, degldeg 
HA RF-to-encoder residual 
ual standard deviation 
Declination RF-to-encoder resid- 
ual standard deviation 
Tidbinbilla 
site 
0.070 
‘to.001 
-0.012 
20.002 
-0.228 
30.00 1 
-t-0.0002 
0.00003 
0.106 
20.002 
-0.201 
20.005 
- 1.287 
f0.030 
0.0007 
f0.00002 
-0.0004 
f0.00008 
0.008 
0.021 
Robledo 
site 
-0.006 
20.0002 
0.002 
*0.003 
- 2.33 1 
‘t0.014 
-0.0001 
fO.0001 
-0.002 
f0.003 
-0.002 
20.019 
-0.277 
k0.009 
0.0009 
fO.OOO1 
0.0002 
fO.0001 
0.015 
0.023 
*Data for the Pioneer site ore not available. 
bTo prevent an error model which i s  discontinuous at 0 deg dec, plus and minus 
dec must b e  submitted into the error models [e.g., 330 deg would b e  substituted 
as -30 deg). 
Letting bif signify the jth coefficient from the ith 
aircraft run, the weighted average of the ith coefficient 
Bj  is 
k k  
2% 
(7) 
i = i  4 j  B .  = -
“ 1  
where 
i = 1,2, ..., n 
i = 1,2, . * . , 4  
n = number of aircraft track data groups 
uij = variance of the ith value of the jth coefficient 
The probable error pe in the jth weighted coefficient 
average is 
S.(bij - Bj)‘ 
0 2 .  
1 (8) 
z 3  pe = 0.6745 
Table 13 lists the symbols, definitions, and values for 
the combined aircraft coefficients and standard devia- 
tions of Eqs. (7) and (8). Probable errors are listed for 
each coefficient. 
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A. Background Informution 
A thorough test of the USB system was conducted 
during the unmanned Apollo 4, 5, and 6 flights to evalu- 
ate the quality and performance of the USB ground 
systems, individually and as a network. The results of 
these tests demonstrated that the USB system was 
capable of providing adequate communications support 
for Apollo 7, the first manned Apollo mission. The DSN/ 
MSFN earth-based USB stations employed during these 
tests are shown in Fig. 101 along with other JPL/DSN 
and MSFN earth-based stations. 
Goddard Space Flight Center conducted a thorough 
performance evaluation of the MSFN USB system dur- 
ing these three Apollo flights also; however, this report 
will discuss only the special support provided by the 
DSN during these early Apollo flights. 
1.  Plan and objectives. In June 1966, JPL was in- 
formed by NASA that the scheduled launch of Apollo 4 
in October 1967 would be the first flight test of the 
7.5 X 106-lb-thrust Saturn V launch vehicle and would 
afford the MSFN and DSN their first opportunity for an 
extended flight test of the USB. 
The planned trajectory of this flight required that the 
prototype CSM separate from the S-IVB stage just after 
the second burn. The CSM and S-IVB were both pro- 
grammed to reach apogee while in view of Ascension 
Island, and just prior to the re-entry test of the CSM 
heat shield. During the apogee pass, the two spacecraft 
would be sufficiently separated as to require the use of 
both the MSFN and DSN 30-ft antennas located on 
Ascension Island. 
W O O  210' 240- 2700 3 L v  110' 0' 150' 180' 
Fig. 101. Deep Space Network/MSFN earth-based USB stations 
The requirement for the DSN Ascension Island site 
and the MSFN Ascension station to jointly support 
Apollo 4 necessitated the addition of special interface 
equipment and the development of compatible operating 
procedures. 
The primary objective of the DSN support was to 
receive telemetry from and transmit commands to the 
S-IVB instrumentation unit after separation from the CSM. 
Considerable engineering effort was spent by both GSFC 
and JPL in designing the telemetry and command inter- 
face required between the MSFN and the DSN Ascen- 
sion stations. Both the MSFN station and the DSN 
station were completely separate when originally imple- 
mented and contained equipment complements specific 
to each of the respective networks. For Apollo, however, 
both stations were required to operate as a single facility. 
After several iterations, a configuration was established 
that utilized equipment that was available within the 
respective networks. This was an important factor be- 
cause at that time there was insufficient leadtime to 
design and procure new equipment before the planned 
ApoZZo 4 launch date of October 17. A delay in the 
launch schedule to November 1967 provided the addi- 
tional time required to develop and perfect the joint 
MSFN/DSN operational procedures. This task was not 
as simple as it might seem because the MSFN opera- 
tional procedures and techniques were tailored specifi- 
cally for manned orbital and lunar flights, whereas those 
for the DSN were tailored specifically for unmanned 
lunar and planetary flights. However, after considerable 
effort by both the DSN and MSFN, the task of preparing 
joint operational procedures and techniques was success- 
fully completed. For the first time in the experience of 
either network, the MSFN network operations directive 
and its mission supplement heavily cross-referenced the 
DSN tracking instruction manuals, and vice-versa. 
2. Testing. The first integrated tests in which the 
MSFN and DSN Ascension Island stations simultaneously 
tracked an instrumented aircraft were performed in July 
1967. In early October 1967, the DSN tracked Lunar 
Orbiter V, which at the time was in orbit about the 
moon, in an exercise of the station ranging system. This 
was followed by a second instrumented aircraft test. 
Besides providing additional training, the second instm- 
mented aircraft test provided experience in the rapid 
conversion from a DSN configuration into an MSFN 
configuration. On October 16, 1967, the station began 
configuration verification testing, which in this case was 
a DSN procedure adapted to an MSFN configuration. 
During and following configuration testing, the station 
followed a series of MSFN checkout and training pro- 
cedures, which had been adapted specifically for the 
DSN in a special section of the network operations direc- 
tive mission supplement for Apollo 4. These procedures 
included system tests, integrated system tests, station 
readiness tests, and countdown demonstration tests 
(CDDT). These tests were scheduled by the MSFN, and 
DSN took operational instructions from the MSFN 
Ascension station maintenance and operations supervisor. 
On October 24, 1967, the DSN placed the Ascension 
Island site under configuration control; this was followed 
by a configuration freeze on October 28, 1967. Also on 
October 28, the MSFN placed Ascension on mission 
status, which meant that throughout the mission, Ascen- 
sion would receive its operational directives from the 
Mission Control Center, Houston, which had project 
responsibility for the Apollo 4 flight. 
During the countdown demonstration tests, a sus- 
pected multipath problem developed between the MSFN 
station located on Merritt Island (referred to as MILA) 
and the Saturn V vehicle on launch pad 39A at the 
Kennedy Space Center. The DSN was requested to con- 
vert the Cape Kennedy station to the Apollo frequency 
band and measure the stability of the Apollo 4 S-band 
signals from a different vantage point. The station re- 
sponded to the MSFN request and, through a makeshift 
arrangement, was able to receive strong, stable signals 
from the Apollo 4 spacecraft, providing confidence that 
the MILA system was in proper working order and that 
the launch preparations could continue. 
3. Tracking operations. Tracking operations are dis- 
cussed in the paragraphs that follow. 
a. Cape Kennedy site. During the terminal countdown, 
Cape Kennedy provided CSM telemetry and periodic 
signal strength and stability measurements to the MSFN 
MILA station. This support started at 14:OO GMT on 
November 8, 1967 and continued until Apollo 4 was 
successfully launched at 12:OO:Ol GMT on November 9, 
1967. The Apollo 4 CSM was manually tracked with the 
Cape Kennedy 4-ft-diam antenna to the local horizon 
for 9 min, 7 s, during which time the received signal 
strength varied between -72 dBmW at T-0 and 
-141 dBmW at loss of signal.2 At T+00:02:02 ground 
elapsed time, one momentary out-of-lock occurred due 
to spacecraft antenna null. Although they were not 
requested to do so by GSFC, the personnel at Cape 
Kennedy station maintained operational status and pas- 
sively tracked the Apollo 4 CSM for 6 min, 44 s at the 
end of its first earth orbital revolution. The received 
signal strengths were in the range of -104 to -110 
dBmW. Again, Cape Kennedy passively tracked the 
CSM at the end of its second earth orbital revolution. 
Toward the end of this pass, the S-IVB stage ignited a 
second time to place the CSM in a high, earth-intersecting 
elliptical orbit with an apogee of 9,800 nmi above the 
earth (Fig. 102). During this pass, Cape Kennedy tracked 
the CSM for 11 min, 46 s; loss of signal occurred at 
15:20:02 GMT. A log of the Cape Kennedy site activities, 
reflecting the major events that occurred from beginning 
of the countdown until end of track, is shown in Table 14. 
b. Ascension Island site. A t  15:22:37 GMT, the 
Ascension Island site had acquisition of signal on the 
S-IVB/instrumentation unit. While the vehicle was near 
the station’s horizon, multipath effects and spacecraft 
antenna pattern variations caused signal fluctuations. 
During the early minutes of the pass, Ascension Island 
experienced several receiver out-of-lock conditions 
(Table 15), which were later attributed to MSFN stations 
uprange that were sweeping the transponder of the 
S-IVB/instrumentation unit. However, once the Ascen- 
sion Island site elevation angle reached approximately 
10 deg, the received signal stabilized in the vicinity of 
-100 dBmW, and the preprogrammed sequence of 
ranging measurements and commands was folIowed 
without any apparent anomaly. 
Because of the high apogee of the S-IVB/instrumenta- 
tion unit stage, which was roughly 1000 mi less than for 
the CSM, the station track lasted 3 h, 36.5 min. Inter- 
estingly, the received signal was very strong at the end 
of the pass, and Ascension Island reported -99 dBmW 
at loss of signal at 0 deg el angle. 
Table 16 shows a log of Ascension Island site activities 
and reflects the major events that occurred from be- 
ginning of the countdown until end of track. 
2‘‘T-minus’’ time differs from “launch-minus” L time because the 
latter must account for the built-in holds ( L  time displays a larger 
negative number). During a countdown, the T clock stops during 
the holds, while the L clock continues to count down toward launch. 
The T and L clocks are in step after the last hold. 
1 1  
REVOLUTION 3 
S-IVB/IU 
9800 nmi A 
SECOND S-IVB BURN, 
MUNCH PHASE 
ASCENT TO 
PARKING ORBIT 
RECOVERY NEAR 
TOTAL MISSION 
DURATION 8 h, 37 min 
Fig. 102. Apollo 4 mission profile 
c. Summary. PostAight analysis indicated that both 
the Cape Kennedy and Ascension Island sites achieved 
their primary mission objectives of providing reliable 
telemetry data to their counterpart MSFN stations. The 
only major anomaly occurred at Ascension Island where 
a balky lOOths digit in the doppler counter resulted in a 
considerable number of bad data points. However, the 
Ascension angle and range data appeared to be good. 
Difficulties were experienced with the teletype circuit 
from the Goldstone systems data analysis (SDA) facility 
to Ascension, which prevented the station from getting 
the planned real-time evaluation of its tracking data. It 
is doubtful, however, that the station could have cor- 
rected the doppler counter problem during the pass since 
it was an intermittent defect in the counter. The joint 
operating procedures developed for the MSFN and DSN 
Ascension stations worked very well; as expected, how- 
ever, experiente with Apollo 4 did disclose areas where 
relatively minor improvements could be made. It should 
be recognized, nevertheless, that Apollo 4 was truly a 
perfect mission, and as such was an easy test of the new 
MSFN/DSN procedures and cross-support capabilities. 
For this reason, joint training exercises continued after 
the Apollo 4 mission. 
conditions which simulated those of a lunar mission, and 
to check the compatibility of its tracking and communi- 
cations subsystems with the MSFN. A secondary ob- 
jective of this flight was to check and evaluate the 
performance of the USB ground systems, individually 
and as a network. 
The Apollo 5 flight plan called for the LM to be 
placed in an earth orbit by an uprated Saturn 1 launch 
vehicle comprised of an S-1B first stage and an S-IVB 
second stage. After several earth orbits, a series of engine 
firings (Fig. 103) were scheduled to alter the LM orbital 
parameters. Ascension Island, according to the flight 
plan, would have spacecraft visibility starting on the 
third earth orbital revolution and lasting through to 
the sixth. 
At the request of GSFC, the Cape Kennedy site was 
required to support Apollo 5 during the CDDT. There 
was no requirement, however, for Ascension Island to 
support Apollo 5, but, since it would provide additional 
station training, the DSN obtained permission from the 
MSFN for Ascension to passively track the LM. The 
operational improvements which resulted from Apollo 4 
were quickly introduced into the procedures so they 
could be flight-tested on Apollo 5. 
lan and objectives. The primary objectives 
of the Apollo 5 flight were to test the fully configured 
LM, with all its systems and subsystems, under flight 
esting. Premission testing for Apollo 5 closely 
paralleled that for Apollo 4. On December 15, 1967, 
141 AN 
. Cape Kennedy site operations log for Apollo 4 
I Time, GMT Eventslremarks 
14:OO 
4:30 
4:55 
5:07 
5:l 1 
5:l 2 
5:30 
6:43 
8:OO 
18:34 
19:OO 
20:24 
20:28 
20:48 
21:07 
22:3.0 
02:oo 
02:15 
03:15 
04:OO 
Day 31 2, November 8, 1967 
Started station countdown 
FTSn checks completed. FTS set for propagation delay 
time of 8.8 ms. Time code generator i s  delayed from 
the PC-141 clock by 739 ps 
DISb checks completed 
Performed first motion check of AIS" CECd recorder 
Receiver subsystem checks completed 
AIS checks completed 
Receiver switch position checks completed 
Completed receiver 1 AGC calibration. Receiver 1 i s  on 
the track antenna and paramp mode. Receiver 1 
threshold at -158 dBmW 
Checked and adjusted no-break power system 
Completed receiver 2 AGC calibrations. Receiver 2 
threshold at - 155 dBmW. Receiver 2 i s  connected 
to the calibrate antenna and preamplifier 
Completed station countdown 
Receiver 1 locked to CSM frequency. Tape recorder 1A 
and CEC recorder are ON 
CSM downlink carrier i s  ON. On the CSM spectrum, 
the B antenna has bouncing subcarriers. The A an- 
tenna i s  symmetrical 
Tape recorder 1A and CEC recorder are OFF. MILA Sta- 
tion unable to lock to Cape Kennedy dato on the 
A2A line during the time that receiver 1 was locked 
UP 
Test SCOe connected to the test transmitter through 
receiver 1 with sidebands of 1.024 MHz and a bit 
rate of 72 and 51.5 bitsls. MlLA reported that the 
signals were satisfactory 
Checked and adjusted no-break power system 
Day 31 3, November 9, 1967 
Count i s  at T-390 min and holding far 2 h. Under- 
stand this i s  a built-in 2-h hold. 
No-break power system checked at this time; all satis- 
factory 
Made a satisfactory voice check with MILA. Still hold- 
ing at T-390. Expect to resume the count at 04:W 
GMT 
Resumed the count at T-390 min 
*FTS = frequency timing subsystem. 
bDIS = digital instrumentation subsystem. 
CAlS = analog instrumentation subsystem. 
Time, 
GMT Eventslremarks 
Day 31 3, November 9, 1967 (contd) 
04:05 
04:lO 
04:15 
04:19 
04:28 
04:29 
04:36:30 
04:39 
08:09 
09:05 
1 0 2 0  
11:15 
1 1  :24:30 
1 1  :47 
1 1  :49:25 
Downlink from the CSM i s  O N  in the noncoherent 
mode, but the uplink has not been acquired. This 
signal i s  impossible to lock to since i t  i s  very erratic 
and spurious. Taking Polaroid pictures of this. Have 
the FR-1400 and the CEC recorder O N  
MlLA reports good solid lock on Cape Kennedy data. 
Downlink signal strength i s  about -104 dBmW. 
Downlink frequency i s  23.307340 MHr at VCO 
Spacecraft is  in two-way lock. The signal level i s  a 
-74 dBmW. Downlink frequency i s  2287.500032 
M Hz 
MlLA downlink at receiver VCO correlates exactly to 
the cycle with that of the Cope Kennedy receiver 
VCO, which i s  23.307292 MHz. MlLA data per- 
sonnel say that the uplink exciter frequency i s  
21.941732 MHz. This correlates exactly to the 
240/221 ratio from receive to transmit 
Signal level from the spacecraft has dropped from 
-74 to - 1 1  3 dBmW. SDDS' personnel at MlLA 
have still got demodulator lock but their word sync 
i s  gone. This i s  due to the fact that Cape Kennedy 
i s  below telemetry threshold at this time. There i s  no 
word as to what i s  going on with the spacecraft 
Spacecraft i s  back to -74 dBmW 
Downlink has been terminated 
Tape reel 1 A and CEC recorder stopped 
T-231 min and counting 
HF Ascension line was just brought up. In contact with 
Ascension Island, and voice communication i s  good 
T--100 and counting. No problems up to this point. 
The count i s  going as per schedule 
CSM downlink i s  ON in a one-way configuration at a 
signal level of about a -74 dBmW. The S-band 
frequency i s  2287.504736 MHz 
Cape Kennedy i s  in a three-way condition with the 
spacecraft and processing good dato to the SDDS at 
MILA. Signal strength of the signal received i s  a 
-71 dBmW. Frequency at S-band i s  2287.500032 
MHz. The VCO frequency i s  23.307292 MHz 
Switched to receiver 2 so that MlLA can verify good 
data off the receiver 2 as well as receiver 1 
Sack on receiver 1 .  SDDS at MlLA confirms good data 
off bath receivers 
dCEC = Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp. 
eSCO = subcarrier oscillator. 
fSDDS = signal dota demodulator set. 
Time, 
GMT 
Events/remarks 
12:02 
12:02:20 
12:05 
12:06:30 
12:07 
12:08:25 
12:09:15 
1 2 : l O  
12:20 
12:21 
12:58 
13:OO 
13:21 
13:25 
Day 31 3, November 9, 1967 (cantd) 
MlLA dropped uplink lock. Cape Kennedy receiver 
operators are maintaining one-way lock 
Dropped lock momentarily; back in lock 
At T f 5  min, 30s into the flight, signal strength at 
-133 dBmW 
At T+6 min, 30s into the flight, -141 dBmW 
At T+7 min, 30 s into the flight, -134 dBmW 
At T+8 min, 28 s, signal level on receiver 1 i s  -131 
dBmW 
At T+9 min, 18 s, signal level an receiver 1 i s  -156 
dBmW. Out of lock 
Stopped the tope recorders and the CEC recorder and 
are reconfiguring for postcalibrations 
Checked and adjusted no-break power system 
MlLA reported official liftoff time as 12:00:01.392 
GMT 
DSS 71 loss of signal at 12:09:08 GMT 
Polaroid camera jammed right before T-0. The last 
good Polaroid picture was at T-2 min 
Completed postcalibrations on receivers 1 and 2 AGC. 
Receiver 1 threshold i s  -158 dBmW. Receiver 2 
threshold i s  - 155 dBmW 
Preparing far the first pass of AS-501 which has a 
nominal rise time at station of 13:35 GMT. The sta- 
tion has just completed postcalibrations and stand- 
ing by for the rise of the AS-501 
Ascension Island participated with the MSFN station in 
the final network readiness test prior to the MSFN going 
into mission status. From then until launch, Ascension 
passively participated in every MSFN scheduled pre- 
mission test, with special emphasis on the integrated 
system tests, during which time both the MSFN and 
DSN stations acted as a single facility. Configuration 
control was established upon Ascension Island on Janu- 
ary 3, and a configuration freeze was established on 
January 10. 
Three special training exercises were performed, on 
January 12, 15, and 17, using the Test and Training 
Satellite 1 (TETR-1). During the first two exercises, the 
MSFN station established two-way lock and performed 
ranging measurements, with Ascension Island tracking 
passively in the three-way mode. On the last exercise the 
two stations reversed roles. 
Time, 
GMT 
Events/remarks 
13 :35:41 
13:36:19 
13:39 
13:40 
13:42:25 
13:44 
15:07 
15:08:16 
15:08:25 
1 5: 1 9:55 
15:20:02 
15:21 
1 5 4 6  
Day 31 3, November 9, 1967 (cantdl 
Receiver 1 i s  in lock for the first pass. The signal level 
i s  -110dBmW 
Lost lock temporarily 
Cape Kennedy continues to maintain a strong signal 
level of - 104 dBmW. Tracking i s  nominal 
Back in lock after dropping momentarily. Signal level 
was -108 dBmW 
Receiver out of lock 
CEC recorder OFF. Tape recorder 3A and 38 OFF 
Tape recorder 3A and 3B are ON. CEC recorder ON. 
This i s  for pass 2 of Apollo 4 CSM 
Receiver 2 acquired the CSM at a signal level of - 1 13 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 acquired the CSM at a signal level of - 1 13 
dBmW 
Receiver 2 dropped lock at a signal level of -145 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 dropped lock with a signal level of -149 
dBmW 
Tope recorders 3A and 3B and CEC recorder OFF at 
this time for pass 2 
MlLA reported that Cape Kennedy data were intermit- 
tent to good during second pass 
The Cape Kennedy site participated in the CDDTs, 
using essentially the same configuration as that employed 
for Apollo 4. The only significant difference was that the 
LM S-band transponder was activated only at specific 
times during the countdown (i.e., at T-76 h and 
T-20 h, when the gantry was in place and a cable 
connection could be made to the S-band system). Dur- 
ing launch, the LM was inside the S-IVB shroud, which 
did not contain an S-band parasitic coupler antenna; 
thus, launch coverage was restricted to VHF. During 
launch, Cape Kennedy was on “stand-by’’ in the event 
that an abort caused a premature separation of the LM, 
at which time an S-band signal would become accessible. 
3. Tracking operations. Apollo 5 was launched at 
22:48:09 GMT on January 22, 1968, and was successfully 
inserted into earth orbit by its launch vehicle. The first 
Table 95. Ascension Island site receiver 
out- of - loc k times 
Time (Nov 9, 19671, 
GMT 
From 
15:26:50 
15:30:29 
15:32:12 
17:33:00 
18:15:04 
To 
15:26:52 
15:30:54 
15:32:29 
17:36:06 
18:15:15 
Out-of-lock 
interval, 
mins 
Instant 
00:02 
00:25 
00:17 
03:06 
0O:ll 
- 
Total 
00:02 
0 0 2 7  
DO:44 
0 3 5 0  
04:Ol 
- 
Remarks 
Results of Vanguard 
transmitter off at 
15:26:49.5 GMT 
Intermittent out of 
lock; reoson 
unknown 
Reason unknown 
Result of Carnarvon 
sweeping uplink 
Result of Ascension 
Island transmitter 
turnon at 18:15:02 
GMT 
pass over Ascension Island occurred on the third revo- 
lution 2 h, 19 min into the mission. The DSN station 
passively tracked the LM in a three-way mode with 
the MSFN station for a period of 4 min, 17 s. Composite 
telemetry provided by the DSN station to the MSFN 
station was not used since that station had a good signal 
lock on the spacecraft. The DSN station tracking data 
were successfully transmitted to and processed by the 
systems data analysis group at Goldstone, which per- 
forms the tracking data validation function. Between the 
third and fourth revolutions over Ascension Island, the 
LM was programmed to initiate the first descent pro- 
pulsion system burn. An on-board system malfunction, 
however, caused the descent propulsion system engines 
to shut down after only a few seconds burn time, with the 
result that the LM was placed on a nonstandard trajec- 
tory. As a result, neither the DSN nor the MSFN station 
at Ascension was able to obtain solid signal lock on the 
fourth rev~lution.~ By the time Ascension was ready for 
Table 16. Ascension Island site operations log for Apollo 4 
18:30 
20:30 
20:36 
20:49 
20:50 
20:55:30 
21:15 
21:17 
21:19 
21:zo 
21:26 
22:lO 
22:35 
23:17 
23:20 
~ 
3MSFN Postmission Report on the AS-204 L M  Mission, p. 2-1. God- 
dard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md., May 1968. 
Time, 
GMT 
Events/remarks 
Day 31 2, November 8, 1967 
DSN equipment checks/countdown started 
All subsystems ready for phase I SRT' 
Started phase I SRT 
Completed phose I SRT 
Started phase I I  SRT and 2.7.3 AGC curves 
Time check between Ascension Island MSFN station 
and DSN station 
AGC calibrations complete 
Standing by  for power amplifier configuration 
indentification index 
Began configuration identification index 2.7.2 
Configuration identification index complete 
RF command interface 2.6 also conducted with 6428 
computer. Completion estimate of 21 :50 GMT for 
B E R ~  test 
Began 2.8.4 MILAfPCM BER test 
2.6 command test complete 
2.8.4 MILAfPCM BER test complete 
Set up for phase I l l  SRT 
Time, 
GMT Events/remarks 
00:16 
03:25 
04:05 
04:28 
04:36 
04:40 
04:45 
0 4 6 0  
05:30 
09:30 
Day 31 3, November 9, 1967 
Completed phase 111 SRT 
At T-7:35:00 
Maintenance and operations advised to configure 
fo r  RF boresight; cal led for  t racking da to  
format 11' 
Maintenance and operations called for trocking 
data format 14 
TDHd equipment off line; data good 
Maintenance and operations approved releose from 
computation ond dota flow integrated subsystem 
test 
MlLA called for Ascension Island to radiate collima- 
tion tower at 10 kW to assist in locating problem 
MlLA checks complete. Antenna to "stow" (trans- 
mitter) OFF 
Reported to maintenance and operations that 
doppler counter in TDH equipment marginal; count 
incorrect 
Message from JPL communications relayed by Cape 
Kennedy instructs use of "JSDA" teletype address 
header on tracking data; no preamble required 
G R T  = station readiness test. 
bBER = bit error rate. 
CFormat numbers refer to the use of particular prewired patch panels that allow transmission of specific types of  metric data. 
dTDH = trocking dato handling. 
L. I 
Table 16 (contd) 
Time, 
GMT I Events/ remarks 
09:45 
15:30:29 
15:32:12 
15:32:29 
15:34 
15:35:40 
5:36:30 
5:41 :40 
5:43:45 
5:45:3 0 
15:47:20 
1 5 6 0  
16:20:20 
16:23:29 
16:28 
16:36 
16:38 
16:39:02 
16:42 
16:42:20 
16:45 
16:45:30 
16:46 
16:48 
16:51 
16:52 
16:54 
16:57 
16:57:22 
Day 313, November 9, 1967 (contdl 
Combined reference frequency message received 
Receivers i n  and out of lock 
Receivers out of lock 
Two-way lock 
Ready for commanding 
Reset TDH to X 1 doppler 
Receiver 
dBmW 
Receiver 
dBmW 
Receiver 
dBmW 
Receiver 
dBmW 
at -105 dBmW; receiver 2 at X 131 
at -90 dBmW; receiver 2 at -131 
at -108 dBmW; receiver 2 at -134 
at -90 dBmW; receiver 2 at - 1 1  7 
Receiver 1 at -92 dBmW; receiver 2 at -1 19 
dBmW 
Advised by Ascension Island MSFN station mission 
operations that no more lRVse available 
Receiver 1 at -96 dBmW; receiver 2 at -1 23 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -117 dBmW; receiver 2 at -140 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -92 dBmW; receiver 2 at -120 
dBmW 
Ranging modulation OFF 
Receiver 1 at -92 dBmW; receiver 2 at -121  
dBmW 
Command sequence stopped 
Command sequence started 
Receiver 1 at -94 dBmW; receiver 2 at -1 2 2  
dBmW 
Ranging modulation ON 
Acquired ranging code 
Receiver 1 at -95 dBmW; receiver 2 at -124 
dBmW 
Command sequence stopped 
Ranging modulation OFF 
Receiver 1 at -94 dBmW; receiver 2 at -126 
dBmW 
Command sequence started 
Ranging modulation ON 
Acquired ranging code 
elRVs = inter-range vectors. 
Time, 
GMT Events/remarks 
Day 3 13, November 9, 1967 (contdl 
17:OO Command sequence stopped; receiver 1 at -95 
dBmW; receiver 2 at -124 dBmW 
17:02 I Ranging modulation OFF 
1 1  :30 
1 :35 
1 :45 
2:13 
2:15 
3:04 
4 6 2  
4:54 
4 5 7  
5:OO 
5:07 
5:13 
5:15 
5:l 0 
5:19 
5:21 
15:22 
15:22:37 
15:22:49 
15:23:1 1 
15:23:39 
15:24:30 
15:25:01 
15:25:09 
15:25:40 
1 5 2 6  
15:26:25 
15:26:50 
Day 31 4, November 10, 1967 
TDH test started; data sent to Goldstone using tele- 
type address header “JVLA” 
TDH test completed; data satisfactory 
Combined reference frequency message received (no 
change in frequencies) 
Doppler counter i s  GO 
Predicts an IAPS‘ tape generated based on liftoff 
time and combined reference frequency informo- 
tion 
54.3.5.1 5s-IVB receiver AGC started 
L-30 min 
IRV received 
Acquisition messages confirmed 
Predicts and IAPS tape generated from L-30 IRV 
IAPS confirmed 
Antenna to point 
Recorders ON 
1-5 IRV received; same as one at L-30 
Time check completed 
TDH off line to change format 
TDH on line 
Receiver 2 in lack 
Receiver 1 in lock at -104 dBmW 
Receiver 1 at - 1 1  7 dBmW 
Receiver 2 at - 132 dBmW 
S-band acquisition aid auto track 
Transmitter an 10 kW (30-ft antenna) 
30-ft antenna auto track 
Servo to good data 
On exciter VCO “nominal” frequency 
Ranging modulation ON 
TDH off line to change to ranging format 1 1 .  Rang- 
ing code acquired. Receivers dropped lock 
flAPS = interim antenna pointing subsystem. 
Table 96 (contell 
I Time, GMT Events/remarks 
15:26:52 
15:28:16 
17:06 
17:09 
17:09:19 
17:09:50 
17:12 
17:15 
17:18 
17:18:19 
17:20 
17:24:50 
17:28 
17:28:01 
17:28:02 
17:28:10 
17:33 
17:33:12 
17:36:06 
17:36:17 
17:37 
17:39:32 
17:41 
17:41:20 
17:42 
17:47 
18:OO 
18:04 
Day 3 14, November 10, 1967 (contd) 
Receivers in lock 
Receiver 2 at - 128 dBmW 
Command sequence started 
Ranging modulation ON 
Acquired ranging code 
Receiver 1 at -96 dBmW; receiver 2 at -125 
dBmW 
Command sequence stopped 
Ranging modulation OFF 
Ranging modulation ON 
Ranging code acquired 
Ronging modulation OFF. Tracking data monitor 
data being received from Goldstone 
Receiver 1 at -100 dBmW; receiver 2 at -126 
dBmW 
Transmitter OFF; selected bad data; changed to 
TDH format 14; small receiver malfunction 
On IAPS for driving antenna 
Selected good data; tracking in three-way mode 
Auto track an main antenna 
Receivers dropped lock 
On IAPS 
Receivers in lock 
Auto tracking on main antenna 
Receiver 1 at -100 dBmW; receiver 2 at -128 
dBmW 
Changed TDH format 14 
Receiver 1 at -101 dBmW; receiver 2 at -128 
dBmW 
Tracking data going to Goldstone advanced to real- 
time 
TDH on line 
Receiver 1 at -100 dBmW; receiver 2 at -126 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -101 dBmW; receiver 2 at -127 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -102 d8mW; receiver 2 at -128 
dBmW 
Time, 
GMT Events/remarks 
Day 31 4, November 10, 1967 kontd) 
18:07 
18:10:40 
18:14:45 
1 8 :15:02 
1 8 : 15:04 
18:15 08 
18:15:10 
18:15:15 
18:15:50 
18:18:30 
18:21 
18:26 
18:35 
18:40 
18:44 
18:45 
1 8 5 0  
18:52 
18:52:30 
1 8 5 3  
18:56 
18:56:40 
1 8 6 6 5 5  
18:58:14 
1 8 6 8 6 8  
1 8 :58 :10 
Receiver 1 at -100 dBmW; receiver 2 at -126 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at -1 25 
dBmW 
Selected bad data; change to TDH format 11 
Transmitter on 10 kW 
Receivers out of lock 
TDH on line 
Ranging modulation ON 
Receivers in two-way lock 
Ranging code acquired 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at -128 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at -127 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at -126 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at -127 
d8mW 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at -126 
dBmW 
End of IAPS drive tape 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at -126 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at -126 
dBmW 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at -126 
dBmW 
Transmitter OFF 
Changed to TDH format 14 
Receiver 1 at -99 dBmW; receiver 2 at - 126 
dBmW 
Antenna at 0 deg el 
Aided track 
Antenna at pre-limits (-0.488 deg el) 
Receiver 1 out of lock 
Receiver 2 aut of lock. End of track 
DESCENT PROPULSION AND 
ASCENT FIRE IN THE HOLE 
TOTAL MISSION DURATION 
(PLANNED ACTIVITIES) 
APPROXIMATELY 9.5 hr 
DESCENT 
PROPULSION 
ASCENT PROPULSION 
Fig. 103. Apollo 5 flight profile 
the fifth revolution, the MSFN had been able to process . The Apollo 6 Flight 
the postburn tracking data from enough stations to per- 
mit the generation of a new acquisition message prior 
to the pass. This time both stations had successful tracks, 
and the data were handled as during the third revolution. 
Following the fifth revolution pass over Ascension Island, 
the LM was commanded to execute the final ascent 
propulsion system burn to fuel depletion. However, at 
this time, the LM attitude control system’s fuel supply 
was also depleted, which resulted in spacecraft tumbling. 
The mission was declared completed shortly thereafter. 
A postflight analysis of the Ascension Island site activity 
during the Apollo 5 flight showed that both the station 
and the upgraded procedures performed very well and 
that the experience gained should prove valuable for the 
Apollo 6 fiight commitment. With the relaxation of 
the configuration freeze and control after the ApoZlo 5 
flight, a thorough investigation of the doppler counter 
problem was started, because this problem had recurred. 
The investigation disclosed a wiring error, made during 
the installation of the doppler resolver kit, had created 
a logic problem in the counter, causing the lOOths digit 
to malfunction. Although no further doppler counter 
difEculties were encountered after correction of the wir- 
ing error, this potential problem area was watched care- 
fully during the preparations for ApoZZo 6. 
1 .  Flight description. The Apollo 6 flight was 
the second unmanned test of the Saturn V launch ve- 
hicle, which for this mission carried an instrumented, 
developmental spacecraft and an inert lunar module test 
article. The nominal Apollo 6 flight profile was to be 
very similar to that of the highly successful Apollo 4. The 
significant difference between the two mission profiles 
was that the Apollo 6 third stage, the S-IVB, was to burn 
to full lunar injection velocity and target for a theoretical 
moon. The spacecraft (i.e., the CSM) was to separate 
shortly after injection and perform a braking maneuver 
to limit its apogee to approximately 12,000 nmi. The 
CSM was programmed to burn its propulsion system on 
the downward leg so as to reenter the earth‘s atmosphere 
at a simulated lunar return velocity in a final test of the 
spacecraft’s heat shield. However, two significant anoma- 
lies occurred that prevented the accomplishment of all 
of the mission objectives and affected the support pro- 
vided by both the MSFN and the DSN. While these 
anomalies, which are discussed in the paragraphs that 
follow, were not related, their combined effect was to 
greatly alter the combined MSFN/DSN post-lunar- 
injection test plan for this mission. 
a. Premature shutdown of the S-I1  second stage dur- 
ing the launch phase. In itself, this first anomaly had 
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minimal effect upon the network‘s ability to acquire the 
spacecraft in earth orbit, because the S-IVB stage’s first 
burn compensated for the velocity deficiencies created 
by the second-stage engine failure.* The resulting earth 
orbit was somewhat elliptical (96 by 198 nmi) but within 
the network‘s acquisition capabilities. 
b. Failure of the S-IVB third stage to restart for the 
lunar injection burn. The second anomaly had the more 
significant effect upon the combined MSFN/DSN support 
plans. As a result of the S-IVB restart failure, an alter- 
nate mission plan was put into execution. The CSM was 
immediately separated from the S-IVB third stage, and 
the spacecraft’s propulsion system was ignited to drive 
the CSM to near its intended apogee (Fig. 104). In so 
doing, its fuel was depleted to such an extent that the 
CSM could not accelerate to lunar return velocity on 
the downward leg and was forced to land in a secondary 
recovery area. There it was successfully recovered by 
the aircraft carrier USS Okinuwa. In the meantime, the 
S-IVB remained in its 96 X 196-nmi elliptical earth orbit, 
invalidating the preflight nominal acquisition informa- 
tion at the stations until new acquisition messages were 
received. 
‘Apollo 6 Mission Report, MSC-PA-R-68-9, pp. 1-1 and 1-2. Manned 
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex., May 1968. 
Deep Space Network support for Apollo 6 differed 
from that provided for Apollos 4 and 5 in that the MSFN 
control rooms at the 85-ft antenna backup stations (the 
Pioneer, Tidbinbilla, and Robledo sites) were involved 
for the first time. 
The planned S-IVB/instrumentation unit postinjection 
trajectory of Apollo 6 provided an excellent opportunity 
to exercise both the prime MSFN 85-ft antenna stations 
and the backup 85-ft antenna stations with MSFN con- 
trol rooms in a simulated Apollo lunar-mission-type 
trajectory. The MSFN requested, and the DSN con- 
curred in the request, that the DSN stations with MSFN 
control rooms be scheduled to track Apollo 6 on a “best- 
effort” basis, consistent with the DSN commitments to 
other flight projects. Also, it was mutually recognized 
that the angular-tracking-rate limitation of the DSN 
85-ft antennas might preclude continuous coverage on 
certain preinjection earth-orbital passes; however, it was 
considered a worthwhile experiment to determine how 
well the DSN stations with MSFN control rooms could 
handle such a pass. Consequently, the MSFN developed 
a special “wing-prime evaluation plan” to: 
(1) Evaluate the performance of the 8543 antenna 
stations. 
S - IVB REMAINED IN PARKING ORBIT. WILL BURN UP 
UPON ORBITAL DECAY AND RESULTING REENTRY 
APOGEE (12,019 nmi AT 18:30:00) 
S - IVWCSM SEPARATION (15:14:30) 
S - IVB STAGE FAILED TO INJECT 
INTO TRANSLUNAR ORBIT (16-1 
ATTEMPT COMMENCED AT 151335) 
(21:37:00) CWSM SEPARATlO 
COAST FOR TWO ORBITS INSERTION AT 12:12:38.3 
ASCENT TO =lo0 x 200 nrni PARKING ORBIT. TWO 
OF THE FIVE 5-11 ENGINE CUT OFF PREMATURELY, 
REQUIRING THE S-11 AND S-IVB STAGES TO BURN 
LONGER THAN NOMINAL 
-5.84 deg FLIGHT PATH ANGLE 
3 
(2) Evaluate the current operational procedures at 
(3)  Provide valuable training for the 85-ft antenna 
fication of problems and recommendations for corrective 
the 85-ft antenna stations. action. 
station crews. Technical direction and monitoring. The net control 
area at the SFOF in Pasadena, Calif., was required to 
act as the central and single point of contact between 
the Cape Kennedy and Ascension Island sites and other 
DSN agencies for status reporting, monitoring, and tech- 
nical assistance purposes. To meet these requirements, 
The wing-prime evaluation plan, however, produced 
relatively little data because of the Apollo 6 mission 
anomalies. 
the DSN established the voice and teletype circuits 
shown in Fig, 105. c. Deep Space Network commitments. The Pioneer, 
Tidbinbilla, and Robledo sites were committed to pro- 
vide the 85-ft antenna and common subsystems required 
to achieve the desired wing (control room) support con- 
figuration and capability. This commitment of the an- 
tennas and associated common subsystems such as the 
dual masers, antenna microwave, and dual 20-kW power 
Table 17 provides a summary of testing performed by 
the Cape Kennedy and Ascension Island sites and the 
MSFN control rooms at the Pioneer, Tidbinbilla, and 
Robledo sites. 
amplifiers included a commitment for the Deep Space 
Stations to assure that the DSN systems fully met the 
required performance specifications. This was accom- 
plished through completion of tests prior to the time the 
control rooms would be conducting overall site verifica- 
tion tests. 
The MSFN was responsible for overall performance 
of the control rooms and was, therefore, responsible for 
developing test procedures required to demonstrate that 
the station was fully operational. However, the DSN 
was responsible for maintaining the common subsystems 
and for providing minor operations support even when 
the stations were in the MSFN configuration. Therefore, 
the DSN was responsible for producing and maintain- 
ing procedures pertinent to the performance of the 
subsystems. 
Switchover from DSN to MSFN was accomplished to 
obtain the required configuration as defined in the 
Apollo 6 network operations directive supplement and 
the MSFN station configuration message. The MSFN- 
prepared wing-prime evaluation plan covered the rea- 
sons for desiring control room participation, methods for 
accomplishing objectives, operational control policies, 
and control room flight support activities such as track- 
ing, handovers, and commands. 
Data validation. The DSN was responsible for validating 
the metric tracking data received by the Ascension 
Island site. The Goldstone computer facility received 
metric tracking data from the Ascension Island site and 
inter-range vectors from GSFC. Real-time comparison 
and evaluation of data received provided rapid identi- 
2. Tracking operations. Tracking activities are dis- 
cussed in the paragraphs that follow. 
a. Cape Kennedy site. As was the case with Apollos 4 
and 5, Cape Kennedy provided informal assistance to 
the MSFN MILA station during the countdown and 
launch of Apollo 6. The station was configured in a 
manner identical to that for the Apollo 4 mission; i.e., 
the CSM S-band downlink would be received at Cape 
Kennedy, and the detected phase-modulated telemetry 
baseband would be relayed to the MSFN MILA station 
for processing should multipath or flame attenuation 
cause reception difficulties at MILA that possibly might 
not be experienced at Cape Kennedy. Activities started 
with a countdown demonstration test 96 h before liftoff 
and proceeded through the terminal count and subse- 
quent launch of Apollo 6 at 12:OO:Ol GMT on April 4, 
1968. During this period, Cape Kennedy observed the 
received signal on a spectrum analyzer, took Polaroid 
pictures, and reported signal strength data to the MSFN 
MILA station. The received signal at Cape Kennedy was 
nominal, based on Apollo 4 countdown experience: -74 
dBmW at 40 s after liftoff. A momentary dropout oc- 
curred 2 min, 31 s after liftoff, but the signal was imme- 
diately recovered at a signal strength of -116 dBmW. 
Signals in the range of - 106 to - 124 dBmW were then 
received until 8 min after liftoff, when signal strength 
dropped to -140 dBmW. Loss of signal occurred 9 min, 
14 s after liftoff on the launch pass. 
A log of Cape Kennedy activities, reflecting the major 
events that occurred until end of track, is shown in 
Table 18. 
1 
SFOF 
NET CONTROL 
I 
I 
I 
I 
**--J 
INTERNAL SFOF NETS WILL BE SCHEDULED TO PROVIDE 
APPROPRIATE TALWLISTEN CAPABILITY FOR THE DSN 
MANAGER, DSN PE, DSlF OPERATIONS PLANNING, 
ENGINEERING, AND SDA PE’s. 
M AND 0 VOICE NETS 
DATA CIRCUIT, A2A VIDEO 
MSFN CONFERENCE LOOP NO. 2; MISSION/NETWORK STATUS 
MCKFEED FOR DSN INFORMATION AND MONITORING 
TTY; GSK TRANSMIT IRV TO ASCENSION 
VOICE; SFOF-ASCENSION, FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
TTY (FDX); TRACKING DATA TRANSMISSION, ASCENSION TO 
GOLDSTONE COMPUTER VIA SFOF 
VOICE; SFOF- CAPE KENNEDY, FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
VOICE; SFOF-GOLDSTONE COMPUTER 
MSFN CONFERENCE LOOP NO. 3; MSFN (WPEP) 
STATUS, MONITOR 
Fig. 105. Communications circuits fer DSN support of Apollo 6 
b. Ascension Island site. Preparations for the Apollo G 
mission at Ascension Island officially started at 0O:OO GMT 
on February 29, 1968, with the establishment of config- 
uration control of the station in the MSFN configura- 
tion. In reality, the station had remained in the MSFN 
configuration since the Apollo 4 mission and had par- 
ticipated in a practice exercise with Apollo 5. During 
the time between the Apollo 5 tracking and the launch of 
Apollo G, the station participated in all requested MSFN 
prelaunch tests, network simulations, and TETR tracks. 
A configuration freeze was established on March 12, at 
which time the DSN station went on “mission status,” 
thereby joining the MSFN Ascension Island station in 
responding to the Apollo Project scheduling requests. 
From this time through launch, the DSN station reported 
“status GREEN.” 
The DSN station was formally committed to the MSFN 
for Apollo G mission support, since the nominal mission 
profile required two antennas at Ascension Island after 
the planned lunar injection: one to cover the CSM and 
the other to cover the S-IVB stage. The MSFN Ascension 
Island station was assigned to the former vehicle, whereas 
the DSN station was assigned to the latter vehicle. Had 
the S-IVB injection burn been nominal, the DSN station 
would have experienced a 12-h pass, tracking the S-IVB/ 
instrumentation unit stage starting with the third orbital 
revolution. (The first and second orbital revolutions 
were not visible to the DSN station.) Because the S-IVB 
did not restart for the lunar-injection engine burn at 
the end of the second orbital revolution, its subsequent 
passes over Ascension Island were all earth-orbital-type 
tracks. 
The restart anomaly occurred at the beginning of the 
third orbital revolution, just minutes before the expected 
CSM and S-IVB acquisition-of-signal times for the two 
Ascension Island stations. Because the CSM propulsion 
5 
Date 
( 1 9 6 8 )  
Jan 8, 11  
Jan 12, 17 
Mor  12 
M a r  1 3  
M a r  14, 15 
Mar  2 0  
Mar  21 
Mar  2 2  
Mar  25 
Mor 28. 2 9  
Apr 1 
Apr 3 
Apr 4 
able 17. tests 
Tesl 
Network simulation 
TETR-I tracking 
USE range receiver 
normalization 
test 
USE bit error rote 
test 
Network simulotion 
(long count) 
System tests and 
integrated 
system tests 
Network simulation 
(short count) 
System tests and 
integrated 
system tests 
Network simulation 
(short count) 
CDDT and terminal 
count 
USE ranging delay 
test 
Terminal count 
Launch 
Station 
Cape Kennedy and Ascension 
Island 
Ascension Island 
Ascension Island, Pioneer/ 
MSFN control room, 
TidbinbillolMSFN control 
room, and RobledolMSFN 
control room 
Ascension Island 
Ascension Island, Pioneer/ 
MSFN control room, 
TidbinbillalMSFN control 
room, and RobledolMSFN 
control room 
RobledolMSFN control room 
Ascension Island, Pioneer/ 
MSFN control room, 
Tidbinbillo/MSFN control 
room, and RobledolMSFN 
control room 
TidbinbillolMSFN control room 
and RobledolMSFN control 
room 
Ascension Island, Pioneer/ 
MSFN control room, 
Tidbinbilla/MSFN control 
room, ond RobledolMSFN 
control room 
Ascension Island, Pioneer/ 
MSFN control room, 
TidbinbillalMSFN control 
room, and RobledolMSFN 
control room 
system was ignited to place the spacecraft in a near- 
standard, high-apogee elliptical orbit, the MSFN Ascen- 
sion Island station was able to acquire the CSM at almost 
the expected time. The DSN station searched for the 
S-IVB/instrumentation unit at its preflight nominal arrival 
azimuth bearing until well after its predicted arrival 
time (Fig. 106). Having failed to detect the S-IVB/ 
instrumentation unit, the DSN station next searched in 
the vicinity of the CSM, using verbally reported look 
angles from the MSFN Ascension Island station, again 
without success. After an estimated 2 min into the pass, 
the VHF telemetry antenna at the MSFN Ascension 
Island station acquired the S-IVB/instrumentation unit 
VHF telemetry signals and relayed the vehicle’s position 
to the DSN station. The late “arrival” of the S-IVB, 
which was caused by the restart anomaly, had created 
an almost 180-deg azimuth bearing difference in station 
look angles between the CSM and S-IVB/instrumentation 
unit by the time the latter’s signals were acquired. 
Despite this confused start, the DSN station success- 
fully completed 6 min, 9 s of main beam autotrack on 
the S-IVB/instrumentation unit in the third orbital revo- 
lution. The DSN station first acquired the S-IVB/ 
instrumentation unit at 15:32:30 GMT on its acquisition 
antenna system and then transferred to the main-beam 
autotrack mode 6 s later. The signal strength at the 
acquisition-of-signal time was -85 dBmW, a strong 
signal. The DSN station was successful in sending sev- 
eral commands and performing several ranging measure- 
ments, even though the third orbital revolution was a 
short earth-orbital pass. The signal strength at the loss- 
of-signal time was -120 dBmW. 
Using verbal acquisition data provided by the MSFN 
station, the DSN station rapidly acquired the S-IVB/ 
instrumentation unit on the fourth orbital revolution at 
17:07:41 GMT, and transferred to the main beam at 
17:09:20 GMT. The signal strength at that time was 
- 100 dBmW. The track was successful during the entire 
pass, which terminated at 17:15:17 GMT with loss of 
signal. An attempt was made to track the S-IVB/ 
instrumentation unit again on the fifth revolution, but 
the vehicle’s orbit progression caused the track to follow 
the station’s horizon, with the result that the DSN 
station had only intermittent signal lock. 
During the foregoing time period, the DSN station 
metric tracking data were sent in real-time to the SFOF, 
where they were inspected and manually checked for 
accuracy. Metric tracking data were also forwarded to 
Goldstone Deep Space Communication Complex for 
processing through the SDA computers which had been 
set up to perform a real-time evaluation. However, the 
accurate set of injection conditions required by the SDA 
program to perform an analysis was not available in time 
due to the anomalies in the mission. Therefore, the SDA- 
accumulated raw data were retained for postflight an- 
alysis. The manual analysis of the metric tracking data 
did not disclose any particular problem areas, and the 
S-lVB/lU AOS (1.53230) 
\ 
APPROXIMATE S-lV6/l U 
RISE (15:31:00) 
W 
LEGEND: 
A to B APPROX. CSM ANGLES ABOUT 
WHICH SEARCH FOR S-lVB/lU WAS 
CONDUCTED. 
B to C APPROX. MOVEMENTOF ANTENNA 
IN GOING TO ACQUISITION POINT (AOS). 
-- RCV'S NOT IN LOCK.  RCV'S IN LOCK. 
PLOTS OF S-IVB/IU AND 
PASSES 1 8 2 (REVS 3 &4) 
DEVIL'S ASHPIT 
ASCENSION ISLAND 
AZ-EL COORDINATES 
STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION --- ANTENNA LIMIT (-1') 
ig. 106. Ascensio island site stereograp i c  proiection of S-IV /instrumentation unit track 
33- b. I 27 
Table 18. Cape Kennedy site operations log for 
Time 
IApr 4, 
19681, 
GMT 
03:30 
04:03 
04:04:30 
04:29:37 
1 1 :oo 
11:10:35 
Events/remarks 
At T - 8  and holding. Anticipating S-bond to come 
on at T-8, at which time wil l process demodu- 
loted S-bond video to MlLA stotion 
Downlink i s  on from the spacecroft. Cope Kennedy 
receivers 1 and 2 ore both in lock. However, since 
the stotion has no uplink, the downlink i s  very 
erratic, ond cannot hold a solid lock. The demodu- 
lotion from MlLA advises they are locked up on 
Cope Kennedy dato; however, they are experi- 
encing a few dropouts 
M l l A  station has brought up their uplink. The down- 
link i s  very stable. Processing good dato to the 
M l l A  stotion. MlLA experiencing dropouts. They 
hove a good solid lock on Cope Kennedy data. 
Continuing to toke poloroid pictures. Received fre- 
quency i s  2287.5 MHr at o signol level of -78 
dBmW 
S-bond signal has been terminated. This i s  the end 
of the readout session. This i s  the end of this se- 
quence of events 
Station standing by with 15 min from CSM RF carrier 
on. A check with MlLA indicotes that the count i s  
still on time. Spectrum analyzer indicates that the 
Saturn V I  stage RF i s  up 
locked up to CSM spacecraft. VCO frequency 
23.307340 MHz. Downlink signal strength i s  
-74 dBmW on receiver 2 
doppler counter problem appeared to have been 
corrected. 
Concurrently with the DSN station S-IVB activity, the 
MSFN Ascension Island station tracked the CSM in its 
high-apogee orbit, thereby fulfilling the Project’s require- 
ment for two-antenna coverage from Ascension Island. 
The high-apogee CSM pass (third orbital revolution) 
lasted 4 h, 11.5 min, which meant that the MSFN station’s 
loss-of-signal time on the CSM was after the fifth orbital 
revolution of the S-IVB stage; this was the last revolu- 
tion visible until the orbit precessed sufficiently to 
reappear over Ascension Island. Because the latter would 
occur well after the CSM loss of signal, the Manned 
Spacecraft Center released the DSN station from further 
support to Apollo 6 at 19:OO GMT on April 4. 
A log of the Ascension Island DSN station activities, 
reflecting the major events that occurred until end of 
track, is shown in Table 19. 
Time 
IApr 4, 
GMT 
i96a1, 
11 :15:30 
11 :48 
11 :56:01 
11:59:31 
1 1 :59:58 
12:oo 
12:00:40 
12:02:00 
12:02:10 
12:02:31 
12:03 
12:03:12 
12:03:30 
12:04 
12:08 
12:09:14 
12:10:15 
Events/remarks 
MlLA has locked up two-way with the spacecroft. 
Receiver 2 VCO i s  23.307292 MHz. Locked up in 
a three-woy condition with the spacecraft 
At T-13 min and counting. Signal level i s  -76 
dBmW. Countdown i s  progressing well at this time 
At T-4 min and counting. Everything looks good. 
Signal level i s  -76 dBmW. Countdown i s  pro- 
gressing well at this time 
At T-30 s and counting. Everything looks good 
Ignition 
l i f tof f  
signal level -74 dBmW 
Signal -95 dBmW 
Have dropped lock momentarily; now ore bock in 
with a signol level of - 11 6 dBmW 
Spocecroft staging. Second-stage ignition 
Signal level - 106 dBmW 
Signol level i s  varying: - 11 3 to - 124 dBmW 
Signal level i s  steady at - 106 dBmW 
Signal level - 106 dBmW 
Signol level - 140 dBmW 
Dropped lock 
CEC recorder and FR-1400 recorder stopped 
c. Pioneer site M S F N  control room. Like the Gold- 
stone prime MSFN (85-ft antenna) station, the MSFN 
control room at Pioneer contains two complete receiving 
and transmitting systems to simultaneously communicate 
with the CSM and the S-IVB whenever they are mutu- 
ally within the beam. The Apollo spacecraft are acquired 
by pointing the antenna at the expected horizon bearing 
angle, while the transmittedexciter operator sweeps the 
uplink frequency in such a manner as to “capture” 
the spacecraft transponder, which in turn causes the 
downlink to be similarly swept in frequency. The sta- 
tion’s receiver operators tune to a frequency offset from 
the nominal by the expected doppler shift and await 
capture by the sweeping downlink. Two-way capture is 
detected by the resulting sweep of the station receiver, 
which is nearly synchronous with the exciter sweep. 
(The offset is proportional to the signal round-trip 
time.) After two-way capture, the exciter sweep is de- 
cayed to the nominal uplink frequency, and the trans- 
mitter is locked to the rubidium frequency standard. 
Table 19. Ascension Island site operations log for Apollo 4 
Time 
IApr 4, 
19681, 
GMT 
10:25 
10:55 
1 1 :oo 
12:20 
12:37 
13:08 
13:15 
15:02 
15:06 
15:lO 
15:30 
15:32:20 
15:32:30 
15:33:13 
15:33:30 
Events f remarks 
Voice line activated and station reported “green” 
for support 
TDH‘ transmission test started 
TDH transmission test completed 
Predicts being generated for S-IVB and CSM from 
lRVb 
Trajectory program completed for S-IVB 
Trajectory program completed for CSM 
TDH data sent from Ascension Island to DSN com- 
puter ot Goldstone to check communications circuit 
IRV received and WTRAJ started 
IRV cannot be loaded into computer. Getting a new 
IRV from GSFC 
Generating predicts 
MlLA unable to acquire S-IVB and requested per- 
mission from Mission Control Center, Houston to 
try VHF acquisition of S-IVB using SAA.‘ Permis- 
sion granted 
Ascension on auto track on S-IVB 
Acquisition of signal on receiver 2 far revolution 3 
On SCMd auto track 
Receiving goad data. Signal level -85  d8mW 
aTDH = tracking data handling. 
blRV = inter-range vector. 
‘3AA = S-band acquisition aid. 
dSCM = S-band carregrain-monopulse. 
Time 
IApr 4, 
19681, 
GMT 
15:36:03 
15:36:20 
15:36:50 
15:37:44 
1 5 :38 :55 
15:39:22 
15:41:25 
17:07:41 
17:09:20 
17: l l  
17:12:28 
17:13:28 
17:15:17 
17:16:42 
18:43 
to 
18:46 
19:OO 
Eventsf remarks 
Transmitter on and in two-way lock, transmitter VCO 
frequency 21.893772 MHz 
Command modulation on, go for commanding 
Ranging modulation on. Antenna at 4.6 deg and 
decreasing rapidly 
Range code acquired 
Antenna at prelimits. Signal level - 120 dBmW 
Loss of signal 
Transmitter off 
Acquisition of signal for revolution 4. Signal level 
- 100 dBmW 
On auto track 
Signal level -91 dBmW 
Transmitter turned on at VCO frequency of 
21.893772 MHz 
Signal level -88 dBmW. Range code acquired. 
Good data. Antenna at 1 deg elevation 
Antenna at prelimits and receivers dropped lock 
Transmitter off 
Receiver 2 in lock intermittently on revolution 5 
End of track; station released from Apollo support 
MSC 
Good-quality two-way metric tracking data are then 
obtained. 
Although the premission nominal trajectory predicted 
that the first orbital revolution pass over the Goldstone 
prime MSFN station and the Pioneer site would be quite 
close to the station horizon, it was felt that the second 
orbital revolution would be sufficiently high to afford a 
reasonable time to execute part of the wing-prime 
evaluation plan, yet not so high as to create overly 
excessive antenna rates. The ApoZZo 6 earth-orbital in- 
sertion anomaly caused the first orbital revolution pass 
to be near-perigee, with the result that the track was 
within the Pioneer antenna’s predicted limits for most 
of the pass. The Pioneer site/MSFN control room pas- 
sively tracked (three-way with the Goldstone prime 
MSFN station) during the second orbital revolution, 
although some metric tracking data were lost around the 
time Apollo 6 crossed the station’s meridian because of 
the higher-than-anticipated angular rates. The evaluation 
activity scheduled for the postinjection S-IVB trajectory 
was cancelled when the engine did not restart. Pioneer 
site did, however, passively track the S-IVB, which was 
still in earth orbit on the third revolution. 
With the cancellation of the wing-prime evaluation 
plan, the Pioneer site/MSFN control room was released 
from further ApoZZo 6 support, and the configuration 
freeze (established at 0O:OO GMT on March 31) was 
terminated at 18:40 GMT on April 4. 
3 L. I 
d. Tidbinbilla site/MSFN control room. In contrast to 
the Pioneer site/MSFN control room, the Tidbinbilla 
site/MSFN control room was expected to experience a 
reasonable view of Apollo 6 on the first orbital revolution, 
but not on the second. Because of the insertion anomaly 
that placed the earth-orbital-phase apogee (196 nmi) 
near Australia, both revolutions were tracked, with neither 
exceeding the station antenna’s angular-rate capability. 
All scheduled wing-prime evaluation plan “handovers” 
between the Tidbinbilla site/MSFN control room and 
the prime Honeysuckle (Canberra) MSFN station were 
accomplished during the first orbital revolution. Since 
the stations had not been expected to have good visibility 
of Apollo 6 on the second revolution, no handovers were 
scheduled. The prime MSFN station maintained two-way 
lock and Tidbinbilla/MSFN control room maintained 
three-way lock throughout the second-orbital-revolution 
pass. 
The MSFN reported no problems on either pass, 
and preliminary indications were that the evaluation-plan 
data would be satisfactory. The injection-bum Apollo 6 
anomaly cancelled further evaluation tests at the 
Tidbinbilla/MSFN control room, and the station was 
released from “mission status.” The configuration freeze 
(established at 0O:OO GMT on March 31) was terminated 
at 18:40 GMT on April 4. 
e. Robledo si te /MSFN control room. If the Apollo 6 
mission had been nominal, the prime Madrid MSFN 
station and Robledo site/MSFN control room would have 
had an 8.5-h view period of the injected S-IVB; hence, 
the wing-prime evaluation plan tests were concentrated 
heavily at these stations. Because of its northerly latitude, 
Madrid was not scheduled to see either the first or the 
second earth-orbital passes. Even so, both stations were 
staffed and ready during the countdown and launch of 
Apollo 6 and remained in a ready condition throughout 
the mission. 
Because the injection burn did not occur, neither 
station had visibility of either the S-IVB/instrumentation 
unit or the CSM, even on the high-apogee pass, and with 
the cancellation of the evaluation plan, the Robledo/ 
MSFN control room was released from “mission status.” 
The configuration freeze (established at 0O:OO GMT on 
March 31) was terminated at 18:40 GMT on April 4. 
sion description. The Apollo 7 spacecraft, 
the first manned Apollo spacecraft, was launched at 
15:02:45 GMT on October 11,1968, from pad 34 at Cape 
Kennedy. It carried astronauts W. M. Schirra, Jr., D. F. 
Eisele, and W. Cunningham into a slightly elliptical earth 
orbit with an initial altitude of 123-153 nmi. The mission, 
lasting approximately 10 days, 20 h, 9 min, was designed 
primarily to check out the spacecraft in its entirety and 
to provide crew training for rendezvous with the S-IVB 
third-stage vehicle. Included was a complete checkout 
of the entire communications system, including real- 
time TV transmission to earth while the spacecraft was 
over the United States. All mission objectives were met 
with the successful splashdown of Apollo 7 at 11:11:48 
GMT on October 22. 
As was the case with Apollos 4, 5, and 6, the Cape 
Kennedy site provided informal assistance to the MSFN 
MILA station during the countdown and launch. The 
station was configured in a manner identical to that for 
the Apollo 4 mission (i,e., the CSM S-band downlink 
signal was received at Cape Kennedy, and the detected 
phase modulation telemetry baseband was relayed to 
MILA station for processing in the event that multipath 
or flame attenuation caused reception difficulties that 
might possibly not be experienced at Cape Kennedy). 
The significant difference between the Apollo 4 and 
Apollo 7 launches was that the Apollo 7 launch was from 
pad 34, just a few miles almost directly north of the 
Cape Kennedy site, and the Apollo 4 launch was from 
pad 39, several miles distant. The Cape Kennedy site was 
in a very strategic location for providing cross-support 
to MILA. The prelaunch and postlaunch tracking by 
Cape Kennedy was accomplished using the manually 
steerable 4-ft antenna (Fig. 107). 
Although the MSFN wings at the DSN stations were 
not committed to support the earth-orbital Apollo mis- 
sions, a need existed for operational training of personnel 
to prepare them for support of the forthcoming lunar 
missions. With the successful participation in Apollo 7 
support on a “best-effort’’ basis by the Tidbinbilla and 
Robledo sites/MSFN control rooms, personnel at each of 
the three DSN/MSFN control rooms received this re- 
quired preliminary training. A major structural upgrade, 
however, of the Pioneer site 85-ft antenna precluded 
participation of the MSFN control room in Apollo 7 
support. 
The Apollo 7 mission occurred at the time that the 
Tidbinbilla control room was undergoing a major re- 
configuration in preparation for the early November 
a 30 AN 
mixed with the essential Apollo premission test activities 
up to time of the Apollo 7 launch. 
Pioneer I X  launch and the subsequent Mariner Mars 1969 
spacecraft launch in early 1969. Because the equipment 
in the MSFN control room was not affected by the 
reconfiguration work, arrangements were made with the 
MSFN to provide Pioneer V I I I  tracking cross-support 
utilizing the antenna with the MSFN control room equip- 
ment. The station continued Pioneer VIII tracks inter- 
2. Testing. The countdown demonstration test was 
started on September 11,1968 at the T-96 h point in the 
countdown. Support of the countdown by Cape Kennedy 
also started at T-96 h when the CSM S-band signal was 
turned on. The Cape Kennedy site received the S-band 
signal, transmitted the telemetry from the S-band receiver 
to MILA for processing, photographed the RF spectrum, 
and reported the relative sideband amplitudes to MILA. 
This support was provided from 08:55 until 1O:O.Z GMT, 
when the S-band signal was turned OB; MILA reported 
that good telemetry was received during this period. 
The terminal portion of the countdown demonstration 
test started on September 15 with the reactivation of the 
S-band signal at T-6 h, 50 min. The Cape Kennedy site 
was requested by the Manned Spacecraft Center at 
Houston to provide an RF spectrum analysis utilizing a 
technique devised at Cape Kennedy. During the terminal 
count, Cape Kennedy ran the RF spectrum analysis 
program and found the following spurious signals on the 
S-band RF carrier spectrum: 
Frequency from carrier, Relative amplitude from 
kHz carrier, dB 
-+30 - 12 
k51.2 - 29 
k70.0 - 12 
The 30- and 70-kHz signals from MILA which were the 
uplink command and voice subcarriers, were turned 
around in the spacecraft transponder. 
The Tidbinbilla site/MSFN control room participated 
with the Canberra (Honeysuckle) prime MSFN station 
in the MSFN station readiness tests conducted October 3 
and again October 9 and 10. On October 10, the station 
completed a Pioneer V I I I  pass and the associate post- 
tracking calibration at 15:OO GMT. The station was 
reconfigured and checked out in the MSFN configuration 
at 22:OO GMT on October 10. The terminal count and 
launch support preparations were then initiated on 
October 11 at 04:30 TTMT. 
3. Tracking operations. Tracking activities are dis- 
cussed in the paragraphs that follow. 
a. Cape Kennedy site. The Cape Kennedy site partici- 
pation in the launch countdown began at 20:05 GMT on 
October 6 for the S-band signal test at T-98 h. The 
command service module S-band signal turned off at 
0O:OO GMT on October 7. 
The next participation was at T-6 h, 50 min in the 
count at 02:42 GMT on October 11. The Cape Kennedy 
site provided the same support as before, and good data 
were received at MILA. At liftoff, at 15:02:45 GMT, 
Cape Kennedy had a received signal level of -63 dBmW 
and had manually tracked the spacecraft until 15:02:21 
GMT, except for a momentary drop of lock at 15:04:43 
GMT. The spacecraft was manually tracked using pre- 
launch predicted look angles. Automatic gain control 
meters from the receiver to the antennas also helped the 
antenna operator follow the spacecraft after loss of 
visual sighting. 
The data from the countdown and launch were dis- 
tributed to MILA and the Marshall Space Flight Center 
in Huntsville, Ala., for evaluation. 
b. Tidbinbillu site/MSFN control room. The first 
acquisition of Apollo 7 on revolution 1 was at 15:04 GMT. 
During revolutions 14-16, a leak occurred in the hydrau- 
lic system at the Tidbinbilla/MSFN control room that 
reduced the tracking-rate capability of the station and 
limited its coverage during these revolutions. The leak 
was repaired, and normal operations were resumed 
during the next visibility period on revolution 27. 
With the exception of two minor anomalies, the 
Tidbinbilla/MSFN control room tracked Apollo 7 on 
each available orbit (total of 32 passes) until the end of 
revolution 105 on October 17, at which time the station 
was relieved of further Apollo 7 support to prepare for 
the Pioneer I X  launch. 
c. Robledo site/MSFN control room. The Apollo 7 
mission was the first in which the Robledo/MSFN control 
room participated. The restart anomaly of the S-IVB 
third-stage vehicle had prevented its scheduled partici- 
pation in the Apollo 6 mission. Preparations for Apollo 7 
support at the MSFN control room started at 23:OO GMT 
on October 10, and a class A countdown was completed 
at 08:30 GMT on October 11. Although the station main- 
tained a standby condition for the launch, the Apollo 7 
trajectory was such that the station could not track until 
revolution 12. 
On October 16, during revolution 87, the Robledo/ 
MSFN control room received a handover from the MSFN 
Canary Island station and went into a two-way track. 
This was the first Apollo two-way track experienced by 
the Robledo site in the MSFN configuration. 
With the exception of an October 14 search for the 
Mariner V spacecraft, the Robledo/MSFN control room 
participated in the daily Apollo 7 tracks through October 
22 (total of 32 passes) and revolution 161 (the final pass 
over the station). However, at the request of the MSFN, 
the station remained on standby status until the actual 
spacecraft splashdown, to be used if an anomaly had 
occurred during the retromaneuver over the Hawaiian 
Islands. 
F. The Apollo 8 Mission 
1. Mission description. While Apollo 8 was the second 
manned Apollo mission, it was the first manned Apollo 
mission flown aboard the three-stage Saturn V launch 
vehicle. It carried astronauts Frank Borman (spacecraft 
commander), James A. Lovell, Jr. (command module 
pilot), and lunar module pilot William A. Anders on an 
historic flight to the vicinity of the moon and 10 lunar 
orbits before returning to a successful splashdown in the 
Pacific Ocean 147 h, 11 s later. 
Apollo 8 was launched from pad 39-A at Cape Kennedy 
at 12:51:00.92 GMT on December 21, 1968, on a launch 
azimuth of 72.12 deg. It was inserted into a 103-nmi 
circular earth orbit by a complete burn of the S-IC 
booster stage, followed by a complete burn of the S-I1 
second stage, and a partial burn of the S-IVB third-stage 
vehicle. During the second revolution, the S-IVB stage 
was reignited over the Pacific Ocean and Apollo 8 was 
injected into a lunar transfer orbit. After injection into 
lunar transfer orbit, the CSM separated from the S-IVB 
third stage and performed a practice transposition maneu- 
ver with the S-IVB stage that would be required on later 
missions when the lunar module would be carried aboard 
the interstage adapter between the S-IVB third stage and 
the CSM. The lunar module was not carried aboard 
Apollo 8. 
Following a separation maneuver and two small mid- 
course corrections, Apollo 8 deboosted into an elliptical 
lunar orbit measuring approximately 60 by 170 nmi. 
After two such elliptical orbits around the moon, the 
Apollo 8 service propulsion system was burned again to 
place it into a circular lunar orbit of about 60 nmi. 
This was followed by eight additional orbits around the 
moon, then an additional burn of the service propulsion 
system aboard the CSM for injection into an earth 
tranfer orbit. The trajectory was so precise that only one 
midcourse correction was required on the return flight. 
Prior to reentering the earth's atmosphere, the com- 
mand module portion of the CSM separated from the 
service module portion and assumed a proper attitude 
for entering the earth's atmosphere in the planned aero- 
dynamic skip profile, which was so precise that the 
command module splashed down a mere 5000 yards 
from the carrier USS Yorktown, southwest of Hawaii. 
The separated service module portion entered the atmo- 
sphere on a ballistic trajectory and was consumed by 
heat. Upon arrival of the three astronauts aboard the 
carrier Yorktown on December 28, 1968, the first attempt 
to reach the vicinity of the moon by manned flight was 
successfully completed. A listing of the significant events 
of this journey is shown in Table 20, expressed as ground- 
elapsed time or time from launch. Figure 108 illustrates 
the flight profile of Apollo 8 with significant events 
expressed in Greenwich Mean Time. 
2. Requirements for DSN support of Apollo 8. The 
successful checkout of the Apollo CSM during the 
Apollo 7 mission created confidence that the Apollo 8 
mission could be upgraded from an earth-orbital mission 
to a lunar-orbital mission. There was, however, one item 
aboard the CSM that had not been previously checked 
out in space-the spacecraft's multiple beamwidth high- 
gain antenna system. Should this system fail while the 
Apollo spacecraft was near the moon, there would be 
insufficient signal strength received by the 85-ft-diam 
antenna MSFN/DSN ground stations to detect the Apollo 
high-bit-rate telemetry signal. Because such a situation 
was considered undesirable, NASA headquarters de- 
cided to guard against this possibility by requesting 
support from the DSN Goldstone 210-ft-diam antenna at 
the Mars site during the ApoZlo 8 mission (Fig. 109). 
When the DSN received the Apollo requirement in 
late October, the Mars site control room equipment was 
being moved from the antenna pedestal to a new control 
room. To support Apollo 8, it became necessary to 
accelerate portions of this move as well as to improvise 
temporary arrangements. In addition, a workable inter- 
face between the Mars site and the MSFN Apollo prime 
station at Goldstone had to be developed to deliver the 
signals received by the Mars site to the MSFN for 
0. Apollo 8 sequence of events 
Time from 
liftoff, h:m:s 
oo:oo:oo 
0O:Ol :17 
00:02:06 
00:02:3 1 
00:02:32 
00:02:33 
00:02:55 
00:03:07 
00:08:40 
00:08 :41 
00:08:44 
00:10:06 
00:10:18 
0O:l 1 :32 
02:50:31 
02:55:43 
03:09:14 
04:44:54 
05:07:54 
05:12:54 
TLI + 6 h 
TLI -k 25 h 
69:07:29 
69:11:35 
73:30:53 
73:3 1 :03 
89:15:07 
89:18:33 
TEI -k 15 h 
146:49:00 
147:OO:OO 
*TLl = translunar iniection. 
bLOl = lunar orbit insertion. 
CTEl = transearth injection. 
Event 
liftoff 
Maximum dynomic pressure 
S-IC center engine cutoff 
S-IC outboard engine cutoff 
S-IC/S-II separation 
S-I1 ignition 
Camera capsule ejection 
Launch escape tower jettison 
Mode [/mode I1 abort changeover 
s-11 cutoff 
S-II/S-IVB separation 
S-IVB ignition 
Mode IV capability begins 
Mode Il/mode I l l  abort changeover 
Insertion into earth parking orbit 
TLl" ignition 
TLI cutoff 
Translunar coast begins 
S-lVB/CSM separation 
Begin maneuver to slingshot attitude 
liquid oxygen dump begins 
liquid oxygen dump ends 
Midcourse correction 1 
Midcourse correction 2 
LO1 initiationb 
101 termination 
101 initiation 
10i termination 
TEI initiate' 
TEI terminate 
Midcourse correction 
Entry interface 
Splashdown 
processing and subsequent remoting to the Mission 
Control Center at Houston. Since there was insufficient 
time to install a new microwave link for this purpose, it 
was necessary to use existing facilities. 
IC 1 
I .  LAUNCH FROM CAPE KENNEDY 
2. TRANSLUNAR INJECTION 
3. FIRST MIDCOURSE CORRECTION 
DEC 21, 1 2 5 1  GMT 
DEC 21, 1541 GMT 
DEC 21, 2351 GMT 
0 DEC 27 
0 DEC 26 
ars site 21 0-ft antenn 
Unfortunately, the existing DSN intersite microwave 
system at Goldstone did not have passband characteris- 
tics to enable the raw Apollo signals to be simply remoted 
to the MSFN Apollo prime station for demodulation and 
decommutation. A cooperative effort was then under- 
taken wherein the MSFN and the DSN pooled their 
resources and efforts in an attempt to find a prompt 
solution to the problem. A signal data demodulator sub- 
system was borrowed from the MSFN Apollo prime 
station and placed in the communications room in the 
basement of the new control building at the Mars site 
(Fig. 110). The subsystem provided a suitable interface 
between the Mars site receivers and the DSIF Goldstone 
intersite microwave system. This interface, together with 
the microwave routing employed for Apollo 8, is shown 
in block diagram form in Fig. 111. Table 21 lists the 
major activities that occurred at the Mars site between 
the final planning meeting on November 18, 1968 and 
the station countdown for launch, which began on 
December 20, 1968. 
The Apollo 8 requirement also imposed two new 
operational interfaces. First, the Mars site antenna feed 
system does not have auto-track capability. It was, there- 
fore, necessary to make arrangements to have the MSFN 
and/or the Manned Spacecraft Center provide timely 
signal data dernodulafor subsystem installe 
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ars site major prernission activities 
Date 
(1968) 
NOV 18-22 
Nov 20 
Nov 27 
Nov 29 
Nov 30 
Dec 2-3 
Dec 2 
Dec 4-6 
Dec 4-8 
Dec 4-5 
Dec 5 
Activity 
Resolved Mors site specific cabling configuration 
for Apollo 
Removed dual frequency pump package from maser 
1 assembly and replaced with MSFN 22951 
2388 MHz package 
Installed on oscilloscope and sweep circuitry for 
maser 1 visual tuning instrumentation and 
checked for proper operation 
Installed MSFN VCOs 
Conducted moser/receiver interface tests at MSFN 
parameters 
Moved tactical intercommunicotions bay from the 
pedestol to the new operations support building 
communications room and reinstalled i t  
Moved the recorder from the pedestal control room 
to the operations support building control room 
and reinstalled i t  
Conducted system temperature measurements ot 
MSFN frequencies 
Installed teletype lines and machines 
Installed recorder cabling to the Apollo SDDS" 
Alignment and test of teletype and voice communi- 
cations equipment 
Installed station instrumentotion cabling 
Modified maser 1 by odding dc amplifier to the 
video circuit 
Warmed up and cleaned CCRb 1. Replaced seals in 
maser 1 refrigerator. Replaced CCR 1 absorber. 
Cooled down CCR 1 
Installed a new Joule-Thompson flow metering sys- 
tem for CCR 1 
Instolled a modified S-bond converter in section of 
the cone to provide a swept output of maser 2 
for visual tuning instrumentotion 
Installed on oscilloscope in maser 2 instrumenta- 
tion rack (UWV-2) as a port of the visual tun- 
ing instrumentation 
Installed a signal generator (HP-8614A) and 
counter (HP-52541) in place of the existing 
signal generotor (8  16) 
Received center of the moon predicts 
Received MSFN control room 1218 computer an- 
tenna drive tape output. First attempt to use as 
a backup ontenna pointing data source by con- 
verting it to o Mors site drive tape was un- 
successful becouse the conversion program did 
not operate properly 
Date 
(1968) 
Dec 6 
Dec 9 
Dec 10 
Dec 11 
'SDDS = signal data demodulator set. bCCR = closed-cycle refrigerator. 
Activity 
Conducted system temperature measurements 
Maser tuning and verification 
Checked out receiver interface cabling 
Three Mars site personnel went to the Apollo prime 
station for training by participating in a TETR-2 
track 
Pioneer VI  solar occultation support using open 
loop receiver continued through December 6 
Met with DSN project engineer and Deep Space 
Station operations planning project engineer to 
discuss internal operations and predict sources 
Connected the block l l l C  receiver to the system and 
tuned for MSFN parameters 
Patched Apollo communications lines to station 
communication circuits 
Set up recorder communication lines for voice an- 
notation, in-house communication and Apollo 
maintenance and operations voice 
Installed tunable discriminator 
Set up recorder in accordance with DSN standard 
operating procedures 
Started CVT' 
Aligned microwave from Pioneer site to MSFN 
prime station 
lnterfoced receiver with the MSFN SDDS, and 
microwove data loop to prime station was com- 
pletely closed 
Four station personnel went to the prime station for 
training by tracking the TETR-2 
Started training of communications personnel for 
the Apollo 8 mission 
Set signal level from MSFN SDDS to the recorder 
Set VCOs 
CVT completed 
FR-1400 recorder inspected by Ampex representa- 
tive for speed, and signal-to-noise ratio 
Second check on MSFN control room drive tape 
conversion run ond DSS 14 drive tope made 
Conducted system temperature measurements at 
zenith and on the moon in microwove modes 1, 
5, and 7 
Interfaced with MSFN prime station 
Checked signal level, at the recorder, from the 
prime station 
Bit error checks started 
eCVT = configuration verification test. 
13% 
Date 
(1968) 
Dec 11 
(contd) 
Dec 12 
Dec 13 
Dec 14 
Dec 14-15 
Dec 16 
Dec 17 
Activity 
Set up for Apollo FM check with Apollo power 
splitters installed in the receiver 
Completed system temperature measurements 
Checked drive tapes, generated on December 10, 
on ascent propulsion system driving master 
equatorial. Checkout was good 
Conducted training of communication personnel 
Performed FM and TV checks on the receiver 
Participated in DSN ORTd 
Tracked Pioneers V I  and VI1 (two-way) 
Completed receiver FM and PM checks 
Participated in second DSN ORT. Recorded one 
tape on each FR 1400, a t  30 in./s, of Apollo 
FM and PM 51,200-bit/s telemetry 
dORT = operational readiness test, 
Date 
(1 9681 
Dec 1 7  
(contd) 
Dec 18 
Dec 19 
Dec 20 
Activity 
Took data tapes to prime station for playback on 
the MSFN recording subsystems to ascertain i f  
their decommutator could lock to Mars site 
recorded data. Test was very successful 
Conducted star track to align master equatorial 
Contingency drill for Apollo 8 countdown 
Tracked Pioneers VI  and VI1 
Contingency drill for Apollo 8 countdown 
Tracked Pioneers VI  and VI1 
Ran ORT for recorders 
Made equipment check and ran precalibrations 
for the Apollo 8 mission 
Tracked Pioneers VI and VI1 
System implementation complete and in state of 
operational readiness for Apollo 8 
spacecraft state vectors so that the SFOF might generate 
station predictions and/or drive tapes for each phase of 
the Apollo 8 mission that required Mars site support. 
This support was required whenever the Apollo 8 space- 
craft was at a range of 50,000 mi or more from the earth. 
New state vectors would be needed after every engine 
burn by the Apollo spacecraft. Both preflight nominal 
and inflight actual state vectors were received during the 
Apollo 8 mission via the interface routing indicated in 
Fig. 111. 
The other operational interface requirement resulted 
from the fact that Mars site personnel had no previous 
operational experience in a manned mission and there 
was insufficient time for them to undergo formal training 
prior to launch. The Mars site and the Apollo prime 
station exchanged selected personnel who conducted 
accelerated briefings on the operational use and tech- 
niques of their respective networks. Also, arrangements 
were made to exchange high-level “interpreters” who 
would be stationed at the other’s facility during the 
mission to explain proceedings and coordinate combined 
efforts. 
eep §pace Network operations support for Apollo 8. 
Apollo 8 was the first mission wherein all of the sup- 
porting DSN Deep Space Stations were fully committed 
to the mission. In the previous Apollo missions, this 
support was on a best-efforts basis and used for training 
purposes. When Apolb 8 became a lunar-orbital mission, 
support from the Deep Space Stations became a first 
requirement and a formal commitment was made to 
support the mission. This support is best described by 
the phases of the Apollo mission. 
a. Launch phase. The Cape Kennedy site supported 
the Apollo 8 prelaunch and launch activities in a manner 
identical with the support previously provided for 
Apollos 4, 5, 6, and 7, and was configured in a manner 
identical to that for the Apollo 4 mission (Le., the CSM 
S-band downlink was received and the detected phase- 
modulated telemetry baseband was relayed to the MILA 
station for processing). This arrangement provided back- 
up during launch in case the MILA station experienced 
signal-level difEiculties due to either multipath propa- 
gation phenomena or flame attenuation phenomenon 
from liftoff to horizon loss of signal. 
The Cape Kennedy site participated in the prelaunch 
countdown demonstration test and proceeded to provide 
support through the terminal count and subsequent 
launch of Apollo 8 at 12:51:00.92 GMT on Pecember 21, 
1968. The received signal strength at Cape Kennedy from 
launch to horizon loss is shown in Table 22. No anomalies 
were experienced and the mission support was termi- 
nated at loss of signal. 
39 
able 22. Cape Kennedy site launch support for Apollo 8 
Time (Dec 21, 19681, 
GMT 
1 2 3  1 :00 
1 2 6 1  :30 
12:52:00 
12:52:30 
12:53:00 
12:53:30 
1 2 :54:00 
12:54:30 
12:55:00 
12:55:30 
I “Receiver 1 out of lock. 
Receiver 1 automatic 
gain control, 
-dBmW 
68.8 
65.4 
66.9 
69 .2  
83.9 
97.5 
11 1.6 
11 8.4 
121.2 
120.9 
Time (Dec 21, 19681, 
GMT 
12:56:00 
12:56:30 
12:57:00 
12:57:30 
12:58:00 
12:58:30 
12:58:33 
12:58:42 
12:59:00 
12:59:10 
bReceiver 1 i n  lock, 
Receiver 1 automatic 
gain control, 
-dBmW 
121.0  
122.6 
125.1 
128.7 
135.0 
141.6 
a -
b -
136.0 
a -
b. Earth-orbital phase. The subearth tracks of the first 
two revolutions of Apollo 8 were such that the spacecraft 
was seen briefly by Pioneer and Tidbinbilla, but not by 
Robledo. Although these stations are not formally com- 
mitted to support the earth-orbital phase of Apollo mis- 
sions, the stations do participate in the terminal count 
and attempt to acquire the spacecraft during those earth- 
orbital passes that are within view of the station. 
Experience on previous Apollo flights has shown that 
the angular rates while in earth orbit frequently exceed 
the rate capability of these antennas. Such was the case 
during Apollo 8 revolution 1 over the Tidbinbilla site. 
In addition, that station simultaneously experienced an 
overloading of the receiver front end because of a com- 
bination of: (1) strong received signal strength from the 
spacecraft, and (2) a gain saturation created by the instal- 
lation, just prior to the mission, of a transistor follow-on 
amplifier behind the maser. The combination of these 
two effects gave rise to an unstable antenna angular 
track, which was more severe than had been experienced 
on previous earth-orbital tracks. This phenomenon was 
self-correcting in that Tidbinbilla did not have a view 
period for revolution 2 so that, when the station re- 
acquired the spacecraft after translunar injection, the 
signal strengths had decreased to a tolerable level and 
the high-rate dynamic instability had disappeared. 
Remedial action was, therefore, deferred until after the 
mission. 
The high angular tracking rate problem was not 
experienced at Pioneer because the spacecraft elevation 
angles were sufficiently low to avoid the problem. 
However, the Pioneer site did experience two minor 
anomalies : (1) During revolution 1, extreme weather con- 
ditions caused a nylon chain on the pre- and final-limit 
control boxes of the antenna servo system to break. 
No loss of data resulted and the chains were repaired 
prior to revolution 2. (2) During revolution 2, the low- 
speed clutch on the hour-angle axis became inoperative 
and it was necessary to switch to the high-speed mode. 
However, no degradation in tracking or data acquisition 
resulted. 
e. Translunar phase. The Apollo 8 mission was de- 
signed to have injection into a lunar transfer trajectory 
occur over Hawaii in the Pacific Ocean. As a result, the 
stations in the Goldstone Deep Space Communication 
Complex were the first to acquire Apollo 8 after trans- 
lunar injection. The Pioneer site acquired Apollo 8 at 
horizon rise of the spacecraft; the Mars site acquired 
Apollo 8 some 8 min later using preflight nominal pre- 
dictions and drive tapes. However, the received signal 
was so strong as to overload the receiver, with the result 
that it was 3 to 4 h before the correct angle offsets could 
be punched into the servo control unit to accurately peak 
the 0.15-deg beamwidth of the 210-ft-diam antenna onto 
the spacecraft and obtain a meaningful signal-strength 
reading. When obtained, the reading was found to agree 
with the expected 8- to 10-dB improvement over the 
85-ft-diam antenna stations. 
The earth track of Apollo 8 carried it eastward over 
the United States until it reached its synchronous altitude 
point approximately over Bermuda where the earth track 
reversed direction, starting in a westerly direction (with 
respect to Goldstone) back across the United States to 
final set over the Pacific. The Goldstone stations, there- 
fore, experienced the same long postinjection track as is 
normally experienced by the Johannesburg, South Africa, 
site on unmanned launches with Atlantic injections. 
During this time, and on subsequent Goldstone passes, 
the MSFN Apollo prime station had a choice of “the 
best of three” data sources to process and remote to 
Mission Control Center at Houston: (1) Apollo prime 
station data, (2) Pioneer/MSFN control room data, or 
(3) Mars site data. Much of this was automatically se- 
lected by computers, so an accurate time history of 
which data were used is difficult to ascertain. However, 
as the spacecraft distance from earth increased, the 
Mars site high-bit-rate telemetry reception data became 
more and more useful due to what is known as the 
“rotisserie” or “barbecue” effect: To keep thermal balance 
throughout the spacecraft, the Apollo mission was 
designed so that the spacecraft rotated slowly about its 
roll axis to keep illumination from the sun uniform. This 
made it necessary for the astronauts to select between 
the four omniantennas as the rotation proceeded. A 
typical received signal-strength pattern at the Mars site 
would show the signal strength dropping slowly some 
30 to 35 dB and then reinstating itself suddenly as the 
antennas on the spacecraft were switched. As the space- 
craft neared the moon, this drop in signal strength would 
cause the signal to fall below the 51,200-bit/s high-bit- 
rate telemetry threshold at the 85-ft-diam antenna sta- 
tions but not below the threshold at the 210-ft-diam 
antenna. By selecting the Mars site telemetry data for 
processing and remoting to Houston, many unnecessary 
commands to change to low-bit-rate telemetry were 
avoided while the Apollo 8 spacecraft was in view of 
Goldstone. 
Fortunately for the TV viewers throughout Europe, 
the United States, and Japan, the Apollo 8 multi-beam- 
width, high-gain antenna performed successfully during 
the mission. This permitted TV transmission from the 
spacecraft to be obtained at the 85-ft-diam antenna 
stations in Madrid and Goldstone for relay to Houston 
and subsequent distribution through commercial TV 
channels. The TV transmission signal strengths were in 
the vicinity of -95 dBmW, which produced a very 
acceptable signal into the 85-ft-diam antennas. Because 
of this, and also because of a very slight degradation of 
TV picture quality over the Goldstone intersite micro- 
wave link, Apollo 8 TV signals from the Mars site were 
not used during the mission. 
During the translunar midcourse maneuver and coast 
phases, the MSFN control rooms at the Pioneer, Tidbin- 
billa, and Robledo sites provided continuous coverage of 
the Apollo 8 spacecraft in both the two-way and three- 
way mode of operation. Scheduled commands and voice 
were successfully uplinked through these facilities to the 
Apollo 8 spacecraft during portions of this period, which 
ended with the successful arrival of Apollo 8 in the 
vicinity of the moon on Christmas Eve while the space- 
craft was in view of the Tidbinbilla site. 
d.  Lunar phase. The beginning of the ApolEo 8 lunar- 
orbital phase started on December 24 at 09:49:08 GMT 
with spacecraft occultation behind the moon as viewed 
from Tidbinbilla. Apollo 8 exited occultation from behind 
the moon at 10:23 GMT, at which time Tidbinbilla 
tracked lunar orbit 1, which ended at 11:47 GMT, with 
the second lunar occultation. The beginning of the second 
lunar orbit was viewed simultaneously by the Tidbinbilla 
and Robledo sites. Apollo 8 set on the Tidbinbilla horizon 
at 12:41 GMT. The coverage was continued at Robledo 
through lunar orbits 2-6, which were tracked without 
anomaly and reported signal-strength readings in the 
range of -102 to -126 dBmW. Apollo 8 lunar orbit 
coverage continued during the Goldstone visibility and 
on into the Tidbinbilla visibility for orbits 8, 9, and 10. 
Apollo 8 experienced its last lunar occultation on orbit 10 
on December 25 at 05:42 GMT. The Apollo 8 service 
propulsion system transearth injection burn occurred 
while the spacecraft was occulted behind the moon 
during orbit 10. 
e. Transearth phase. The transearth phase of Apollo 8 
began on December 25 with acquisition by Tidbinbilla 
at 06:19:46 GMT and continued at this station until loss 
of signal because of horizon set at 12:42 GMT that day. 
However, Robledo had acquired Apollo 8 at 12:03 GMT 
in a three-way mode so there was no loss of data during 
the handover. The Robledo view period extended to 
22:54 GMT on December 25; the entire pass was in the 
three-way mode. The Robledo view period overlapped 
that of the Goldstone stations supporting Apollo. 
The Pioneer site view period was from December 25 
at 19:41 GMT through December 26 at 06:25 GMT. 
During this time, the station reported both one-way and 
three-way tracks without anomalies. The Goldstone tracks 
Station 
Cape 
Kennedy 
Pioneer 
Tidbinbilla 
Robledo 
Mars 
Day of 
year 
(1 968) 
356 
356 f 357 
3571358 
3581359 
3591 360 
3601361 
3611362 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
356 1357 
3571358 
3581359 
3591360 
3601361 
Orbit lpassl 
revolution 
Launch 
Revolutions 
1 , 2 ;  
pass 1 
Pass 2 
Pass 3 
Pass 4 
Pass 5 
Pass 6 
Revolution 1 
Pass 1 
Pass 2 
Pass 3; 
orbits 1, 2 
Pass 4; 
orbits 8, 
9, lO 
Pass 5 
Pass 6 
Pass 1 
Pass 2 
Pass 3 
Orbits 2-6 
Pass 4 
Pass 5 
Pass 6 
Pass 1 
Pass 2 
Pass 3 
Lunor orbit 
Pass 4 
nAll dates and times are GMT. 
bNumber indicates mode: 1 = one-way, 2 = two-way, etc. 
Acquisition 
of signal 
12:5 1 :00 
14:20 
18:50:55 
i9:10:5a 
19:25:50 
19:41:00 
19:51:04 
13:51:30 
00:3i :oa 
00:46:50 
00:46:40 
01 :21:57 
01 :3a:30 
02:18:18 
16:lO:lO 
11  :08:01 
1 1  :30:45 
12:30:57 
12:00:36 
12:03:21 
i2:5a:o2 
15:59:32 
i8:58:16 
19:15:42 
19:30:09 
19:40:00 
Loss of 
signal 
56:59:10 
05:10:24 
05:30:20 
05:30:20 
06:24:15 
06:25:25 
07:06:37 
13 :55 :09 
11 :52:04 
12:22:03 
12:40:50 
12:52:00 
12:54:27 
13:04:40 
20:49:06 
21 :23:00 
21 :36:52 
21 :4a:oo 
22:23:2a 
22:54:50 
14:53:53 
04:47:34 
05:07:i a 
05:09:12 
05:42:37 
06:05 :00 
Tracking 
modeb 
Remarks 
8-min, 10-s track 
Tracking time includes start of orbit 1, 
orbit 2, and end of first translunar pass 
Translunar pass 
Translunar pass 
lunar orbit pass 
Transearth pass 
Transearth pass to end of Pioneer support 
Both commands and voice were first success- 
fully uplinked through the wing station 
Last transearth pass and first two lunar 
orbits 
Lunar orbits 8, 9, 10 and first tronsearth 
pass 
End of Tidbinbilla support 
Average signal level -105 dBmW 
Average signal level - 123.8 dBmW 
Average signal level -105 dBmW 
Average signal level during lunar orbit 
-1 17.2 dBmW 
Signal level at acquisition -137 dBmW 
Signal level at acquisition -133 dBmW 
Average signal level -101.0 dBmW; end 
of Robledo support 
Average signal level -102 dBmW 
Average signal level - 1 1  1.5 dBmW 
Average signal level - 103.5 dBmW 
Average signal level -1 17 dBmW 
Average signal level - 1 1  0 dBmW; end of 
Mars support 
overlapped those of Tidbinbilla, which acquired Apollo 8 
in a three-way mode on December 26 at 01:38 GMT. 
Tidbinbilla alternated between three-way and two-way 
modes of operation over this pass, which ended at 12:54 
GMT with no anomalies being reported. This was fol- 
lowed by an overlapping view period with Robledo, 
which remained in the three-way mode for the entire 
pass; the pass ended at 22:54 GMT on December 26. 
Overlap with Goldstone began at 19:51 GMT on 
December 26. The Pioneer site operated in both one-way 
and three-way modes throughout the entire pass, which 
ended on December 27 at 07:06 GMT without anomaly. 
Since the ApolZo return trajectory was such that Goldstone 
would not have another view period, Pioneer was re- 
lieved of further ApoZZo support at the end of this pass. 
AGC 
AIS 
AM 
ARPA 
BER 
CAD 
CCR 
CCTL 
CDDT 
CEC 
COLL 
CSM 
CVT 
dec 
DIS 
DSIF 
DSN 
DSS 
FM 
FTS 
The succeeding December 27 tracks by Tidbinbilla 
and Robledo similarly concluded participation in the 
ApoZZo 8 mission because these tracks were the last for 
these stations before spacecraft splashdown. The end of 
track occurred at 13:04 GMT for Tidbinbilla, and at 
14:53 GMT for Robledo. Ndproblems were reported by 
either station on this final track in support of the Apollo 8 
mission. A summary of the DSN tracking support pro- 
vided is shown in Table 23. 
f .  Conclusion. The support provided to Apollo 8 by all 
participating stations in the MSFN and in the DSN was 
excellent throughout the mission. Messages congratu- 
lating all participating stations on their fine performance 
during the mission were sent by the Manned Spacecraft 
Center at Houston and by the Manned Flight Support 
Directorate at the Goddard Space Flight Center. 
automatic gain control 
analog instrumentation subsystem 
amplitude modulation 
Advanced Research Project Agency 
bit error rate 
coherent amplitude detector 
closed-cycle refrigerator 
code clock transfer loop 
countdown demonstration test 
Consolidated Electrodynamics Carp. 
collimation tower equipment 
command service module 
configuration verikation test 
declination angle 
digital instrumentation subsystem 
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 
Deep Space Network 
Deep Space Station 
frequency modulation 
frequency and timing subsystem 
GSFC 
HA 
HF 
IAPS 
IF 
IRV 
IU 
JPL 
LEM 
LM 
LO1 
MCC 
MGC 
MILA 
MSC 
MSFN 
NACA 
NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
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high frequency 
interim antenna pointing subsystem 
intermediate frequency 
inter-range vector 
instrumentation unit 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
lunar excursion module 
lunar module 
lunar orbit insertion 
Mercury Control Center 
manual gain control 
Merritt Island launch area 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Manned Space Flight Network 
National Advisory Committee on 
Aeronautics 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
h 
NASCOM NASA Communications Network SDDS signal data demodulator set 
ORT 
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PCM 
PM 
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R F  
R&RR 
RU 
RUB 
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sco 
SDA 
operational readiness test 
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition 
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phase modulation 
receiver/exciter/ranging 
radio frequency 
range and range rate receiver/exciter 
range unit 
rubidium frequency standard 
S-band acquisition aid 
S-band cassegrain-monopulse 
subcarrier oscillator 
systems data analysis 
SFOF 
SRT 
STG 
TAGIU 
TDH 
TETR 
TWM 
UHF 
USB 
UWV 
vco 
VSWR 
WWV 
Space Flight Operations Facility 
station readiness test 
Space Task Group 
tracking and ground instrumentation unit 
tracking data handling 
Test and Training Satellite 
traveling-wave maser 
ultra-high frequency 
unified S-band 
microwave subsystem 
voltage-controlled oscillator 
voltage standing wave ratio 
National Bureau of Standards 
time broadcasting station 
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